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Chapter 01 Conceptual framework 

1.1 Introduction  
 

Every society is an organizational society, the progress and welfare of a society depend on its 

organizations. We work and play our part in various organizations as members of society. So it 

may be said that organizations play a dominant role in our lives.  In organizations, we are involved 

as employees, students, clients, patients, and citizens. Organizations are essential to the way our 

society operates. Organizations are engaged to raise the standard of living and our worldwide 

image in the industry, education, healthcare sectors and defense. There are four elements 

universally recognized for a good organization, that is, men, money, methods, and material. Out 

of these, the most important common element amongst organizations is a human being.  

Organizational objectives can be achieved by manipulating and affecting the other three that is 

money, method, and material to operate in a way to produce the desired result. From above those 

elements, which are classified as non-living it is a human being, the man, who is living and is 

interactive. Owens, 1998 stated the fact that what in turn affects the human beings in an 

organization to act completely has been the center of attention of past researches in the field and 

is gaining prevalence in this age of knowledge explosion.  

According to Gibson and Ivancevich, 1997 the success of an organization depends upon its 

definite objectives. The members of that organization pursue its goals and objectives that can be 

achieved effortlessly and effectively by the collaborative efforts. Therefore, organizations are 

essential for the functioning society.   

Education is a process, a long drawn out one, indeed a lifelong process. It has long been 

recognized as one of the cornerstones of social and economic development. More recently with 

technological development and the changes in the methods of production, it has become even 

more important because the new technologies and production methods depend upon the human 

resource that is well trained and intellectually flexible. More than ever before, the development 

of the nation today hinges on its capacity to acquire, adapt and then to advance knowledge. 

This capacity depends largely upon the extent to which the country’s population has attained 

literacy, numeracy, communication, and problem-solving skills. When we aim at the  country’s 
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population it includes both men and women in all aspects. So, providing education to all 

becomes the primary concern of the government to achieve the demands of the changing times. 

1.2 Elementary Education in India 
 

Education ensures complete development of one's personality and thereby sustained growth of 

the nation.  Elementary education in India, therefore, is the foundation on which the development 

of every citizen and the nation as a whole depends. But making primary education available for 

all in India has also been one of the major challenges for the government. Moreover, the quality 

of elementary education in India has also been a major cause of worry for the government. 

Elementary education in India means eight years of Schooling from the age of six years.  The 

government has made elementary education compulsory and free. But, the goal of universal 

elementary education in India has been very difficult to achieve until now. Therefore, the nation 

has introduced innovative ways of universalizing elementary education (UEE). 

A  concerted  effort  has  been  made  in  the  past  two  decades  through  a  number  of 

governmental and non-governmental schemes and programmes such as the Shiksha Karmi Project  

(1987),  Operation  Black  Board  (1987),  Bihar  Education  Project  (1991),  Lok Jumbish   (1992),   

Minimum   Level   of  Learning   (1992),   District   Primary   Education Programmes   

(DPEP,1994),   National  Programme   of  Nutritional   Support  to  Primary Education  (1995),  

Uttar  Pradesh  Basic  Education  Programme  (1995),  Janshala  (1998), Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 

(SSA, 2000), Vidya Laxmi Yojna (2003), National Programme for Education   of  Girls  at  

Elementary   Level  (NPEGEL)   and  Kasturba   Gandhi   Balika Vidyalayas  (KGBVs).  Despite 

strong policy directives and launching of all the above-mentioned schemes and programs, to 

achieve the goal of UEE; the fact is UEE is still a distant dream. Among the many centrally 

sponsored schemes aiming at achieving UEE, the DPEP and SSA stand out for its innovative 

design features. 

1.2.1Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
The scheme of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) was started in the year 2001-02 with the objective 

of Universalization of Elementary Education.  It is an attempt to provide an opportunity for 

improving human capabilities to all children including the girl child, through the provision of 

community-owned quality education in a mission mode. The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan is an effort 

to universalize useful and relevant elementary education by community-ownership of the school 
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system for all children in the age group of 6 to 14 years by 2010. As it is a response to the demand 

for quality basic education, another goal is to bridge social, regional and gender gaps, with the 

active participation of the community in the management of school all over the country. The aim 

of SSA program is an attempt to provide an opportunity for improving human capabilities to all 

children and master their natural environment in a manner that allows the fullest harnessing of 

their human potential both spiritually and materially. 

SSA has also realized the importance of early childhood care and education and looks at the 0-14 

age as a continuum. 

SSA has also established basic objectives such as all children in School, Education Guarantee 

Centre, Alternate School, and ‘Back-to-School’ camp by 2003; all children complete five years 

of primary schooling by 2007 and eight years of elementary schooling by 2010. SSA had set few 

norms for the interventions to improve and develop the infrastructure of the school. All possible 

steps have been taken to achieve the goals. 

However, as SSA has limited financial provisions for girls’ education in the form of “innovations” 

at district level and free textbooks, and thus there is a need for an additional component.   

NPEGEL   was   thus,   formulated   for   education   of   under   privileged/ disadvantaged girls 

from class I to VIII as a separate and distinct gender component plan of SSA. With this scheme 

efforts for girl’s education at elementary level were streamlined. 

1.2.2Girls Education at Elementary Level 
Education of girls has been a high priority with the Government of India. To achieve actual 

development of the society, both men and women needs to be empowered in all the aspects.  The  

National  commitment  to  provide  free  and  compulsory  education  to  all children in the 6- 14 

years age group is now a Fundamental Right of every child in India after the passing of the 

Constitution (86th  Amendment) Act in December, 2002. But it is seen that girl’s education has 

suffered for many reasons in our society. 

Reaching out to the girl child is central to the efforts to universalize elementary education. Sarva 

Shiksha Abhiyan or ‘Education for All’ programme recognizes that ensuring girl’s education 

requires changes not only in the education system but also in societal norms and attitudes.  A  two-

pronged  gender  strategy  has  therefore  been  adopted,  to  make  the education system responsive 

to the needs of the girls through targeted interventions which serve as a pull factor to enhance 

access and retention of girls in schools and on the other hand,  to  generate  a  community   demand  
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for  girls’  education  through  training  and mobilization. 

In addition, to target pockets where girls education is lagging behind, the Government of India  

has  launched  two  focused  interventions  for  girls  – the  National  Programme  for Education 

of Girls at Elementary Level (NPEGEL) and the Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya  (KGBV) to 

reach out to girls from marginalized  social groups in over 3282 educationally backward blocks 

in the country where the female rural literacy is below the national average and the gender gap in 

literacy is above the national average. 

1.2.3 National Programme for Education of Girls at Elementary Level 

(NPEGEL) 
 

The NPEGEL, launched in September 2003, is an integral but distinct component of the Sarva 

Siksha Abhiyan but with a distinct identity. It provides  additional provisions  for enhancing  the  

education  of  underprivileged/disadvantaged   girls  at  elementary   level through  more  intense  

community  mobilisation,  the  development  of  gender  sensitive learning materials, early child 

care and education facilities and provision of need-based incentives   like   escorts,   stationery,   

work   books   and   uniforms   etc. for   girls.   All Educationally Backward Blocks have been 

included under NPEGEL. 

1.3.Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) 
 

The   Kasturba   Gandhi   Balika   Vidyalaya   (KGBV)   scheme   was   launched   by   the 

Government of India in August, 2004 for setting up residential schools at upper primary level for 

girls belonging predominantly to the SC, ST, OBC and minorities in difficult areas. Initially it ran 

as a separate scheme, but was merged with the SSA programme with effect from 1st April, 2007. 

With the RTE Act, 2009 coming into force with effect from 1st April 2010, and the SSA 

Framework of Implementation being revised to correspond to the RTE Act, the KGBV component 

of SSA would also be implemented  in the overall context  of  child  rights  and  child  entitlements  

and  in  harmony  with  the  spirit  and stipulations of the Act. 

 1.3.1 Scope/ Coverage of the KGBV scheme 
 

KGBVs can be opened in Educationally Backward Blocks (EBBs), previously defined on a 

composite criteria of blocks with a rural female literacy rate below the national average (46.13%:  
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Census  2001)  and  gender  gap  in  literacy  higher  than  the  national  average (21.59%: Census 

2001). Within these blocks, priority was given to areas with: 

 Concentration of tribal population, and/or a large number of girls out of school; 

 Concentration of SC, ST, OBC and minority populations, and/or a large number of girls 

out of school; 

 Areas with low female literacy; or Areas with a large number of small, scattered 

habitations that do not qualify for a school 

1.3.2 Criteria for eligible blocks 

The criteria of eligible blocks were revised with effect from 1st April, 2008 to include the 

following: 

 EBBs with rural female literacy below 30%;  

 Towns/cities having minority concentration (as per the list identified by Ministry of 

Minority  Affairs)  with  female  literacy  rate  below  the  national  average  (53.67%: 

Census 2001). 

In 2010-11 opening of KGBVs has been extended to all EBBs with rural female literacy below 

the national average as per Census 2001. 

1.3.3 Objective of KGBVs 
The  objective  of  KGBV  is  to  ensure  access  and  quality  education  to  girls  from 

disadvantaged groups by setting up residential schools at upper primary level. 
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Chapter – 2 Methodology 
 

2.1 Introduction and need of assessment 

In India, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), inception in 2000-01. SSA has been Government of 

India’s flagship program for the achievement of Universalization of Elementary Education (UEE) 

in a time bound manner. It has made considerable progress in UEE with the Right to Education 

(RTE) Act, 2009, in effect since April 2010. Eight years of quality Elementary Education is now 

a fundamental right. Effective enforcement of this right requires that the vision, strategies. As a 

result of the effective implementation of SSA-RTE interventions, there has been a steady increase 

in the number of Elementary school in Gujarat over the years. There are several schemes 

implemented to give equal opportunity to girl child for quality education. Kasturba Gandhi Balika 

Vidyalaya (KGBV) scheme is to ensure access and quality education to girls from socially 

disadvantages groups by setting up residential schools at Upper Primary Level.  

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Gujarat (SSA) and Unicef are very much concern about the protective 

learning environment and in this regards, the rapid assessment of such education institutions like, 

Kasturba Gandhi balika Vidyalaya and other residential Institutes are required. The aim of this 

assessment is to assess Organizational climate of KGBVs and its impact on student adjustment, 

Living and Learning Environment. Another aim is to strengthen the protection and learning 

environment in such residential institutions.  

UNICEF 

UNICEF is fully committed to working with the Government of India to ensure that each child 

born in this vast and complex country gets the best start in life, thrives and develops to his or her 

full potential. The organization began its work in India in 1949 with three staff members and 

established an office in Delhi three years later. Currently, it advocates for the rights of India’s 

children in 16 states.UNICEF established its office in Gujarat in 1992, and since then has been 

collaborating with the Government of Gujarat to support the accelerated and sustained wellbeing 

of children in the state. Inclusion and participation of disadvantaged children continues to be a 

high priority. UNICEF works closely with various departments at state, district and sub-district 

levels, as well as with civil society institutions such as networks of women, youth and children’s 

organizations, NGOs, professional bodies, academia and research organizations, among others. 
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As a result of these partnerships, successful and replicable models in health, nutrition, education, 

water and sanitation, and child protection have been developed and scaled up to deliver measurable 

results for children. The emphasis has been on building the government’s capacity, strengthening 

systems, institutions and networks, advocating for evidence-based policies, and empowering 

communities and local groups to adopt appropriate behaviors’ and practices. 

The overall focus of UNICEF’s collaboration in Gujarat is to: 
 Improve the quality and reach of major flagship programmes in the areas of reproductive 

and child health, nutrition, education, water and sanitation and child protection through 

equity-focused, cost-effective and measurable strategies. 

 Facilitate evidence-based policy dialogue which has the potential to bring about quality 

improvement and enhance coverage. 

 Develop and implement effective and contextually relevant communication strategies to 

address the knowledge, attitudes and practices of various groups, in particular, children, 

adolescents and women.   

 Develop effective strategies for replicating successful models or interventions at a larger 

scale, to reach out to the most marginalized communities. 

(*source: http://unicef.in) 

2.1.1 Gujarat Vidyapith 
Gujarat Vidyapith was founded by Mahatma Gandhi on 18th October 1920. Gujarat Vidyapith is 

a deemed university since 1963. Gujarat Vidyapith is funded by the U. G. C. (University Grants 

Commission) for higher education programs. It was started as Rashtriya Vidyapith (National 

Institute of University Education) and was the wake of the Non-cooperative Movement. Mahatma 

Gandhi remained its life-long Kulpati (Chancellor). The Institute imparts higher education with an 

integrated system of education teaching from the Nursery to the Doctorate level. The main 

objective is to prepare workers of character, ability, culture and dedication for the conduct of 

movements connected with the regeneration of the country in accordance with the ideals given by 

Mahatma Gandhi. 

2.1.2 About Social work department, Gujarat Vidyapith 
Social work department established in the year 1970 at Gujarat Vidyapith. To emerge as a 

prominent institute in quality and excellence in Social Work with Gandhian philosophy. The 

Faculty addresses the new challenges and work demands of the changing scenario with unique 

http://unicef.in/
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diagnostic, interceptive and managerial skills to reach the vulnerable groups of communities. The 

Faculty endorses its sustainable initiative with thrust areas of Rural Development, Poverty 

alleviation, Health and Social Development with emphasis on working with vulnerable groups viz 

Marginalized communities, Women and Children, Tribal, Specially Challenged and others. During 

the last 48 years, Faculty conducted several types of research and projects.  

The Main Objective of the Social work department is to provide theory, practice and research 

exposure to students in Social Work and other allied courses offered in the social work related 

fields. To provide opportunities for individual growth and development, To equip students to take 

up challenging jobs in various fields of social work and human resource management and other 

respective fields.  

Department focuses equally on Theory, Social Research, Social Action, and Fieldwork. It is one 

of the few institutes, which has a strong blend of theory and concurrent extensive fieldwork to 

groom professionals to benefit themselves in dynamic socio-economic milieus and social 

environment. For the rapid assessment of KGBVs Unicef and SSA collaborated with social work 

department. The rapid assessment is funded by UNICEF.  The details of assessment is as under: 

“A rapid assessment of Organizational climate: the psycho-social aspects, Student 

adjustment, Learning and living environment of the Students of Kasturba Gandhi Balika 

Vidyalaya” 

2.1.3 Significance of the Assessment 
Kasturba Gandhi Vidyalaya is providing an opportunity for girls for Education and development. 

A rapid assessment for such institutions will be helpful to the SSA for further planning and 

intervention for the betterment of the students. The rapid assessment also helps to figure out the 

psychosocial aspects, student’s adjustment and organizational environment related details and this 

will be very much helpful for future interventions.     

2.1.3.1 Studies conducted on KGBVs. 
 

1. Evaluation Study on Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV),NITI AAYOG 

Programme Evaluation Organization Government of India New Delhi-110001 June, 2015 
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2. A Study on Implementation of KGBV Scheme in the Muslim Concentrated Districts of 

Four States in India, Department of Women’s Studies National Council of Educational 

Research and Training Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 110016 

3. Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) Scheme As A Facilitator To Academic 

Motivation Of The Female Learners, Kajal Das1 Sayed Nurus Salam2 Samirranjan 

Adhikari3, international Journal of Innovative Research in Science, Engineering and 

Technology 

4. Education, Patriarchy, Gendering and Resistance: A Case Study of Adolescent Girls at 

KGBV, Ranipur MAITREYI JHAWorking Paper – 4, Tata Institute of Social Sciences 

Patna Centre, 2017. 

5. An Evaluation Study on Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya Schools in Telangana Region 

of  Andhra Pradesh, KODICHERLA SHANKER, May, 2015 

6. A study of organizational climate of kasturba gandhi balika Vidyalayas and its impact on 

student adjustment, quality of  Learning and drop out rate, Babita Rawat  A THESIS 

Submitted to  Dayalbagh Educational Institute (Deemed University),Dayalbagh,Agra for 

the Degree of DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY in EDUCATION 2017. 

7. Impact of KGBVs on Girls’ Education and Retention, Principal Investigator , Dr. Priti 

Chudhari, Co-Investigator, Dr. Kashayapi Awasthi, Dr. Jyostsana Amin, Research 

Associate, Ms. Rugi P.A, Centre of Advanced Study in Education, Faculty of Education 

and Psychology,The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Vadodara. 

2.2 Definition of the terms    
 

 2.2.1 Organizational Climate 

According to the Dictionary of Education (1959). “Organizational climate refers to an 

organization’ characteristics as perceived by its members”. Climate is, therefore, the sum of shared 

organizational perceptions. It is a subjective concept which may not be related to actual properties 

of the organization”. Organizational climate can be operationally defined in reference to behaviors 

of the Institute personals. In the context of the institute, it is the resulting condition within the 

institute, of social interaction among the Institute personnel.  
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2.2.2 Kasturba Gandhi Vidyalaya 

Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya is residential schools which cover hard to reach girls especially 

the deprived ones belonging predominantly to the SC, ST, OBC community and minority groups. 

This is an intervention for girls residing in small and scattered habitations far off from the nearest 

school.   

2.2.3 Psycho-Social aspects 

The psychosocial environment relates to social and mental conditions which affect education and 

health. This incorporates the cultural norms and expectations expressed by friends, parents and 

school personnel.  

2.2.4 Students Adjustment  

According to Carter V. Good (1959), “Adjustment is the process of finding and adopting modes 

of behavior suitable to the environment or the change in the environment.” In this assessment, 

Student adjustment can be defined as a student’s functioning in a variety of realms such as an 

educational adjustment, emotional adjustment, and social adjustment related to the institution.  

2.2.5 Learning and Living Environment  

Learning environment refers to the diverse physical locations, contexts, and cultures in which 

students learn. While living environment means an individuals’ perceptions of their position in life 

in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live, and in relation to their goals, 

expectations, standards, and concerns.  

2.3 Objectives of the Assessment  
 

1. To assess the psycho-social and cultural aspects of students studying/residing in “Kasturba 

Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya” KGBVs.  

2. To assess the Organizational climate of “Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidhyalaya” in the 

reference of attitude and behavior of warden and other staff personnel working in  

Residential Hostel and KGBVs. 

3. To evaluate the organizational climate of “Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidhyalaya” in the 

reference of attitude and behavior of the teachers and principal for students, also assess that 

how their teaching methods support or deterrent the students of KGBVs for their learning. 
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4. To assess the role of management committees, members of management committees and 

gender coordinator in reference to safety and psycho-social support required and felt by 

students of KGBVs. 

5. To assess the factors impacting protection and empowerment of girl children in KGBVs, 

like safety, child-friendly environment and gender disparity related things on the students 

in KGBVs and how this factor affects the students. 

6. To assess the constructive and destructive traits of staff personals and teachers expressed 

by students of KGBVs. 

7. To understand how separation from family and living in an institution for accessing 

education affects girl students;    

2.3.1 Interpretation of the terms   
 

1. Psychosocial and Cultural Aspects:  To assess the psychosocial environment relates to 

social and mental conditions which affect the social, emotional, educational and health of 

the students. To assess cultural aspects like family background, friends and school 

personals expressions on students studying from KGBVs. 

2. Attitude and behavior of Wardens and other staff personnel of the KGBV’s : To 

understand the perception, attitude, and understanding of the Warden and other staff 

personnel, which includes their Role, responsibilities, work experience, behavior, and 

cultural aspects which directly or indirectly affect student’s adjustment. 

3. Attitude and behavior of Teachers and principals for students: To understand the 

perceptions and understanding of the Teachers and Principal for the students. Also, want 

to understand their teaching methods which either support or deterrent the students of 

KGBVs and their learning.   

4. The management committee and members: To understand the work of committees, no. 

of members in the committee, roles, and responsibilities, their dealing in a crisis situation, 

their concern regarding unexpected incident and perceptions of each member for students.  

5. Gender coordinator: To understand HER role, duties, counseling method, relationship 

with students and other staff personnel. 
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6. In reference to Safety: To understand that the institute’s environment is safe for students 

in terms of Physical, Psychological, Emotional and social aspects. Student’s perception 

about what they feel in the institute in terms of safety. 

7. Child-Friendly: To understand that the institute is having a child-friendly environment or 

not. Child-friendly means school or institution ensures every child an environment that is 

physically safe, emotionally secure and psychologically enabling. 

8. Gender disparity: to assess that the Gender disparity is affecting students? Gender 

disparity means not having equality in terms of gender, either in language use, equal 

participation in educational program or in the form of textbook or curriculum itself. We 

can find disparity in different aspects and it is most commonly found in classroom 

interaction. 

9. Constructive and destructive traits: To understand the student’s behavior and 

perception, understanding about what they think and feel about the behavior of Teachers 

and other staff personal’s constructive and destructive traits.  

2.3.2 Universe of the study 
 

At present 237 KGBVs are functional under SSA .Rapid assessment will be conducted in a 10% 

of KGBVs instead of in all KGBVs. As per the data given by SSA there are 62 KBVs funded by 

Government of Gujarat, 162 KGBVs funded by Government of India and 12 KGBVs are funded 

by Tribal department. There are 4 different categories in KGBVs. Type 1 is with class VI to class 

VIII, Type 2 is with class VI to Class X, Type 3 Nil, type 4 is with Girls Hostel for Class IX to 

Class XII. The rapid assessment will be conducts in type 1 and 2 and 4 of KGBVs. The zone wise 

list of KGBVs are as under:  

Table 01 Zone wise List of KGBVs 

No Zone District No of School/Residential Institutes 

1 North Mehsana 3 

2 North Patan 12 

3 North Banaskantha 27 

4 North Sabarkantha 5 

5 North Aravali 5 
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6 North Kutch 17 

7 South Bharuch 2 

8 South Surat 3 

9 South Navsari 1 

10 South Valsad 6 

11 South Tapi 8 

12 South Dang 3 

13 East Mahisagar 8 

14 East Dahod 21 

15 East Panchmahal 16 

16 East Chota Udaipur 11 

17 East Naramada 4 

18 West/Saurashtra Rajkot 3 

19 West/Saurashtra RMC 1 

20 West/Saurashtra Amereli 4 

21 West/Saurashtra Bhavnagar 13 

22 West/Saurashtra Jamnagar 3 

23 West/Saurashtra Morbi 6 

24 West/Saurashtra Porbandar 2 

25 West/Saurashtra Gir Somnath 9 

26 West/Saurashtra Junagadh 3 

27 West/Saurashtra Devbhoomi 

Dwarka 

9 

28 West/Saurashtra Surendranagar 16 

29 West/Saurashtra Botad 4 

30 Central Gujarat Gandhinagar 1 

31 Central Gujarat Ahmedabad 7 

32 Central Gujarat Kheda 1 

33 Central Gujarat Anand 1 

34 Central Gujarat Vadodara 1 
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35 Central Gujarat VMC 1 

 Total  237 

2.3.3 Sampling Procedure  
In every assessment procedure, sample selection is a very crucial element, its success rely upon 

appropriate selection of the sample in relation to the objective of the assessment, therefore more 

attention will be given by the Sarva shiksh Abhiyan in sample selection.   

2.3.4 Selection of the KGBVs 
The Assessment conducted in 24 selected schools of KGBV, by Sarva shiksha abhiyan.  

Table 2 List of selected KGBVs for assessment 

No District No Block KGBV Name  Type SH

/H 

1 Bhavnagar 1 Ghogha Ghogha  II H 

2 Dahod 2 Limkheda Agara (U)  II H 

3 Devbhoomi Dwarka 3 Dwarka Aarambhada  II SH 

4 Bhavnagar  4 Bhavnagar  Sidhsar IV H 

5 Dahod 5 Fatepura Dabara  II SH 

6 Morbi 6 Wankaner Matel  I SH 

7 Ahmedabad 7 Bavla Bagodara  I SH 

9 Narmada 8 Sagbara Selamba  I SH 

10 Patan 9 Santalpur Kolivada  II SH 

11 Tapi 10 Kukarmunda Untavad  II SH 

8 Chhota Udepur 11 Chhota Udepur Gaman Falya (ZOZ)  II SH 

12 Banaskantha 12 Palanpur Hanumanpura  II H 

13 Kachchh 13 Bhuj Bhuj (U)  II SH 

14 Panchmahl 14 Halol Dhinakava  II SH 

15 Sabarkantha 15 Poshina Delwada  II SH 

16 Surendranagar 16 Chotila Chiroda (THANGA)  II SH 

17 Valsad 17 Dharampur Dharampur IV H 

18 Banaskantha 18 Bhabahar Karela  II SH 

19 Kachchh 19 Bhuj Kodki  I H 

20 Panchmahal 20 Halol Vaghbod  I H 

21 Surendranagar 21 Chuda Chuda  II H 

22 Bhavnagar  22 Mahuva Nicha Kotada  II SH 
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23 Panchmahal 23 Shahera Juni Padaradi  II SH 

24 Gir Somnath 24 Veraval Veraval (U)  I SH 

 

For the rapid assessment 24 KGBV selected, there are 4 different types of KGBV functional in 

Gujarat. For the sample type I (6) KGBVs, type II (16) KGBVs and IV (2) KGBVs were selected. 

In this sample 8 KGBVs are functional as hostel. While 16 are functional as school cum hostel.  

2.3.5 Selection of the Sample Units 
The simple random sampling technique will be going to use by assessor to collect sample for the 

assessment. It provided a more even spread of the units of the sample over the population. The 

samples was get selected from Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalayas which are affiliated to SSA. 

SSA also helped in selection and identification of KGBV. The sample consists 10 students of each 

selected school, all teachers, Warden, Watchman or security guard, of each selected school for 

schedule interviews.  Focus group discussion will be conducted with other students and relatives 

of students.  

2.4 Process of assessment 
The quality of assessment is not only dependent upon the sufficiency of the project design, but 

also has dependency on the efficacy of the measurement procedure used in it. Hence, the process 

of the assessment is of major importance in the solution of any research problem in scientific 

manner. It provides supposition 'What' must be done by the assessor in carrying of the assessment. 

The purpose of a project design is to strengthen the protective and learning environment in such 

residential educational institution In this section of the proposal procedure has been categorized 

under the following heads:  

1. Method of the assessment 

2. Sample of the assessment 

3. Tool and Techniques for Assessment 

4. Statistical techniques for data analysis  

5. Report and Recommendations 
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2.4.1 Method of Assessment  
The investigator will adopt Descriptive Survey method of research in the assessment. The 

Descriptive Survey method of the research is applied for the techniques of investigation by a direct 

observation of the phenomena or systematic gathering of data from population by making personal 

contact and interview when sufficient information about a certain problem was not available in 

record files and other sources. It is now the fundamental instrument of researches in social 

sciences. In the present investigation all the steps and characteristics have been followed which 

are essential for the survey method of research. 

2.4.2 Tool and Techniques for Assessment 
For the rapid assessment of the KGBVs investigator mainly use descriptive survey method. 

Schedule interviews and Focus group discussion methods will be used for the assessment the 

description of the tools are as under: 

Schedule Interview  

A schedule is a structure of a set of questions on a given topic which are asked by the interviewer 

or investigator personally. The order of questions, the language of the questions and the 

arrangement of parts of the schedule are not changed. However, the investigator can explain the 

questions if the respondent faces any difficulty. It contains direct questions as well as questions in 

tabular form. Schedule include open-ended questions and close-ended questions. Open-ended 

questions allow the respondent considerable freedom in answering. For schedule interviews 4 type 

of schedule were created  

1. Schedule for Warden 

2. Schedule for Teachers 

3. Schedule for Chokidar 

4. Schedule for students  

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) 

A Focus Group Discussion (or FGD) is a qualitative research method in the social sciences, with 

a particular emphasis and application in the developmental program evaluation sphere. The 

moderator asks broad questions to elicit responses and generate discussion among the participants. 

The main advantages of focus groups are: they are useful to obtain detailed information about 
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personal and group feelings, perceptions and opinions. They can save time and money compared 

to individual interviews. They can provide a broader range of information. 

During the assessment there were two types of FGD’s conducted 

1. With Students’ 

2. With Parents  

Focused group dissection was very help full in terms of information collection. For focused group 

discussion 20 to 25 students randomly selected from standard 6th to 9th and 11th. Female members 

from each assessment team began the talk with the self-introduction and followed by introduction 

of group discussion. Assessment team members than use different technique to ask different 

questions regarding students’ life style, her likes-dislikes, her problems, her questions etc. For the 

schedule interviews students’ were found not much comfortable. Focused group discussion helps 

to the students’ for sharing her views, her likes and dislikes, her questions, her problems, her fear, 

etc. 

Observation  

Observation is one of the tool for research, with the help of that researcher or data collector collect 

the information. During this rapid assessment team members use this tool to observe the campus 

of KGBV, accommodation related amenities, and hygiene related things, interpersonal relationship 

and behavior of staff personnel of KGBV.  During the assessment the team members observed 

several things. And this observations shared by all team members after data collection. The 

observation and suggestions are incorporated in findings and recommendations’.    

Orientation and training of the Assessment team 

Orientation and training investigator is basic requirement for the assessment. One day orientation 

and training pogramme was scheduled for the assessment team members. During the orientation, 

team members will going to learn about the tool, how to use this tool, Basic principles for FGDs, 

Do’s and Don’ts about the assessment etc. Selection of proper person for such task is difficult. As 

decided previously, different team formed for the rapid assessment in 24 selected schools. Each 

team consist 2 female and 1 male member. Each team consist 3 members. Female member is 

mandatory for each team. Basic criteria of team member is he/she must be Graduates in social 
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sciences / social work / psychology / education / experience in research, Preferably having 

experience of three years working directly with children/women/ community development related 

works or in the field of developmental sector On 24th April 2019 one day orientation programme 

was organized at Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad. Ms. Darshana Suthar, Officer In-charge, girls’ 

education, State project office and Mr. Vedprakash Gautam, Child protection Specialist, Unicef 

Gujarat were present during the orientation programme. Ms. Darshana suthar gave overview of the 

Kasturba Gandhi Balika vidyalaya and the functions of the KGBVs. She also explains the key 

points which need to be taken care during the assessment. Mr. Vedprakash Gautam was shares 

details regarding child rights and the expectation (desire out come from the assessment). Prof. 

Anandiben Patel, HOD, department of social work Gujarat Vidyapith explain the need and 

importance for the repaid assessment. She also share the tools which used for the assessment with 

the participants. Dr. Manoj Parmar, Assistant professor, Department of social work, Gujarat 

Vidyapith, Dr. Damini Shah, Assistant professor, Department of social work, Gujarat Vidyapith 

were explained the details about schedules and data collection methods. Prof. Anandiben also share 

the ethics and rules to be followed during the assessment. 
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Data Collection 

Data collection will be done in all selected institution by assessment team. Each team consist 3 

members including one female member. Each team collect the data using schedule interview and 

FGD method. They will be in direct touch with Chief assessment office and Asst. Assessment 

officer during the data collection. Every team collected data very systematically with the help of 

SSA, KGBV and staff of KGBVs. The data collection starts from 26th April 2019 to 3rd May 2019. 

Every team follows the rules and regulations of KGBVs and the visit timing was 10:00 A.M to 6: 

00 P.M.  

2.4.7 Classification of data and tabulation 
After the data collection completes, the scrutiny of schedule, coding of the data sheet, creation of 

data entry format, data entry, tabulation done for data analysis. Statistical analysis method will be 

used for the data analysis generated through Schedule interviews.  

2.4.8 Data analysis and interpretation 
The assessment was conducted by using both qualitative and quantitative method. Different 

analysis methods Mainly Statistical analysis and narrative analysis methods will be used for data 

analysis. Data analysis and report writing done by Project head and Data analyzer.  

After data entry data analysis is the next step to interpret the data statistical analysis method used 

to analysis of the data. Apart from this narrative analysis will also use for the data generated with 

the help of Focus group discussion. Narrative analysis incorporates a group of approaches that in 

turn rely on the written or spoken words or visual representation of individuals. These approaches 

typically focus on the lives of individuals as told through their own stories. 

 2.4.9 Report and Recommendations 
The recommendation, observations and out comes is mentioned in following chapters 

Chapter: 1 

Chapter:2 

Chapter: 3 

Chapter: 4 

Chapter:5 
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 2.4.8 Outcomes of the Assessment  

1.  Will able to get Information about how psychosocial and cultural pressures (institutional 

and her own culture) affects students’ daily life of KGBVs. 

2.  Will able to get Information about how the behavior of warden and other staff personal 

affects students. Their attitude and behavior towards the students of KGBVs. 

3. Will able to get the information regarding weather institutes provides physically safe, 

emotionally secure and psychologically enabling environment to the students!  

4. Will able to get information about how management committee functions, and their support 

and relationship with students.  

5. Will able to get information about any unexpected incident happed in the institute, and the 

details regarding action taken for this incident. 

6. Will able to know also that is investigator have been noticed any probability about any 

unexpected situation? 

7.  With the help of this assessment will able to strengthen the protective and learning 

environment in such residential educational institutions and create action plan for future 

management. 

8. Collect feedback from the key primary stakeholder- girl children accessing KGBVs about 

what changes they recommend key areas of improvement to make KGBVs more child- 

friendly and enabling for girl children accessing them. 
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CHAPTER - 3ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
 

3.0. Introduction 
Analysis of data, obtained after data collection using various tools designed for the study, was 

done using different methods. The coding of data, tabulation of the information and records, 

content analysis of the descriptive responses, etc. was done to arrive at the format presented in the 

report. The analyzed tables or observations are shown in the following sections and the 

interpretations of the findings from the respective table have been stated below each table. During  

the  data  collection  and  data  analysis  phase  we  observed variations in certain aspects like 

perception of warden, teachers, chokidar regarding KGBV. Students’ adjustment related issues. 

With respect to the management and type/Model of KGBV. These have been shown in tables of 

comparison along with the data of the total KGBVs.  Our objective did not include this comparison 

but it was an outcome of the study conducted. There were 4 different types of schedules created. 

The analysis and interpretation is divided in 5 sections. Section 1 is for data analysis and 

interpretation of wardens’ responses’, Section 2 is for data analysis and interpretation of teachers 

responses’, Section 3 is for data analysis and interpretation of students responses’, Section 4 is for 

data analysis and interpretation of Chokidars’ responses’ and section 5 is for data narrative 

assessment of Focused group discussion.  The analysis of data in respect to sections are as under:  

Section 01: Data analysis and interpretation of wardens’ responses’ 
Warden cum head teacher is key person of KGBVs. She has work for the administrative purpose 

look after the students’ lodging boarding facilities, students’ Wardens are designated with 

responsibilities of formulating and implementing policies and rules & regulations to be followed 

by inmates in the hostels according to the general policy of the institution too. 

Table 1.1 : Details about categories of Wardens in KGBV 

Data shows that there are two categories for wardens. 1st is for the Main warden and 2nd is for 

Assistant Warden. During the assessment 25 (92.59%) respondents said that she is working as 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Main Warden 25 92.59 

2 Assistant Warden 2 7.41 

 Total 27 100.00 
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main wardens and 2 (7.41%) respondents’ said that Assistant in particular KGBVs. In particular, 

KGBVs were a number of students are more than 100, as per the rule, 2 wardens are required for 

better management. Here main wardens are also designated as Head teacher of the KGBVs. Hence 

the need to perform double duty in the same organization. This is a very challenging job.     

 

Table 1.2: Details about the age group of Wardens working in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 21 to 25 1 3.70 

2 26 to 30 5 18.52 

3 31 to 35 10 37.04 

4 36 to 40  7 25.93 

5 41 to 45 4 14.81 

 Total 27 100 

 

In table 1.2 data shows that 10 (37.04%) wardens belong from 31 to 35 years of age group. 7 

(25.93%) belongs from 36 to 40 years of age group. As per the observation, Warden from described 

age groups is having family responsibilities too. 5 (18.52%) wardens are from 26 to 30 age group, 

4 (14.81%) wardens are from 41 to 45 age group. Here data also indicates that those who are now 

not eligible to get a job as a teacher will continue here in KGBVs.  

Table 1.3: Educational Qualification of Wardens 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 HSC 1 3.70 

2 MA, B. Ed 20 74.07 

3 MA, M. Ed 2 7.41 

4 PTC,B.A, B.Ed. 3 11.11 

5 M.Com, B.Ed. 1 3.70 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data from table 1.3 shows that there is verity in the educational qualification of the Wardens. 20 

(74.07%) wardens having a master’s degree in a particular subject, 3 (11.11%) of Wardens are 

having PTC degree with BA, and B.Ed. Well educated and well-trained wardens would surely 

contribute to the progress of the KGBV. As per the rules above mention educational qualifications 
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are the basic requirement for the post of Warden cum Head teacher. As per the mandatory standard 

warden cum head teacher must be trained post graduate. As per the data 4 respondents’ are not 

match this criteria.   

Figure 1.0: Work experience as Warden in KGBV and other than KGBV  

 

 

Figure 1 shows Work experience related details about wardens working in KGBV. 5 (18.52%) 

respondents said that they are working in KGBV from last 1to 2 years. While 12 (44.44 %) of 

wardens said that they have total work experience of 1 to 2 year of working as warden, that means 

they already work some other place as warden. 5 (18.52%) respondents’ said that they are working 

with KGBV from last 3 to 4 years, while 8 (29.63%) of wardens said that they have 3to 4 years of 

work experience for working as warden (Other than KGBV). 4 (14.81%) wardens said that they 

are working, in particular, KGBV from last 5 to 6 years this is also positive Indicator and this also 

helps to manage and sustain the existing practice of KGBV. But at the same time 3 respondents’ 

said that they have work experience outside the KGBV. 12 (44.44%) warden said that they are 

working in KGBV from more than 7 years. This shows that they have a very long association with 

KGBV. This is a Positive indicator, which shows that the management of KGBV tries to sustain 

the same leadership for the development and betterment of KGBV. As per the observation 

observers also found that some of them have become very dominant in the terms of administration. 
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4 (14.81%) Wardens said that they don’t have any other experience. During the discussion, the 

information found that they start their carrier of warden KGBV only.  

Table 1.4: Description of the Work experience of Warden (in terms of work and year) 

 Type Of work 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Warden 6 22.22 

2 Teacher 16 59.26 

3 With KGBV 2 7.41 

4 Other 1 3.70 

5 No experience 2 7.41 

 Total 27 100.00 

 Years of experience 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 2 years 1 3.70 

2 3 years 4 14.81 

3 4 Years 1 3.70 

4 5 Years 4 14.81 

5 6 Years 2 7.41 

6 more than 6 years  13 48.15 

7 No experience  2 7.41 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data shows that 6 (22.22%) wardens said that they had been having work experience of working 

as warden. 16 (59.26%) wardens said that they had been working as a teacher also. 2 (7.41%) 

wardens said that they had been worked with KGBV on some other position. 1 (3.70%) warden 

said that she had some other work experience, while 2 (7.41%) wardens said that they have no 

other experience.  As data also shows that 13 wardens have more than 6 years of work experience, 

while 4 (14.81%) wardens said that they have 3 years and 5 years of work experience. 

Table 1.5: Details about the monthly income of Wardens 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 15001-20000 10 37.04 

2 20001-25000 16 59.26 

3 not answered 1 3.70 

 Total 27 100.00 
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Data shows that 10 (37.04%) wardens said that their monthly income is between 15001 to 20000. 

16 (59.26%) wardens said that their monthly income is between 20001 to 25000. 1 (3.70%) warden 

refused to answer the question. The variation in the monthly income for the same position is due 

to experience and qualification as per said by wardens. As per the rules, this is purely contractual 

recruitment.  

Table 1.6: Marital Status of wardens 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Married 20 74.07 

2 Unmarried 6 22.22 

3 Widow 1 3.70 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data shows that 20 (74.07%) wardens are married, 6 (22.22%) wardens are unmarried, and 1 

(3.70%) warden said that she is a widow. Data indicates that the wardens who are married have to 

performed duel responsibility, they need to balance their personal and professional life. As per the 

observation and expressed by wardens sometimes some imbalance happens between their personal 

and professional life. Another noticeable point is as per the rules staff personnel working with 

KGBVs are not allowed to stay with her family inside the campus and full-time teachers including 

or wardens are not allowed to stay outside the campus. They had to stay in KGBV 24*7. Because 

of this many female staff members including wardens keep their small child away from her. This 

situation directly affects the social and personal life of an individual. 

Table 1.7: Details about relatives living with warden inside the KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Children 3 11.11 

2 Mother/Mother-in-law 1 3.70 

3 No one 24 88.89 

 (*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 3 (11.11%) wardens said that she is living with their children in KGBV, as per the 

rule warden or other female staff are not allowed to keep their family members with her. In this 

case, the age of the child is less than a year. So Warden keeps her child with her. 24 (88.89%) 

wardens said that none of her family members are living with her inside the KGBV. 
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Table 1.8 : Description of Memo or official notice is given to warden by management 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Yes 2 7.41 

2 No 25 92.59 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data shows that 2 (7.41%) Wardens got Memo or notice from the management. This case happens 

due to some serious matters happened in the past. 25 (92.59%) Wardens said that they never 

received any memo or notice from the management. A memo or official notice is the process to 

stop intolerant and misconduct. This also helps management to improve the management, but at 

the same time, this also creates a negative impact on employees mind. Because of such incidents, 

the organizational climate might get affected. 

Table 1.9 : Details about how much Support warden gets from the management 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Very Good support 6 22.22 

2 Good support 8 29.63 

3 Moderate Support 7 25.93 

4 Enough Support 5 18.52 

5 No support 1 3.70 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data shows that 8 (29.63%) wardens said that, they get Good support from the management. Here 

the management term is used in the reference of BRC, CRC, Gender coordinator (Assistant district 

coordinator, Girls education), and senior authorities of SSA.  7 (25.93%) Warden said that they 

get moderated support from the management, 6 (22.22%) wardens said that they get very good 

support from the management. 5 (18.52%) Wardens said that they get somewhat enough support 

from management and 1 (3.70%) warden said that they get no support from the management. As 

per the mandatory standard for KGBVs the management committee members are assistant district 

coordinator (Gender coordinator), CRC. Warden needs support from these designated persons.   

This data also indicates that the relationship between the warden and the management is directly 

or indirectly affecting the climate of the organization.  
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Table 1.10: Details about warden opinion about her work 

No Details of particulars Frequency  

1 She likes her work 21 77.78 

2 She don’t like her work  1 3.70 

3 she is searching job 5 18.52 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data Shows that 21 (77.78%) wardens said that she likes her job, while 1 (3.70%) said that she 

don’t like her work or job. 5 (18.52%) warden said that they are in search of another job. During 

the assessment, it’s found that Wardens who want to change her job because of low salary pay, 

social issues, adjustment at KGBV, etc. As per the observation here the response are found very 

indefinite with the comparison of next responses given in follow questions. 

Table 1.11: Reasons for wardens’ dissatisfaction 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Work related pressure  9 33.33 

2 the behavior of management committee 3 11.11 

3 Family issues 5 18.52 

4 Issues regarding salary, adjustment and interpersonal issues. 5 18.52 

5 Nothing 9 33.33 

(*Multiple answers)  

Data shows, a total of 18 respondents’ said that they are dissatisfied with her work performance. 

They explained many reasons for that.  9 (33.33%) respondents’ said that they are facing heavy 

work related pressure and this become her one of the reasons for dissatisfaction at the workplace. 

For this reason, might be they are not capable to handle or manage such work that’s why she feels 

like this. 3 (11.11%) wardens said that they are having dissatisfaction from the higher authorities 

of KGBV. For this, too much interference of the management committee members may be the 

reason for her dissatisfaction.  5 (18.52%) warden said that they are having some family issues 

which, become her reason for dissatisfaction. 5 (18.52%) warden said that they have some other 

issues and that will become their reasons for dissatisfaction these other issues is regarding salary, 
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adjustment related issues, internal issues between coworkers. This reasons may also affect the 

climate of the organization.  9 (33.33%) wardens said that they don’t feel dissatisfy from any 

issues. This data also shows that wardens have many dissatisfaction related problems in the 

workplace. Management needs to look after the problems and solutions for these issues for the 

betterment of the particular KGBVs. 

 

Figure 2.0: Effects of dissatisfaction 

 

Data shows 30% of wardens said that she has different types of worries regarding dissatisfaction, 

like worries regarding joblessness, bad or poor performance, a dispute with colleagues, etc. 11% 
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problem due to dissatisfaction. As mention in the previous table mostly warden feels depressed at 
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needs to play duel role like warden cum head teacher. Here she also needs to look after multiple 

things in terms of safety, management, education, etc. Sometimes due to some official matter, she 

had face some adjustment related issues with family also. Management needs to work on the 

solution of the reasons behind the dissatisfaction at a workplace for the betterment of the KGBVs. 

 

Table 1.12: No of students studying/living in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency 

1 51 to 100 14 

2 101 to 150 13 

 Total 27 

   

Data shows 14 wardens said that there are 50 to 100 students studying in KGBV. 13 wardens said 

that there are 101 to 150 students studying in KGBV. Data also indicates that at some places only 

one warden needs to look after all the students. In such a case, it is needful to deploy assistant 

warden at KGBVs. 

Table 1.13: Details about wardens’ visit to the hostel 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Once in a day 2 7.41 

2 Twice in a day 2 7.41 

3 Thrice in a day 18 66.67 

5 As per requirement 1 3.70 

6 If any issues 2 7.41 

7 More than three times 5 18.52 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows 18 (66.67%) respondents’ said that they visited Hostel thrice in a day. 5 wardens said 

that they visited hostel more than three times in a day. KGBV is a unique educational facility setup, 

especially for girls’ students. As per the rules warden, cum head teacher needs to be with students 

all the time in the hostel as well as in the school. In some cases, Wardens also said that she visited 

Hostel Twice in a day, though they stay with them. This is also a remarkable answer. KGBVs 

having residential facilities for students, because of that they are not going to home until vacation 
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or festival times. As per the rule, the warden must take visits to the hostel to know and understand 

the behavior of the students’ students’ interpersonal relations, etc. This will help them to 

understand the questions of students’. 

Table 1.14: Description of the observation done by the warden for the better management 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Sanitation Units 16 59.26 

2 Water tank 15 55.56 

3 Drinking water facilities 20 74.07 

4 Food Preparation 20 74.07 

5 Food Serving  20 74.07 

6 Sanitation-related things 17 62.96 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that Wardens need to look after every single aspect related to a facility in the hostel. 

Wardens cum head teachers of KGBV is the key person for the institute. She needs to look after 

every single thing of KGBV. Here data also indicates that warden mostly observed the basic 

infrastructure related things, but not a single respondent said anything about students’ emotional 

behavior, her needs, etc are observed by them. And all these child attitude and behavior related 

thing are only concern when some tragedy happens in particular place.   

Table 1.15: Details about How many times warden meets students in the hostel 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 If any issues happen between students 11 40.74 

2 When a student is sick 9 33.33 

3 The quarrel between the students  7 25.93 

4 Daily 13 48.15 

5 Hygiene 1 3.70 

 (*Multiple answers) 

Data shows 13 (48.15%) Wardens said that they visited the hostel room daily. As per the 

information was given by wardens at the time of assessment. They need to stay in the girls’ hostel 

only. In that case, no other accommodation facilities are provided to Warden. 11 (40.74%)  

respondents’ said that they visited the hostel room if any issues happen between students. 9 
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(33.33%) respondents’ said that she visited the hostel rooms when a student is ill or sick. 1 (3.70%) 

respondents’ said that she visited hostel to check hygiene related thing in rooms.  

Table 1.16: Details about wardens’ kitchen visit 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 To provide raw material supply 15 55.56 

2 To observe the cooking procedure  21 77.78 

3 To instruct cooks regarding instruction  food preparation 18 66.67 

4 During Lunch/Dinner time 19 70.37 

 (*Multiple answers)  

Data shows that wardens need to take care of every component of KGBV. Kitchen is one of the 

most important places, where warden need to take attention very seriously. KGBV have specially 

designed menu in which different type of meals is decided for the students.  Wardens need to take 

care of the quality of ingredients and supply of materials are proper on not. Same time she also 

takes care of hygiene-related thing properly maintain at kitchen and dining area. As per mention 

in the menu during the evening time before dinner seasonal fruit is given to students. Warden also 

needs to check the cooking procedure is properly followed or not. She also takes feedback from 

the students’ about the quality of food, if any changes required. 

Table 1.17: Details about issues and difficulties related to students behavior 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 They came Late 6 22.22 

2 Always complaining 10 37.04 

3 Dispute 16 59.26 

4 Sadness 7 25.93 

5 Runaway 7 25.93 

6 Stealing some money or goods 10 37.04 

7 Other 6 22.22 

8 No complaint 3 11.11 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 10 wardens said that most students’ complaint about one or other thing and this is 

a major issue with them, their complaining nature. This also indicates that they are not obedient 

students. 16 (59.25%) wardens said that they are facing a major problem of students’ internal 

disputes and fights. This is pure personality related issue, sometimes someone become so 
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aggressive or he/she has this type of damaging nature this cause worst situation.  7 (25.93%) 

wardens said that she has mostly deal with students ‘sad or disturb mood-related issues this is 

maybe because of the behavior of other teachers or students’. During the assessment observations 

also indicates that some of the students are feeling homesick at some point in time. Or may they 

feel lonely sometimes. 7 (25.93%) wardens said that she has to deal with students basically newly 

admitted students run away from the KGBV, this happens because she feels loneliness and 

discomfort in beginning. 10 (37.04%) Wardens said that they have issues with students’ stealing 

others money or goods related behavior. Students’ this type of behavior directly effects on other 

students also. 

Table 1.18: The action was taken by the warden to solve the issues 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Helps to solve the problem 23 85.19 

2 Ask parents to solve the problem 6 22.22 

3 Put these issues in front of the management committee 4 14.81 

4 Nothing happens like this 2 7.41 

(*multiple answers) 

Data show that 23 (85.19%) wardens said that she helps the student to solve the difficulty or 

problem. Sometimes students’ quarrels’ is one of the reasons to interfere in-between two students’. 

6 (22.22%) wardens said that she has asked parents to come and solve the problem. This happens 

mostly in such cases like student-run away, she feels sad or homesick or she steals something of 

someone. During Focus group discussion, it’s also found that, students’ complaint about wardens’ 

behavior like. She scolds every on beat some of the students’ threatened them with the reason of 

rustication from the school.  It is required that proper management related action must be taken. 

Warden can plan different interventional methods to solve the issues. She also takes the help of 

gender coordinator and other related management committee members.  

 

Table 1.19: The action was taken by the warden to control students’ misconduct or 

misbehavior 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Ask her parents to visit the school 1 3.70 
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2 Other 1 3.70 

3 Nothing happens like this 25 92.59 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data shows that 25 (92.59%) wardens said that she never took any harsh steps to control students’ 

behavior. Data also shows that the climate in KGBV is good in terms of students’ behavior. Data 

also indicates that there is a lack of understanding regarding child psychology. During Focus group 

discussion, many students share that elder students tease them, they ask them to work, and 

students’ didn’t like that. If warden knows this kind of activities is happens and she is not taking 

any steps to prevent all this. The situation becomes worst, and its effects students’ adjustment.  

Table 1.20 : Details about what are the complaints of the students 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Regarding food 9 33.33 

2 regarding boarding 6 22.22 

3 Internal quarrel related matters 15 55.56 

4 Other 3 11.11 

5 Nothing 3 11.11 

(*Multiple answer) 

Data shows that Students 9 (33.33%) students mostly complaints about the food, like they don’t 

like some food, why they need to eat a particular food, quality of food, etc. KGBVs are established 

most of the district in Gujarat state, and every region has its own culture and food habits. Food-

related questions raised maybe because of this reason also. It was also mentioned by students in 

focus group discussion that they want some change in food provided by KGBV, this is not in terms 

of quality but for a particular food dish.  15 (55.56 %) respondents’ said that students mostly came 

to her with the complaint of internal quarrel.6 (22.22%) Wardens’ said that students’ also 

complaint about their boarding facility related things. During the focus group, discussion students 

mention that in some KGBVs 2 students need to share 1 one bad. It was also observed that in some 

KGBVs the boarding facilities are not proper. They don’t even have sufficient beds. The poor 

situation of sanitation units, poor water facilities. All these issues also indicate that the quality of 

food, accommodation needs to be checked properly. As per the guideline, every minor thing is 

under observation, but this data shows the other side of the picture. 
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Table 1.21:Detail about major issues faced by warden regarding students’ adjustment 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Homesickness related issues 11 40.74 

2 Stealing money or so 5 18.52 

3 Misbehavior 1 3.70 

4 They breaking the rule 5 18.52 

5 internal clash related matters 9 33.33 

6 Other 1 3.70 

7 Nothing 3 11.11 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 11 (40.74%) wardens said that students mostly have issues regarding 

homesickness, after the vacation or who get new admission in the KGBV is having major issues 

related to homesickness. 9 (33.33%) wardens said that she has to deal with issues related to internal 

clash or quarrel between students. 5 (18.52%) wardens said that she has to deal with money stealing 

related matters. It is suggested that to solve homesick related issues of newly admitted students, 

KGBVs could organize different activities to engage new students in that, Management can also 

involve elder students to help the younger ones in small thing to learn and understand. This practice 

will help this student to feel safe and friendly and they will defiantly acclimatize with the climate 

of the Institute gradually.    

Table 1.22:Action taken for the betterment of the students 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Warden tries to convince students 25 92.59 

2 Scold the student 5 18.52 

3 Punishment 1 3.70 

5 Ask her to say sorry for her misbehavior 1 3.70 

6 Report to management committee 1 3.70 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 25 (92.59%) respondents, tried to solve the problem or issues with students by 

problem-solving involvement. She tried to sensitize them the difference between good things and 

bad thing. She also tried to motivate the students to learn good habits and thing in life.  5 (18.52%) 

respondents’ said that she needs to scold the students. But this practice is not at all the solution of 

the problem sometimes scolding or yelling on someone is also create big issues.    
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Table 1.23:Student’s feelings on wardens’ action 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 A student stops interaction with the warden 7 25.93 

2 they behave very rudely 2 7.41 

3 They left the school 15 55.56 

4 Nothing 1 3.70 

5 Other 4 14.81 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 15 (55.56%) wardens said that in some incident when warden tried to intervene 

in the problem-solving processes, students left the school if they are in fault. This is very alarming 

issue. KGBV is working for in the field of educating unprivileged girls and such type of incident 

is affect the objective of KGBVs. This data also indicates that in such cases may be wardens’ 

behavior is not appropriate. This data also shows that how students react if warden intervenes in 

some issue 7 (25.93%) wardens said that students stop interacting with her. Data shows that in 2 

cases (7.41%) students start behaving rudely with the warden. All the above mention data also says 

that this is not at all good thing, and this results directly affect the reputation of the KGBV.  

Table 1.24: Any tragedy happens in KGBV 

1 Suicide 4 14.81 

2 Stealing of Money 4 14.81 

3 Run away from KGBV 6 22.22 

4 Natural Calamity 1 3.70 

5 Nothing happened 13 48.15 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 4 (14.18%) wardens said that the case of suicide happened in Particular KGBV. 

3 incidents happened with students’ who was studying in the primary class of KGBV, and in such 

small age this thing happens with her is a really very serious matter. As per the talk with other 

teachers and students, they share one same thing like she was very much disturbed after returning 

school. This happens due to students personal problems. It was also observed that wardens tried to 

refuse to answer regarding this matter in such cases.  4 wardens said that there are incidents related 

to stealing money or things are happened in particular KGBV. 6 (22.22%) wardens said that in the 
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past some incidents like a student run away with someone happened in particular KGBVs. 1 

respondent said that natural calamity like flood affects the KGBV in last year. 

Table 1.25: Details about the person who look after the Hostel and School in absence of 

warden in KGBV 

1 Residential Teachers 14 51.85 

2 Assistant Warden 15 55.56 

3 Main Cook 1 3.70 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 14 (51.85%) respondents said that Residential teachers of KGBV looked after the 

hostel and school in absence of Warden. 15 (55.56%) respondents’ said that Assistant warden 

looked after the hostel and school in absence of Warden.  While 1 respondent’s said that the main 

cook of the KGBV look after the things in the day time and teachers will look after in night times. 

It’s also observed that in some KGBVs assistant wardens’ post is vacant, at some places assistant 

warden is on leave at the time of visit. That’s why her data is not included in the visit. Data 

indicates that Teachers and assistant warden are also playing a key role in the management of 

KGBV.  

Table 1.26: Details about Suggestion box 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Yes 15 55.56 

2 No 5 18.52 

3 Not answered 7 25.93 

 Total 27 100.00 

 

Data shows that 15 (55.56%) wardens said that yes suggestion box is there in the KGBV. 5 

(18.52%) wardens said that at present suggestion box is not there. 7 (25.93%) wardens did not 

respond to the question. As per the rule Suggestion box or complaint box is mandatory for any 

institute. The unanswered number is relay matter of concern. While during focus group discussion 

many students said that there is no suggestion box in the particular KGBV, some said that key is 

missing, other said that students’ afraid of CCTV camera, because that reveals her identity, that’s’ 

why they refuse to share her view through the suggestion box. 
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Table 1.27: Details about when this suggestion box opens 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Any time 9 33.33 

2 On decided date and time 6 22.22 

3 NA 5 18.52 

4 Unanswered 7 25.93 

 Total 27 100.00 

  

Data show that 9 (33.33%) wardens said that suggestion box opens at any time. 6 (22.22%) warden 

said that suggestion box opens on decided date and time. 7(25.93%) warden did not respond to 

this question. Focus group dissection reveals different things like there is no action taken on the 

suggestion given in the suggestion box. The suggestion box is a good practice to share view 

without revealing your identity. But it’s observed that this practice is not functional in KGBV. It 

is required that the suggestion box must keep in KGBVs and use properly by students to share her 

problems views and suggestions. 

Table 1.28: Details about who opens the suggestion box 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Students 6 22.22 

2 Members of management committee 8 29.63 

3 BRC coordinator and gender coordinator  10 37.04 

4 NA 5 18.52 

5 Unanswered 7 25.93 

 (*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 10 (37.04%) wardens said that BRC coordinator and gender coordinator open the 

suggestion box. 6 (22.22%) wardens said that students’ opens suggestion box. 8 (29.63%) wardens 

said that Members of management committee opens the suggestion box. It is suggested that one 

committee is formed to operate the suggestion box in which teachers, warden, students may be the 

members.  
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Table 1.29: Issues regarding Students safety 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Vulnerability 5 18.5 

2 Fear of nuisance 1 3.7 

3 affection related issues 5 18.5 

4 Other 2 7.4 

5 Nothing 15 55.6 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 5 (18.5%) wardens said that vulnerability is one of the issues regarding students’ 

safety. Anyone can come easily in the premises is major issues at some KGBV. 5 (18.5%) wardens 

said that she feels affecti Table on in adolescent age is one of the major concern for students’ 

safety. 15 (55.6%) wardens said that there are no issues regarding students’ safety. During the 

focus group discussion students’ shares that there is an issue regarding abusive behavior of elder 

students, the homosexual relationship between two students happens in some KGBVs, this is also 

the matter of concerns and management need to work on this. Students also share that infrastructure 

related issues are also safety related issue. An old and damaged building is one of the major risk 

factors. 

Table 1.30: Details of Wardens knowledge about different acts related to child 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 JJ Act 3 11.1 

2 Pocso act 6 22.2 

3 Child labor prohibition & regulation act 12 44.4 

4 Don’t know anything 6 22.2 

 Total 27 100.0 

 

Data shows that 12 (44.4%) wardens said that she is aware of child labor prohibition and regulation 

act. 6 wardens said that she is aware of “POCSO” act. 3 (11.1%) wardens said that she is aware of 

the juvenile justice act. 6 (22.2%) wardens said that they don’t have any knowledge about the 

particular act. But she heard about some of the acts. At the time of interview respondents’ said that 

they are aware of the act, but it observed that they don’t aware about what is an act? How it’s 

defined? What is the section of the act? Etc. 
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Table 1.31: Wardens’ understanding about Child Abuse 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 assault by penetration, such as rape   19 70.4 

2 Mental abuse 22 81.5 

3 Making porn videos of child 11 40.7 

4 Show porn videos to a child 1 3.7 

5 Other 12 44.4 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 19 (70.4%) wardens said that Rape is child abuse. 22 (81.5%) wardens said that 

mental abuse is also one of the forms of child abuse. 11(40.7%) wardens said that making porn 

videos is the one of type of child abuse. Data also indicates that proper learning regarding child 

abuse and child rights are the basic requirement. 

Table 1.32: Wardens’ opinion about the climate of the hostel in KGBV. 

No Details of particulars Frequency Percentage  

1 Good 14 51.9 

2 Average 2 7.4 

3 Best 11 40.7 

 Total 27 100.0 

  

Data shows that 14 (51.9%) wardens said that the organizational climate of the KGBV hostel is 

good for students. While, 11 (40.7%) Wardens said that Organizational climate is best for 

students’. 

Table 1.33: Wardens’ opinion about restriction or freedom is good for students 

No Details of particulars (Restriction) Frequency Percentage  

1 Yes 15 55.6 

2 No 8 29.6 

3 Unanswered 4 14.8 

 Total 27 100.0 

No Details of particulars (Freedom) Frequency Percentage  

1 Yes 7 25.9 

2 No 18 66.7 

3 Unanswered 2 7.4 
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 Total 27 100.0 

 

Data shows that 15(55.6%) wardens said that yes restriction is good for students’, while 8 (29.6%) 

wardens said that no restriction is not good for students. 4 (14.8%) wardens refuse to answer the 

question. 7 (25.9%) wardens said that freedom is good for students’ while, 18 (66.7%) wardens 

said that freedom is not good for students. 

Table 1.34: Wardens’ opinion/ behavior regarding students behavior studying in KGBV 

1 Never trust Students 6 22.22 

2 Never trust what students say 3 11.11 

3 Always have doubted what student says 9 33.33 

4 Students are always right 5 18.52 

5 Never be so harsh to students 16 59.26 

6 Respect every individual 9 33.33 

7 Elaborated  in text 15 55.56 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 6 (22.22%) wardens said that she learns that she should never trust on students’. 

This is might be because she had some negative experience with students’. 16 (59.26%) wardens 

said that never be so harsh with students. Data indicates that, wardens opinion regarding trust reed 

issues is mostly reflect her personality. 15 respondents said respect the students, never hurt them, 

try to understand her language related barriers, try to help them to feel homely at KGBV etc. 

Figure 3.0: Details about training taken by the warden 
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Data shows that 17 wardens took management related training. 9 wardens took the subject as well 

as leadership related training. Data also indicate that some personal development and students’ 

behavior understanding related training or orientation is missing. It is also suggested that every 

year some refresher course or orientation must be required for this wardens. It is suggested that 

stress management related training must be organized for all the warden. Training on different 

topics like child protection is not given to warden. Data also indicates that the training on different 

aspects is too low.   
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Section-02 Analysis and interpretation of teachers Schedule 
 

Table 1.1: Details about the caste of respondents 

 

During the assessment, scheduled interview conducted with all teachers working in selected 

KGBV. Data shows that 51 (43.22%) respondents belong from O.B.C castes. 22 (18.64%) 

respondents belong from S.T, 18 (15.25%) respondents belong from S.C and 27 (22.88%) 

respondents belong from other casts. Data indicates that there is no barrier regarding caste affect 

the teachers work and this is really very good indication. 

Table 1.2: Details about the age group of the teachers working in KGBV. 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 20-25 6 5.08 

2 26-30 65 55.08 

3 31-35 34 28.81 

4 36-40 8 6.77 

5 41-45 3 2.54 

 6 46- 2 1.69 

  Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 65 (55.08%) of respondents belong from the age group of 26 to 30 years. 34 

(28.81%) respondents belong from 31-35 years of age group. 6 (5.04%) respondents belong from 

20-20 years of age group. Only 13 respondents are belonged from 36 to 46 and above age group. 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 S.C 18 15.25 

2 S.T 22 18.64 

3 O.B.C 51 43.22 

4 Other 27 22.88 

  Total 118 100.00 
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Data shows that most of the staff are between the age group of 26 to 35 years.  As per the data 

indicates most of the respondents are from 26 to 30 years age group. Mostly this age group also 

considered for getting married and settled down with a family. Some of the respondents also have 

children and their children not staying with them in KGBV. This is also one of the major issues 

for teachers regarding her family life. 

Table 1.3: Educational qualification of the teachers working in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 P.T.C 26 22.03 

2 B.Ed. 49 41.52 

3 M.Ed. 6 5.08 

4 B.Sc. M.C.A, B.C.A 23 19.49 

 5 M.A 2 1.69 

 6 B.A 4 3.38 

 7 C.P.Ed 4 3.38 

 8 B.P.Ed 2 1.69 

 9 ATD 2 1.69 

  Total   118 100 

 

Data shows that 49 (41.52%) respondents said that they have completed B.Ed. with some subject. 

26 (22.03%) respondents said that they have completed P.T.C. 23 (19.49%) respondents said that 

they have completed other post-graduation. 2 (1.69%) respondents said that they completed M.A. 

Some of the teachers also have more than on educational degree. 54 respondents out of 118 

respondents have more than one educational degree. As per the rules teachers recruited with proper 

qualification and education in KGBV.  

Table 1.4: Details about respondents’ teaching standards 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 6 to 8 110 93.22 

2 9 to 10 20 16.94 
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3 11 to 12 6 5.08 

(Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 110 (93.22%) respondents said that she is taking a class in standard 6th to 8th. 20 

(16.94%) respondents’ said that she is taking a class in standard 9th and 10th.6 (5.08%) respondents 

said that she is also taking classes in 11th and 12th standard students. Some of the Teachers who 

are working with KGBV also take extra classes for students who are studying in standard 11th and 

12th. By this way, they help the students in her learning. As per the data and information standard 

6th to 8th are considered as upper primary education and standard 9th to 12 considered as higher 

secondary education in the field of education in Gujarat. 

 

 

Data shows that 2 (1.69%) respondents said that, she has a total less than 1-year teaching 

experience. 44 (37.28%) of respondents said that they have 1 to 3 years of total work experience. 

35 (29.66%) respondents said that they are having 4 to 6 years of total work experience. 22 

(18.64%) respondents said that they have 7 to 9 years of work experience as a teacher. 15 (12.71%) 

respondents said that they have more than 10 years of total work experience. Data also indicates 

that maximum teachers are from 1 to 3 years of experience.   
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Figure 2.0: Details about teachers work experience in KGBV 

 

 

Data shows that 11 (9.33%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV since last year. 

67 (56.77%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV since last 1 to 3 years. 18 

(15.25%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV from last 4 to 6 years. 12 (10.16%) 

respondents said that they are working with KGBV from last 7 to 9 years. Data indicates that the 

majority of respondents’ has experience of 1 to 3 year of working with KGBV. This also indicates 

the turn-over of teachers in KGBV.   

Table 1.5: Details about the teacher's mode of Job 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Permanent/Full Time  18 15.25 

2 On a contractual basis 100 84.74 

  Total  118 100 

 

Data show that 18 respondents said that their job is a permanent position, while 100 respondents 

said that their job is a temporary position on a contractual basis. As per the rules, all the 

administrative and teaching post is contractual. Thus the teachers don’t working in KGBV don’t 

get any benefits or social security. The mode of the job is also very challenging for teachers. Their 

social and economic status directly affects due to her work. As this position is purely on a 

contractual basis, turnover of the teachers is very high. Secondly, teachers also explained that the 

nature of the job is different than other educational institution. Here they need to give special 

coaching and attention to students. There are two types of teachers’ portfolio in KGBV. 1. Full-
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time teachers. 2. Part-time teachers. Full-time teachers are need to stay with student 24*7 in KGBV 

campus only. They also need to work accordingly the whole day time table scheduled for KGBV. 

While, part-time teachers basically come and teach drawing, computer, PT, etc. They are non- 

residential teachers. As per the rule, they don’t get any accommodation facility from KGBV. It 

was observed that many part time teachers are also residing in the KGBV. It’s also observed that 

there are many limitations affect the personal as well professional life of teachers working in 

KGBV. 

Table 1.6: Accommodation related detail of teachers working in KGBV. 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Inside the KGBV 66 55.93 

2 Outside the KGBV 52 44.06 

   Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 66 (55.93%) respondents’ said that she is living inside the KGBV premises. as 

per the rules of KGBV, full-time teachers need to stay in the campus of KGBV. 52 (44.06%) 

respondents said that they are living outside the KGBV. In some particular KGBV, it was observed 

that some of the part-time teachers were also living in KGBV campus. It’s also observed that 

teachers working in KGBV have a different type of role of the job is compare to regular teachers. 

Full-time teachers have to stay in KGBV with students. They are not permitted to go to home or 

stay outside the KGBV. This teachers also need to look after students for every single need of 

them. Full-time teachers are also not allowed to stay with their family even with children inside or 

outside KGBV. Due to all these limitations, they face lots of family and social problems. 

Table 1.7: Teachers’ perception of students’ education and learning capacity 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Very low 13 11.01 

2 Low 30 25.42 

3 Average 45 38.13 

4 Good 29 24.57 
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5 Very Good 1 0.84 

  Total  118 100.00 

 

Data shows that 13 (11.01%) respondents said that students’ are having a very low understanding 

level in terms of education. 30 (25.42%) respondents’ said that students’ have a low understanding 

level. 45 (38.13%) respondents’ said that students have an average understanding level. As per the 

guideline, the selection criteria for students’ admission is very different from regular primary 

schools admission processes. Students’ who enrolled in KGBV are very different than regular 

students’. Thus the teaching and her understanding is a very challenging task for teachers as well 

as for wardens. The main objective of KGBV is to educate the girl students from ST, SC and OBC, 

where the understanding of girls’ education is very low. KGBV also enrolled students who are 

belonging from economically backward too. The students’ social and family background affects 

his/her study very much. The level of understanding and grasping is different in each individual. 

This data helps to understand the perception of teachers. 

Table 1.8: Teachers feeling and difficulty during teaching. 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Feeling Sad/Disappointed  33 27.96 

2 No improvement in students 10 8.47 

3 Do the hard work but no result 31 26.27 

4 Not able to give time to average or brilliant student 36 30.50 

5 Not able to give proper attention to  agile students due 

to work pressure 

7 5.93 

6 No Difficulty 26 22.03 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 33 (27.96%) respondents’ feel very sad or disappointed during her teaching. 10 

(8.47%) respondents’ said that she doesn’t found any improvement in the learning process.  36 

(30.50%) respondents said that she is not able to give proper attention or time to brilliant students 

due to work pressure. And she also expresses that she needs to give more and more attention to 

average or slow learner students. As per the schedule in KGBV teachers need to focus on dull or 
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average students learning or them they need to take separate or extra classes also. All these tasks 

are very time taking. Teachers also mentioned that to teach they use different methods for easy 

learning. They also believed that every student is different (37 respondents’) and that’s why they 

use different methods. While some respondents’ also said that they don’t find any difficulty or 

challenges. Most of the students studying in KGBV are don’t have any type of exposure. They 

required special learning techniques.  

Table 1.9: Teachers’ perception about students’ difficulties 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Don’t understand the subject 53 44.91 

 2 Mental confusion 47 39.83 

 3 Social problem 41 34.74 

 4 Family problems 29 24.57 

 5 Other 2 1.69 

 6 Nothing 12 10.16 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows 53 (44.91%) respondents said that students’ don’t understand the subject. Already 

mentioned in the previous table KGBV enrolled the students who left the school or never go to 

school. That’s why they are might be slow in understanding the subject, as compared to other 

students’. 47 (38.83%) respondents’ said that student may have some mental confusion, this 

situation is purely related to the adjustment in the new environment. Newly enrolled students are 

constantly thinking about how to adjust herself in a new culture and environment and because of 

that, she can’t concentrate on learning and studies. Healthy and cheerful organizational climate 

may help her in learning and adjustment. 41 respondents said that students’ are also having some 

social problems. As per the observation and other data indicate that there are so many social 

barriers still exist in society. Child marriage, orphan child, child labor, the responsibility of other 

brother and sisters are some of the social issues. Some respondents’ also shares that students’ also 

facing some family issues, which mostly affects her learning. As this all is a serious issue, it is 

required that, staff personnel may through conversation open up the students to share her worries 
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and problem and maybe this will be very much helpful to solve the students problem. Teachers 

support may be made lots of difference in students learning the process. 

Table 1.10: Details about Teacher’s moral support to Student’s 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Family Matters 12 10.16 

2 Personal matters  53 44.91 

3 Help her if someone harass  47 39.83 

4 In very personal matter 41 34.74 

5 Never help in any matter 29 24.57 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 12 (10.16%) respondents’ said that she helps students’ to overcome her family 

matters. 53 (44.91%) respondents said that she helps students to solve her personal problems’, 

mostly during adolescent age girls gets confused because of hormonal changes, menstrual cycle 

related issues sometimes, they need moral and emotional support to overcome from all of that. 47 

(39.33%) respondents said that she helps the students if she finds herself in troubles like quarrels’ 

between friend if someone harasses her etc. During the focus group discussion, some of the 

students’ share that they feel very confused and worry on her first menstrual cycle experience. And 

they share all her feelings with her teacher.  

Table 1.11: Details about Good touch-bad touch related training for students’ in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Yes 43 36.44 

 2 No 75 63.55 

   Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 43(36.44%) respondents’ said that yes good touch bad touch related training is 

already given to students’ in KGBV. 75 (63.55%)  respondents’ said that no training is given on 

this subject in KGBV. Good touch – Bad touch knowledge is very essential for adolescent girls. 

This is a necessity to organize this type of awareness program to aware the students. 
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Table 1.12: Details about good touch- Bad touch related training given by whom to the 

students’ and the effect of training 

No Training given by whom Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Don’t know the resource person 16 13.55 

 2 By warden/ teacher 13 11.01 

 3 Others 14 11.86 

 4 NA 75 63.55 

   Total 118 100 

No Effects of Training Frequency  Percentage 

1 Some students share the experience 15 12.71186 

2 No effect of training 28 23.72881 

3 NA 75 63.55932 

 Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 16 (13.55%) respondents’ said that she doesn’t know who was the trainer or 

resource person. 13 (11.01%) respondents’ said that the training given by warden or teachers. 14 

(11.86%) respondents’ said that other persons like gender coordinator, NGO personnel have given 

this training.  Data also indicates 15 (12.71%) respondents’ said that after the training some of the 

students share her experience or someone of her close or relatives abusive experience with her. 

This is a totally scientific approach, and a sensitive topic too. The trainer should have to take care 

of every single information regarding this topic. 

Table 1.13: Teachers’ knowledge regarding child protection 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 J J Act 30 25.42 

 2 POCSO act 14 11.86 

 3 Child labor act 37 31.35 

 4 RTE, RTI, Child marriage related acts 10 8.47 

 5 Nothing 67 56.77 

(*Multiple answers) 
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Data shows that 30 (25.42%) of respondents said that she has knowledge about J J Act. 11 

(11.86%) respondents said that POCSO act. 37 (31.35%) respondents said that she is aware of the 

child labor act. 10 (8.47%) respondents said that she is aware of other rights right to education, 

RTI, etc. while surprisingly 67 (56.77%) respondents said that she is not aware any of right for 

children.  Data also indicates that knowledge regarding awareness about different laws and rights 

is required, and teachers must be aware of some of them. KGBV is unique setup in the education 

system and the person who is working for children and his or her right to education, they also must 

have too aware about the other rights of children.  

Table 1.14: Teachers’ understanding of Child Sexual abuse 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1  Assault by penetration, such as rape   80 67.79 

 2 Physical abuse  75 63.55 

 3 Making porn videos of child 38 32.20 

 4 Show porn videos to a child 48 40.67 

 5 Other 4 3.38 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 80 (67.79%) respondents’ said that rape is child abuse. 75 (63.55%) respondents 

said that mental abuse or molestation is child abuse. 38 (32.20%) respondents said that making 

porn videos of a child is child abuse. 48 (40.67%) respondents said that show porn videos child is 

child abuse. At the time of data, collection interviewer needs to first explain the thing regarding 

this question and then after that, the respondent was replied. 

Table 1.15: District gender coordinators visit and role in the management of KGBV. 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1  Once in a month 79 66.94 

 2 Once in a 2 months 21 17.79 

 3 Once in a three months 5 4.23 

 4 Sometime during the year  2 1.69 

 5 Not coming 6 5.08 
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 6 Don’t know 5 4.23 

  Total  118 100 

 

Data shows that 79 (66.94%) respondents said that Gender coordinator visits particular KGBV 

once in a month. 21 (17.79%) respondents said that gender coordinator visits particular KGBV 

once in a 2 month. 5 (4.23%) respondents said that Gender coordinator visits KGBV once in 3 

months. While 6 (5.08%) respondents also said that gender coordinator not coming in particular 

KGBV. Data also indicates variation in answer. respondents also share their perception about the 

role of Gender coordinator like she mostly checks different register regarding attendance of 

teacher, students, warden, movement register of teacher and warden, she is also conducting 

interviews to recruit the staff, financial management of KGBV, coordination with the district office 

and state office of SSA.  

Table 1.16: Details about a provision of suggestion box 

No Provision of  the suggestion Box Frequency  Percentage 

1 Yes 70 59.32 

2 No 48 40.67 

  Total 118 100.00 

No Timing of opening the suggestion box  Frequency  Percentage 

1 Any time 41 34.74576 

2 On decided date and time 17 14.40 

3 Not in Use 10 8.47 

4 NA 48 40.67 

5 Unanswered 2 1.69 

  Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 70 (59.32%) respondents said that yes suggestion box is there in the KGBV, they 

also shared that this box opens any time in the presence of teachers and students. 17 (14.40%) 

respondents said that it opens on decided time in the presence of teacher and warden. 48 said that 
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there is no suggestion box in KGBV. While some said that suggestion box is there but that is not 

in use. Observation also says that teachers from particular KGBVs are trying to refuse to answer 

this particular question. As per the rules the suggestion box is mandatory for KGBV. Students, 

who are not able to share the problems with teachers or warden in personal, they may write their 

question and confusion in the paper and ask. With the help of suggestion box teachers and warden 

may solve may of the problem regarding harassment, the serious matter regarding student welfare, 

a complaint about a teacher, students some family issues etc. This suggestion would also be helpful 

to change the organizational climate of KGBV. In the focus group, discussion students said that 

they refused to use the suggestion box because of CCTV cameras. It is advisable that, change the 

direction of the camera or remove the camera which is facing the area of the suggestion box.  

Table 1.17: Details about issues related to adolescent age in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1  Yes 11 9.32 

 2 No 107 90.67 

  Total 118 100 

No Issues related to adolescent age and students behavior Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Girl leave the school 7 5.932203 

 2 Physical relationship 1 0.847458 

 3 Other 5 4.237288 

 4 Secretly using mobile phone 15 12.71186 

 5 Behavioral changes after getting engaged  6 5.084746 

 6 Attraction towards the opposite sex 1 0.847458 

 

Data shows that 11 (9.32%) respondents said that issues related to adolescent age happened in the 

past in particular KGBVs. Like, affection, misunderstanding between friends, love affairs, 

confusion related to a sexual relationship, etc. while 107 (90.67%) respondents said that nothing 

happens in particular KGBVs.  

Table 1.18: Are Teachers support to emotionally disturb students? 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Yes 68 57.62 
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 2 No 50 42.37 

  Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 68 (57.62%) respondents said that yes she supports students when they are 

emotionally disturb. While 50 said “No” As mention in previous table teachers also observed that 

sometimes students have some social or family problems. In such cases, they feel very lonely and 

disheartening. Because of all this, they even can’t able to concentrate on studies and their routine 

lifestyle. In such cases, teachers tried to overcome them in such thinking process, and help them 

to overcome from the stigma. As per the observation, most of the teachers who said yes for 

providing emotional support to students, were not able to narrate how they dialogue or help the 

student at the time of assessment.  

Table 1.19: Details About parents meets organized in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Yes 105 88.98 

 2 No 13 11.01 

  Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 105 (88.89%) respondents said that parents’ meets organized in KGBVs, during 

the parents’ meet teachers’ and other management members mostly talk about the result, health 

and other matters regarding students to the parents. While parents mostly worried about their 

child’s education-related things. During the assessment, it’s also observed that parents respond 

mostly positive for the KGBVs. During the focus group discussion, it was found that supplies came 

for students are not appropriately utilize or distributed in some of the KGBVs. Parents also 

suggested that they are requesting to the government to give permission for providing education 

in KGBV till standard 12th. During the assessment, there were several meeting conducted with 

parents also, and they replied very positively for all the questions.  
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Table 1.20: Details about teachers’ knowledge management committee in KGBV 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Yes  112 94.91 

2 No 6 5.08 

  Total 118 100 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

 1 Parents 62 52.54 

 2 Students 56 47.45 

 3 Teachers 39 33.05 

 4 Warden 9 7.62 

 5 Other 7 5.93 

 6 Don’t know 7 5.93 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 112 (94.91%) respondents said that yes management committee is there in the 

KGBV. The role of the management committee is described by respondents are: they need to look 

after the budgetary matters of KGBV, management of KGBV, staff recruitment, etc. respondents’ 

also share that parents’, students warden, principal of the nearby primary school, CRC and gender 

coordinator are the members of the management committee. 

Table 1.21: Details about Memo or notice is given to the teacher 

No Details of particulars Frequency  Percentage 

1 Yes 4 3.38 

2 No 114 96.61 

   Total 118 100 

 

Data shows that 4 respondents said that management gave her memo or notice. When the question 

asked why than different reasons comes like one kept her 1.5 years old child with her. As per the 

rule this it is restricted that persons working in KGBV are not allowed to stay with her family 

inside the KGBV. Even with the child. As teachers also explained that because of this rule they 

are not allowed to keep her child. And because of that, they faced lots and lots of family issues, 

sometimes due to leave reasons they need to face major family problems.  
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Section-3 Data analysis and interpretation of students answers 
 

Table 1.1: Details about respondents’ age group 

 

Data shows that 204 (85%) of respondents’ are said that their age group is between 12 to 14 years. 

34 (14.17%) respondents’ said that their age group is between 15 to 17 years. In this assessment 

respondents’ were selected on a random basis from class 6th to 9th and 11th standard. The main 

objective of the KGBV is to educate never enrolled or dropout students. During the assessment it 

was found that students were enrolled on the basis of caste and reservation basis. Dropout or never 

enrolled students are found very less in selected KGBVs. It is questionable situation that either the 

number of dropout/never enrolled students are decries or work or admission for this criteria is not 

working out.   

Table 1.2: Details about students’ educational class 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 6th 52 22.66 

2 7th 55 22.91 

3 8th 68 28.33 

4 9th 55 22.91 

5 11th 7 2.91 

6 12th 3 1.25 

 Total 240 100 

   

Data shows that 52 (21.66%) respondents said that she is studying in 6th standard. 55 (22.91%) 

students’ said that she is studying in 6th standard. 68 (28.33%) respondents said that she is studying 

in 8th standard. 55 (22.91%) respondents’ said that she is studying in standard 9th. For the 

assessment, students were selected on a random method.  

No Details of age group Frequency Percentage 

1 12 to 14 years 204 85.00 

2 15 to 17 years 34 14.17 

3 above 18 years 1 0.42 

4 Unanswered 1 0.42 

 Total 240 100.00 
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Table 1.3: Details about students’ affiliation with KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 From primary  199 82.91 

2 From secondary 33 13.75 

3 From Higher secondary 2 0.83 

4 Started studying from here only 6 2.5 

 Total 240 100 

  

Data shows that 199 (82.91%) respondents’ said that she got admission in KGBV since the 

primary. 33 (13.75%) respondents’ said that she got admission in KGBV from Secondary 

education. 2 (0.83%) respondents’ said that she got admission from higher secondary classes. 

While 6 (2.5%) respondents’ said that she started studying from here only. Generally, primary 

education facilities are at available at village level. KGBVs provide education from standard 6th. 

KGBV also provides residential facilities on the same campus.  

Table 1.4: Details about students’ previous school 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 In government school 222 92.50 

2 In Private school 11 4.58 

3 In KGBV 4 1.67 

4 NA 3 1.25 

 Total 240 100.00 

  

Data shows that 222 (92.50%) respondents’ said that previously she was studying in a Government 

school. 11 (4.58%) respondents’ said that she was studying in a private school. 4 (1.67%) 

respondents’ said that she was studying in KGBV only. Data also shows that most of the students 

completed her studies till 5th standard in government primary school. 4 students were started their 

academic career with KGBV.  

Table 1.5: Details about reason for selecting KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Good facilities 88 36.67 

2 Less expensive 19 7.92 

3 Quality education 64 26.67 
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4 Some other friends are already studying in KGBV 1 0.42 

5 Nobody was there to look after her 8 3.33 

6 Orphan 3 1.25 

7 Other 50 20.83 

8 Unanswered  7 2.92 

 Total 240 100.00 

 

Data shows that 88 (36.67%) respondents’ said that she took admission because of good facilities. 

19 (7.92%) respondents’ said that she found that education in KGBV is less expensive than other 

educational institutes. 64 (26.67%) respondents’ said that her friend or relative is already studying 

in KGBV so they recommended KGBV. 8 (3.33%) said that there is nobody in the family to look 

after them, these students’ parents are working as a seasonal laborer and for they migrated from 

their village to another place. So they keep their girl child here in KGBV. 3 (1.25%) respondents’ 

said that they are orphan. 50 (20.83%) respondents said that they live with her uncle or other 

relatives and other reasons. 7 (2.92%) respondents’ didn’t give any reply to this question. The 

facilities provided by KGBV is different in terms of accommodation, education and learning. As 

per the rules, girls from EBB (Educational backward block) area are eligible for the admission.  

Table 1.6: Details about distance of students’ residence from KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Less than 10 km 94 39.17 

2 11 to 30 km 77 32.08 

3 31 to 50 km 27 11.25 

4 More than 50 km 23 9.58 

5 Don’t' know 19 7.92 

 Total 240 100.00 

 

Data shows that 94 (39.17%) respondents’ said that her residence is less than 10 km away from 

KGBV. 77 (32.08%) respondents’ said that her residence is 11 to 30 km away from KGBV. 27 

(11.25%) respondents said that her residence is 31 to 50 km away from KGBV. 23 (9.58%) 

respondents’ said that her residence is more than 50 km away from KGBV. 19 (7.92%) 

respondents’ are don’t know the distance from KGBV. The data also indicates that students from 

nearby villages are enrolled in KGBV.  
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Table 1.7: Details about Students’ caste 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 S.C 24 10.00 

2 S.T 89 37.08 

3 OBC 91 37.92 

4 Minority 11 4.58 

5 Other 5 2.08 

6 Don’t know 20 8.33 

 Total 240 100.00 

  

Data shows that 24(10.00%) respondents’ belong from S.C caste. 89 (37.08%) respondents’ belong 

from S.T caste. 91 (37.92%) respondents’ belong from OBC caste. 11 (4.58%) respondents’ belong 

to minorities. Majority of parents are working as laborer in tribal and remote places of Gujarat and 

thus they wants her girl child study at safe place. During the focus group discussion with parents 

they shares that they feels safe and secure for their daughter studying in KGBVs. As per mention 

in mandatory standards for the KGBVs, 75% of the targeted girls should be from schedule caste, 

schedule tribe, other backward class or minority community and 25% girls from BPL families. 

There are special KGBVs established for minorities in some places of Gujarat. It was observed 

during assessment that the enrollment of students from minority community is very low. The 

reasons for such low number of enrollment were expressed by teachers and warden were: festival 

leave or holiday related issues, poor understanding regarding girls’ education, etc.    

Table 1.8: Details of the family composition of the student 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 less than 5 71 29.58 

2 6 to 8 120 50 

3 more then 9 49 20.41 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 71 (29.58%) respondents’ said that less than 5 members are there in her family. 

120 (50%) respondents’ said that 6 to 8 members are there in her family. 49 (20.41%) respondents’ 

said that more than 9 members are there in her family. It’s also observed that there is still joint 
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family system exists in villages that’s why the number of family members are high in response 

given by students. 

Table 1.9: Details about the status of child marriage in Students caste. 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 64 26.67 

2 No 176 73.33 

 Total 240 100.00 

Data shows that 64 (26.67%) respondents’ said that child marriage is existing in her society. While 

176 (73.33%) respondents’ said that no child marriages happen in her caste. 26.67% is a big figure 

to understand the effect on girls mind.  

Table 1.10: Details about student’s child marriage status 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Married  10 4.17 

2 Unmarried 230 95.83 

 Total 240 100.00 

  

Data shows that 10 (4.17%) students’ said that yes she already married (child marriage). It is 

suggested that teachers or wardens must have some dialogs with these students regarding her 

understanding and confusion related marriage and marriage life. This is very serious situation. 230 

(95.83%) students replied no they don’t. during the focus group discussion with students they 

shares that child marriage is still exists in some caste.  

Table 1.11: Details about the annual family income of the students 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 less than 100000 85 35.41 

2 100001 to 300000 31 12.91 

3 300001 to 500000 6 2.5 

4 More then 500000 11 4.58 

5 Don’t know 107 44.58 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 85 (35.41%) said that her annual family income is less than 100000 per year. 31 

(12.91%) students said that her annual family income is 10001to 300000 per year. 6 (2.5%) 
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students’ said that her family income is 30001 to 500000 per year. 11 (4.58%) respondents’ said 

that her family income is more than 500000 per year. 107 (44.58%) students’ don’t know her 

annual family income. Data shows that mostly the students’ belong from a poor economic 

background. The objective of KGBV is to ensure access and quality education to girls from 

disadvantaged groups by setting up residential schools at upper primary level. 

Table 1.12: Details about students’ residence 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Own house 228 95 

2 On rent basis 7 2.91 

3 Living in a relative’s house 3 1.25 

4 Don’t know 2 0.83 

 Total 240 100 

 

228 (95%) respondents said that she has her own house. It also reflects the culture of the society. 

While 7 lives in a rental house, this indicate their economic background. Data also indicates that 

the residential facility is one of the reasons for them to admit his/her student in KGBV. 

Table 1.13: Details about with whom student shares her most personal matter 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Mother 95 39.58 

2 Sister 20 8.33 

3 Friend 22 9.16 

4 Warden/Teacher 39 16.25 

5 Other 3 1.25 

6 Nobody 61 25.41 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 95 (35.58%) respondents’ said that she shares her very personal talk or thought 

with her mother. 20 (8.33%) respondents’ said that she shares her personal matters with her sister. 

39 (16.25%) respondents’ said that she shares her personal matters with her warden or teacher, 

while 61 (25.41%) respondents’ said that she never share anything with anybody this shows that 

they may be shy or introvert persons. And because of that sometimes they feel very much confused, 

stressed and depressed. During the adolescent age girls mostly confuse and worried about her 
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menstrual cycle and physical changes related thing. Mostly she shares her this much very personal 

feelings and question with her mother. In some cases, it is observed that girls found most 

comfortable with her sister. In reference to KGBVs girls who are studying here, they mostly share 

her personal matters with wardens or teachers.   

Table 1.14: Details about where students like to study 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 At Home 20 8.33 

2 In KGBV 220 91.66 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 20 (8.33%) respondents’ likes to stay at home and study, while 220 (91.66%) 

respondents’ said that she likes to study in KGBV. Data also indicates that mostly students want 

to stay at KGBV, reason behind this is to free education and residential facilities, safety, students’ 

have fear of getting married in this age if she stayed at home, etc.  

Table 1.15: Details about students’ attachment with her family 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 She miss family during a stay in KGBV 194 80.83 

2 No she don’t  46 19.16 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 194 (80.83%) students said that she misses her family during her stay and study 

in KGBV, while 46 (19.16%) respondents’ said that she never misses her family. As mention in 

the above table, mostly students’ want to stay and study in KGBV, while they also said that she 

misses her family. Generally, this mostly happens after the summer vacation is over, and girls 

come back to school. During this period of time students’ feels homesick too. It is suggested that 

management of particular KGBV could plan some activities or programs for students, which help 

them to feel like home at KGBV.  

Table 1.16: Details about parents/relatives visit KGBV to meet her daughter/ relative 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Every week  18 7.5 
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2 Every 15 day 37 15.41 

3 Once in a month 167 69.58 

4 Only during vacation time  18 7.5 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 18 (7.5%) respondents’ said that her parents come and meet her every week. 37 

(15.41%) students said that her parents come and meet her every 15 days. 167 (69.58%) 

respondents’ said that her parents’ comes to meet once in a month. 18 (7.5%) respondents said that 

her parents came only during vacation time to pick her up from the school. This data indicates that 

some of the parents are living far away from KGBV, or they are migratory labor or visit every 

month is not possible for them because of some economic reasons. It is also possible that students’ 

parents may be a single parent or she is orphan. This situation directly affects students’ behavior 

and mindset.  

Table 1.17: Details about leave or holidays are given to students’ in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Once in a month  18 7.5 

2 If she is sick 101 42.08 

3 During public holidays like festival holidays, school 

vacation, etc. 

209 87.08 

4 0ther 1 0.41 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 18 respondents’ said that she got leave once in a month. 101 (42.08%) said that 

she gets leave if she is sick. 209 (87.08%) respondents’ said that she get to leave on festival or 

vacation time. All 240 students’ get a vacation during summer and Diwali festival. 

Table 1.18: Details about students’ emotional concern for the family 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Parents disputes 49 20.41 

2 Grandparents health 27 11.25 

3 The financial condition of the family 50 20.83 

4 Other 26 10.83 

5 Nothing 88 36.66 

 Total 240 100 
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Data shows that 40 (20.41%) students’ said that she is mostly concern about her family disputes. 

27 (11.25%) respondents’ said that she is worried about her grandparent's health. 50 (20.83%) 

respondents’ said that she is concern about her family’s financial conditions.  26 (10.83%) students 

said that she has worries about her younger brother and sisters, some respondent that she has 

worries about how her family survives etc. 88 (26.66%) respondents said that she is a concern or 

worry about nothing. It’s also observed that some of the students’ express that she is worried about 

her parents. This may be affecting her studies and personal life at KGBV. Many students’ have 

more than 4 other siblings, and their worries affect them lot.  

Table 1.19: Details about students’ movement outside the KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 88 36.66 

2 No 152 63.33 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 88 (36.66%) respondents’ said that yes they go outside the KGBV. This is for 

study in another higher secondary school. They also share that sometimes they go outside the 

KGBV for a picnic, some school-related activity or for participation in some events. While 152 

(63.33%) students share that they don’t go outside the KGBV campus. As data indicates that some 

of the students’ go outside the KGBV, because of that they are in regular touch with society and 

she also needs to adjust herself in another environment also.  The complexity of society affects her 

a lot. Sometimes might be she struggle between two different thoughts. Maybe she feels like, I am 

different than others, my lifestyle is different than others, etc. KGBVs management may help them 

to overcome from this type of dilemma through counseling. 

Table 1.20: Difficulties expressed by students’ during her stay and study in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Rules and restriction 30 12.5 

2 Fear of warden 71 29.58 

3 No one is familiar or from her own native 4 1.66 

4 She doesn’t like food  8 3.33 

5 Issues with bathing and sanitation 33 13.75 
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6 Issues with leaves 18 7.5 

7 Other 6 2.5 

8 Doesn’t feel any difficulty 117 48.75 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 30 (12.05%) respondents’ said that they are felt difficulty because of the rules and 

regulation of the KGBV. Here it is required to understand what rules and regulations affect the 

student's adjustment. 71 (29.58%) respondents’ have fear of warden. This thing is also came during 

focus group discussion, and matter of concern. Warden is the key person in KGBV, and if students’ 

feels that much fear of here, than how can students approach her or share her questions and 

confusions with her. It’s also share by teachers and other students that sometimes wardens took 

help of students for taking revenge with her subordinates. This is also alarming situation.  

Table 1.21: Details about with whom Student’s share her emotions and worries  

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Friend 124 51.66 

2 Warden 57 23.75 

4 Teacher 43 17.91 

5 With no one 9 3.75 

6 With other 7 2.91 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 124 (51.66%) respondents’ shares her worries or emotions with her friends. This 

information is very useful in terms of understand the emotions and feelings of the students. The 

training of life skill development will be very useful for students.   57 ( 23.75%) respondents’ said 

that she shares her worries and emotions with her warden. 43 (17.91%) respondents said that she 

shares her worries and emotions with the teachers. 9 (3.75%) respondent’s said that she never share 

anything with any one, this is also questionable response. Here there is a need to study and 

understand why this respondents’ don’t share anything with anybody. 

Table 1.22: Details about wardens reaction when students’ make any mistake 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Scold her in presence of other students 57 23.75 

2 Tried to convince her personally 32 13.33 
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3 Use abusive words 13 5.42 

4 Try to solve her mistake 167 69.58 

5 Nothing 8 3.33 

(*Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 57 (23.75%) students said that warden scold her in presence of other students’. 

This practice hurts an individual a lot, other thing is her self-respects also harms. May be she feels 

very bad and shameful.   32 (13.33%) respondents’ said that warden convince her personally. 13 

(5.42%) students’ said that warden use abusive words, this is also not good practice. 167 (69.58%) 

respondents’ said that warden try to solve her problem or mistake personally. Data also indicates 

that some rude behavior with student is not good sign for healthy relationship. Such kind of 

behavior will become harmful in future.  Abusive word effects very negatively on students’’ mind.    

Table 1.23: Details about Quarrels happens between students in KGBV 

1 Yes 134 55.83 

2 No 106 44.17 

 Total 240 100.00 

 

Data shows that 134 (55.83%) students’ said that quarrels happens between the students’ in 

KGBV. The reasons behind that is mostly work distribution related things. Another reason of 

quarrels is jealousy. Sometimes   quarrels happens because of food related things also. As students’ 

share in focus group discussion that mostly quarrels happens because use of bathrooms, water 

distribution related issues, food related issues etc. there is a need of intervention in this aspect to 

solve or minimize the quarrels. 

Table 1.24: Students’ opinion about food provided in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Best 82 34.16 

2 Good 138 57.5 

3 Not so good 20 8.33 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 83(34.16%) students said that the quality of food provided in KGBV is Best. 138 

(57.05%) students’ said that quality of food is good, while 20 (8.33%) students’ said that food 
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quality is not so good. This data indicates the matter of concern. During the Focus group discussion 

students’ also share that they don’t like food and fruits are also not given in required portion at 

some KGBV. 

Table 1.25: Details about medical assistance available at KGBV for the students’ 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Doctor on a call 32 13.33 

2 Nurse visits the KGBV 10 4.16 

3 Need to go to Gov. hospital 192 80 

4 Other 6 2.5 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 32 (13.33%) respondents’ said that doctor visits KGBV for medical examination 

of the students. 10 (4.16%) students said that nurse visits the KGBV for the medical examination. 

192 (80.00%) students said that they need to go govt. hospital in case of sickness or emergency.  

Table 1.26: Students’ perception about wardens’ behavior  

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 She is very loving 197 82.08 

2 She is very strict 27 11.25 

3 She scold every one 11 4.58 

4 She use abusive word 1 0.41 

5 Other 4 1.66 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 197 (82.08%) students said that her warden is very loving and caring by nature. 

27 (11.25%) students’ said that her warden is very strict in terms of rules, regulation and discipline. 

Other 15 students share her negative views about warden, like she scold every one, she use abusive 

words, etc. Warden is the key person of the KGBV. Data also indicates that there is a need of micro 

investigation in all KGBVs about the behavior of wardens with students. Also it was observed by 

the assessment team members that, management already informed the students about this 

assessment work and they might be told them that, don’t share any negative information with 
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assessment team members. The sample for the students’ interview schedule was purely random, 

but these type of instruction affect the response of the respondents.  

Table 1.27: Caste discrimination related issues in KGBV 

 Caste  discrimination in KGBV   

1 Yes 20 8.33 

2 no 220 91.66 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 20 (8.33%) students’ said that yes discrimination related issues are happens in 

some KGBVs, while 220 (91.66%) students’ said that nothing happens like that. This 8.33% is 

also indicates that the climate in KGBV in not that much friendly in the terms of students’ comfort. 

It is suggested that investigation is needed for the particular issue to solve the problem. Because 

this directly effect’s on other students’ as well as on the students who face this issue. Data also 

indicates that other students raised these issues. And in some cases students said that warden did 

this with them. This is really very serious issue. Management need to look after in this matter. 

Table 1.28: Details about suggestion box 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 156 65 

2 No 65 27.08 

3 Recently starts this practice 5 2.08 

4 Don’t know 14 5.83 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data show that 156 (65.00%) respondents’ said that yes suggestion box is there in particular 

KGBV. 65 (27.08%) respondents’ said that no there is no suggestion box in particular KGBV. 5 

(2.08%) respondents’ said that there management recently starts this practice, like one day before, 

last week, 2 months back etc. as per the guideline suggestion box is required and mandatory. 

students’ also must aware about what is the use and how this helpful to them. Other observation is 

there any committee formed or responsibility assign to take care this thing? 
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Table 1.29: Details about suggestion box opens in presence of whom 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Management committee 38 15.83 

2 Warden 62 25.83 

3 In presence of students 21 8.75 

4 Never opens 24 10.00 

5 In presence of CRC or gender coordinator 15 6.25 

6 NA 80 33.33 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 38 (15.83%) students said that members of management committee opens the 

suggestion box. 62 (25.83%) respondents’ said that warden opens the suggestion box. 21 (8.75%) 

respondents’ said that the suggestion box opens in students presence. 25 (10.41%) respondents’ 

said that suggestion box never opens. 15 (6.25%) respondents said that in presence of BRC, CRC 

coordinator and gender coordinator the suggestion box opens.  

Table 1.30: Students’ knowledge about Gender coordinator and her visits in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 172 71.66 

2 No 68 28.33 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 172 (71.66%) respondents know the gender coordinator while 68 (28.33%) 

students’ don’t know who is gender coordinator. 120 (50%) respondents’ said that Gender 

coordinator visits particular KGBV once in a month. 26 (10.83%) respondents’ said that gender 

coordinator visits particular KGBV twice in a month. 26 (10.83%) respondents’ said that there Is 

no fix timing of the visit. Data also indicate the difference of opinion from wardens and teacher. 
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Table 1.31: Details about students’ awareness regarding management committee 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 82 34.16 

2 NO 158 65.83 

  240 100 

 

Data shows that 82 (34.16%) respondents’ know what management committee is, while 158 

(65.83%) respondents don’t know what management committee is. 73 (30.41%) students said that 

students are the one of the member of management committee of KGBV. 9 (3.75%) respondents’ 

said that parents are the members of the management committee. 4 (1.66%) respondents’ said that 

principal of nearby primary school is one of the member of management committee. While 151 

(62.91%) respondents’ said that CRC, gender coordinator, some village leaders are the members 

of management committee. 31 (12.91%) respondents’ said that they are also member of 

management committee. 

Table 1.32: Students’ opinion about teacher behavior 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 She is loving 203 84.58 

2 She is strict 21 8.75 

3 She scold every one 5 2.08 

4 She beat up every one 1 0.42 

5 She became angry on everyone 10 4.17 

 Total 240 100.00 

 

Data shows that 203 (84.58%) students’ said that her teachers are very loving and caring. 21 

(8.75%) students are said that her teachers are very strict with students in terms of discipline and 

education related works. 5 (2.08%) respondents’ said that her teacher scolds everyone. 11 students 

share negative views about her teachers’ behavior. It was observed that students didn’t feel 

comfortable during the interview and they gave all the answer very positive through the situation 

different. During the focus group discussion, they complain about teachers and her behavior. 
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Table 1.33: Details about misbehaving or misconduct is done by males with student 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 10 4.17 

2 No 230 95.83 

 Total 240 100 

 

Data shows that 10 respondents’ said that yes some misbehave was happened with her by males, 

while 230 respondents’ say no nothing happens with her. This 10 are also very alarming numbers 

in terms of students safety. These 10 students also inform about such incidents to her parents, her 

warden and her friend. 

Table 1.34: Training and knowledge about good touch and bad touch 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 87 36.25 

2 No 151 62.92 

3 Not answered 2 0.83 

 Total 240 100.00 

 

Data shows that 87 (36.25%) students have knowledge about good touch and bad touch. And they 

got that information or training from their mother, warden, friend and gender coordinator.151 

(62.92%) students don’t know anything about good touch and bad touch. It is requested that kindly 

arrange awareness campaign for the students’ studying in KGBV.  During the focus group 

discussion, it was found that students were not much aware about good touch bad touch. 

Table 1.35: Students liking for teachers 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Male teacher 31 12.92 

2 Female teacher 202 84.17 

3 Not answered 7 2.92 

 Total 240 100.00 

 

Data shows that 31 (12.92%) students like a male teacher while 202 (84.17%) students said that 

she likes female teachers. As data shows most of the students are in their prime adolescent age. 
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During these age generally oddipus complex develop in boys and Electra complex develop in 

young girls. This increase the attachment level with her father /male is high, that’s why they like 

male teachers most. But here the situation is different. It is also observed that students studying in 

KGBV have some fear of males, because of these they don’t like males. 

Table 1.36: Accidental Incident happens in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 80 33.33 

2 No 160 66.67 

  240 100.00 

 

Data show that 80 (33.33%) respondents said that yes some incident happened in KGBV. 40 

respondents’ said that student run away from the school. 21 respondents’ share that suicide 

happened in particular KGBV. 9 students’ said that some accidental death happened in particular 

KGBV. 6 students said that students left the school with someone in the past. This data indicate 

some major issues like suicide, student left the school with someone etc. this all are disturbing 

incidents.  
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Section-4 Data analysis and interpretation of Chokidars responses’ 

Table 1.1 : Age group and Gender of Respondents’ working in KGBV’s 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 21-30 2 8.33 

2 31-40 4 16.67 

3 41-50 8 33.33 

4 -51 10 41.67 

 Total 24 100.00 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Male 22 91.67% 

2 Female 02 8.33 

 Total 24 100 

 

Data shows that about 41.67% respondents’ is belongs from age group of above 51. 33.33% of 

respondents’ is belongs from age group of 41-50. Data shows that only 25% of respondents are 

belongs from age group of 21 to 40. As per the data the highest number of respondents’ belongs 

from above 51 years of age. During the assessment it was found that 22 Chokidars were male while 

2 were female. 

Table 1.2: Information about Chokidars’ Residence 

 

Data shows that 75% of the respondents’ are residing inside the KGBV campus. As per the rule 

this is require that, respondents’ needs to be stay at Campus .12.50% respondents’ observed that 

they stayed in the campus with his family. As per the rules they don’t allowed to stay with his 

family inside the campus, but in above mention cases they are staying there with their family. It is 

also observed that in some KGBVs chokidar living in the same premises where students and 

warden/teacher are living. 

 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 In KGBV Campus 21 75.00 

2 In KGBV campus with Family 3 12.50 

 Total 24 100.00 
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Table 1.3: Caste related details of the Respondents’ 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 SC 2 8.33 

2 ST 6 25.00 

3 OBC 12 50.00 

4 Other/General 4 16.67 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that out of 24 respondents’ 50% respondents’ belongs from the OBC caste. 25% 

belongs from schedule tribe. It was observed that geographical diversity of the area is also effects 

the selection of the respondents’. Mostly local person were hired for this position. 

Figure 1.0: Educational Qualification of the respondents’ working in KGBV 

 

Data shows that more than 45 % of respondents from the total respondents’ are having primary 

education. Only 1 person is having graduation degree. This data also indicates that mostly local or 

nearby villagers are hire for this position, and unemployment is may be one of the reason for 

graduate person need to work as respondents’ at this type of remote areas. The data also reflect 

that education is also positively affect his work. Data shows that 4 persons (16.67%) are 

uneducated. As per mention in mandatory standards the minimum qualification of the watchman 

(Chokidar) is 8th standard pass, but during assessment it was found that 4 persons are uneducated 

which is inappropriate in terms of rules and regulations in KGBV.   
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Table 1.5: Details about family members of Respondents’ working in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Wife working as cook in KGBV 3 12.50 

2 Wife working as peon in KGBV 1 4.17 

3 Other family member working in KGBV 3 12.50 

4 No one 17 70.83 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that 17 respondents’ (70.83%) says that no one from his family members are not 

working in KGBV. 3 respondents’ (12.50%) are said that his wife working in KGBV as cook. As 

per the observation mostly in this mention 3 cases respondents’ wife is working as head cook in 

the particular KGBV. Other 3 respondents’ (12.50) said that his other family members are working 

in KGBV. The mention 3 cases respondents’ assessment says that mother or daughter of 

respondents’ are working in KGBV. Data also indicates that the low amount of salary may be one 

of the reason why management allow respondents’ family member to work in the KGBV, another 

reason is management wants to keep respondents’ to work with same KGBV as he is having long 

association and work experience with Particular KGBV. 

Table 1.6: Years of Job in KGBV  

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Less than 1 year 2 8.33 

2 1 to 2 years 3 12.50 

3 3 to 4 years 4 16.67 

4 5 to 6 years 4 16.67 

5 More than 7 Years 11 45.83 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that 11 (45.83%) respondents’ are working in the particular KGBV from more than 7 

years. This shows since how long they are working in particular KGBV. Only 2 (8.33%) 

respondents’ are newly appointed in particular KGBV. Other respondents’ are associated with 

KGBV from last 1 to 6 years. The data shows Positive site that long term work association helps 

KGBV s management on security point of view, on another hand data also reflect that reaming 
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respondents’ have not long association with KGBV and due to that the post remain vacant due to 

some reasons, non-continuity of the respondents’.   

Table 1.7:Details about how many Chokidar’ working in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 1 21 87.50 

2 2 3 12.50 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that 21 (87.50%) respondents’ says that only one respondents’ is appointed and 

working in particular KGBV. 3 (12.50%) respondents’ says that one other person is also working 

in particular KGBV as respondents’. As per the rules and policy change now SSA decided to 

appoint more than one respondents’ at KGBV. The process is still going on.  

Table 1.8: Details about rules and regulations for Chokidar on his movement inside the 

KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Need to take permission 11 45.83 

2 When Warden ask him to come  18 75.00 

3 Any accidentals situation 11 45.83 

(*Multiple answers) 

 

Data shows 18 (75%) Respondents’ says that he only and only entered inside the hostel or school 

building when warden ask him to come for some work. 11 (45.83%) Respondents’ said that they 

need to take permission to enter in the hostel or school building. As mention in above table No. 

1.5 respondents’ family members are also working in KGBVs so, to meet them they need to take 

permission. 11 (45.83%) respondents’ says that they only and only entered inside the hostel or 

school building if some emergency is happens. This data also shows that the norms for the other 

staff personnel working in KGBV is very strict in the term of safety and protection of the girls 

studying in KGBV. Rules and regulation for males entering in the KGBV premises is same for 

respondents’ also. As per the NCPCR guideline respondents’ is have restriction on entering in the 

hostel or school premises.  
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Figure 2.0: Reasons for Chokidar visits the Hostel/School premises of KGBVs  

 

 

Data show that respondents’ is also involve in some other works like electricity related works, 

water pump operation related work, and Gardening related work. They also helpful in the daily 

activities of KGBV.as above mention in the graph 16 respondents’ visits school or hostel premises 

to meet his relative working in same KGBV, though they take prior permission to meet someone , 

but if we talk in the terms of rules and safety this practice will become harmful in future. Some 

major incidence may be occur in his absence on the gate.  

Table 1.10: Reasons to go inside the KGBV to meet his relative working in KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 4 16.67 

2 No 20 83.33 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that only 4 (16.67%) respondents’ says that they have to go and meet his relative 

working in particular KGBV for some work. As per the data mention in table no 1.9 16 Respondents’ 

said that they go inside the school or hostel premises to meet his relatives, here the data (answer) is 

contradict.   20 (83.33%) respondents’ says that they don’t need to go inside the KGBV to meet or 

for some work related to his family member. 

Table 1.11: Student’s movement’s details check by Chokidar 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Entry in movement register 13 54.17 

2 Letter from warden 6 25.00 

3 Request letter from parents 2 8.33 

4 Nothing 3 12.50 

 Total 24 100.00 
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The role of respondents’ is very define in the terms of students’ safety, Respondents’ needs to keep 

his on every movement of student. Data shows that 13 (54.17%) Respondents’ maintains student’s 

movement register. 6 (25.00%) respondent’s said that they ask for wardens’ permission letter for 

the student’s movement. 3(12.50%) respondent’s said that they ask nothing. In this 3 cases where 

respondents’ says that they not ask for anything, this is alarming thing, and sometimes this practice 

creates major issues in terms of students’ safety. 

Table 1.12: Student’s expectation from Chokidar 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Allow them to go outside without any permission letter 1 4.17 

2 Help them to keep their visit secrete   1 4.17 

3 Nothing 22 91.67 

 Total 24 100.00 

  

Data shows that 22(91.67%) students never ask for any favor from respondents’. As per the rules 

students are not allowed to go outside without prior permission. This data also shows that the rules 

and regulations are properly followed by the security personnel. 1 (4.17%) respondents’ allows them 

to go outside the premises without permission letter and help them to keep their visit secrete, this is 

really very alarming situation. Mostly this type of cases happens where emotional bonding 

developed in the relations. In such cases students may be misuse the positive favor. 

Table 1.13: Details about any incidence happened in particular KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Nothing Happened 19 79.17 

2 Girl run away from school 2 8.33 

3 Suicide 2 8.33 

4 Left KGBV without information 1 4.17 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that out of 24 KGBVs, Respondents’ from 19 (79.17%) KGBV said that nothing 

happened. 2 (8.33%) said that Student run away from the school, and this incidence were happens 

in the terms of homesickness felt by student at the time of new admission. 2 (8.33%) respondents’ 
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said that Incidence of suicide were happened in particular KGBV. As per the assessment this cases 

were happened due to some personal reasons of students.1 (4.17%) student left KGBV without 

information, because she was having love affair with some boy and thus she run away. 

 As per mention in data if students feels homesickness after admission, then management 

need to provide more and more comfortable and friendly environment to the new students. 

 As per the mention in data 2 suicide were happed in data, in such matters management need 

to keep eye on students every social, personal, emotional and economical needs and 

problems of each student. 

 As per mention in data if student left institute without prior information, this is very alarming 

matter. Management need to observe each and every movement and behavior of student and 

intervene as per the need, adolescent education is required in KGBVs. 

Table1.14: Details about Reason for students go outside of the KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Go to school 12 50.00 

2 Warden or teacher permits 5 20.83 

3 Parents come to meet or take her to home 13 54.17 

4 Never 2 8.33 

(*Multiple answers) 

12 (50.00%) respondents’ said that students go outside of the KGBV for attending school, this is 

happens in Type 2 KGBVs, where students of class 8 to 11 need to study in secondary or higher 

secondary school. 13 (54.17%) respondents’ said that students go outside when their parents come 

to meet her or they go for vacation. 5 (20.83%) respondents’ said that students go outside only 

warden or teachers permits them to go outside for some activity or some work. 

Table 1.15: Details about how Respondents’ identify Parents of the particular student 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 He know everyone 5 20.83 

2 Student introduce them 9 37.50 

3 With the permission of warden 1 4.17 

4 All parents have I cards 4 16.67 

5 With Request letter 1 4.17 

6 With checking the photographs of parents 4 16.67 

 Total 24 100.00 
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 Data shows that Mostly students introduce their parents to Respondents’. 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ 

said that they know every parents that is because he is working in particular KGBV for a long time. 

4 (16.67%) Respondents’ said that parents have I cards. As per the rules every parent need to give 

his/her Identity proof to KGBV at the time of admission.  

Table 1.16: Details about students share her personal matters with Chokidar and how 

chokidar’ intervene in students’ personal problem 

(A) Students share her personal matters with Respondents’ 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 2 8.33 

2 No 22 91.67 

 Total 24 100.00 

(B) How Respondents’ intervene in students personal problem 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Inform management regarding her problem 2 8.33 

2 NA 22 91.67 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows in (A) that majority Respondents 22 (91.67%) said that students never share any of her 

problems with him. This indicates that the climate of KGBV is not that much free, the students have 

maintain their relation with Respondents’. Only 2 (8.33%) Respondents’ said that students share her 

personal matters or problems with him.  

Data shows in (B) that 2 (8.33%) Respondents informs management about students personal 

problem which was shared by student. In such cases this type of things become so helpful to solve 

the matter.  

Table 1.17: Details about Chokidar helps students in Money matters 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 5 20.83 

2 No 19 79.17 
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 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ said that they helps students in some money matters. This 

is really matter of concern. As per the rules Education and other facilities are free at KGBV for 

students. In such situation respondents’ also explained that they helps them or give them money to 

buy some things. In such cases it is needful to investigate the reasons behind expenses and also try 

to understand the reason behind such type of personalize practice. 

Table 1.18: Details about parents expectations from Chokidar 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Take care of her 22 91.67 

2 Take care of her as she is your daughter 8 33.33 

3 If she need money kindly help her 4 16.67 

4 Please take care of her from others harassment 5 20.83 

5 Nothing 1 4.17 

(* Multi answered) 

Data shows multiple answers, Mostly 22 (91.67%) parents said to Respondents’ that “please take 

care of his/her daughter. This data also shows that parents are very much concern about his/her 

daughters comfort and safety. It’s also observed that parents are having very friendly relation with 

respondents in KGBV. As per the Rules respondents duty and responsibility is only and only safety 

related work. As data shows parents have much emotional expectation from respondents’, this is not 

good sign. Management of KGBV need to ask or observed why this type of conversation happens 

between respondents’ and parents.      

Table 1.19: Details about parents visit timing at KGBV 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 There is no fix time 3 12.50 

2 There is a fix timing  21 87.50 

 Total 24 100.00 

 

Data shows that 21 (87.50%) respondents’ said that there is a fix timing for parents –student 

meeting. But 3 (12.50%) respondents’ said that there is no fix timing, which is really matter of 

concern. Because as per the assessment and observation there is fix timing for parents meeting and 

visit to KGBV. 
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Figure 2.0: Details about male visitors allowed to visit KGBV 

 

Data shows that 9 respondents’ said that relatives of management committees are permitted to visit 

KGBV. 5 respondents’ said that relatives of warden are permitted to visits KGBV. 12 respondents’ 

said that no one is allowed without prior permission. This data also indicate the question about that 

why Such peoples are allowed to visit KGBV, because as per the norms  

Table 1.20: Details about Respondents’ ever faced any police inquiry 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Yes 5 20.83 

2 No 19 79.17 

 Total 24 100.00 

    

Data show that 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ faced police inquiry, this cases were happened at the 

particular KGBV where some incident such as suicide, mob attack, etc type some unusual incidents 

were happened in the past. As per the rule of police investigation process Respondents’ is the very 

first person to investigate the things. 

Table 1.21: Difficulties/needs felt by Respondents’ 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 No compound wall 5 20.83 

2 The seating place is away from gate 1 4.16 

3 The entry gate is broken 1 4.16 

4 No weapons 2 8.33 

5 Nothing 10 41.67 
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6 Very Low height of compound wall 2 8.33 

  

Data shows that 5 (20.83%) respondents’ expressed that there is need of compound wall, and this is 

also security related issue. 1 said that the seating place is away from the gate this is also security 

related issue. 1 said that entry gate is broken. 2 (8.33%) respondents’ said that there is a very low 

height of compound wall is also the issue for them. 6 (25.00%) respondents’ said that they are not 

only working as security guard but he also performed many other duties too, and this effect his work 

also. 2 (8.33%) respondents’ said that they required weapons.  

 

Table 1.22: Details of Other works assigns to Respondents’ 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Office related work 9 37.50 

2 Repairing related work 9 37.50 

3 Purchase related work 8 33.33 

4 Other 9 37.50 

(Multiple answers)  

Data shows that Respondents’ need to do repairing work, purchase related work etc. This type of 

works also needs attention and Respondents’ needs to leave his duty place very often. This will be 

cause some major damage for KGBV. The mention works are not the actual duty of Respondents’, 

due to all this multitasking his original work suffers a lot.  It’s also observed that there is no alternate 

provision for all this work, this type of multi-tasking will also create negative impact on respondents 

work.  

Table 1.23: Details about task assign by whom to respondents’ 

No Details of particular Frequency Percentage 

1 Warden 23 95.83 

2 BRC/Gender Coordinator 6 25.00 

3 Teachers 5 20.83 

5 Students 1 4.17 

(Multiple answers) 

Data shows that 23 (95.83%) respondents’ said that Warden assign the task to respondents’. As per 

the rules Warden is the final authority person to assign any task to any staff personnel in the KGBV, 

but in mention data 6 (25.00%) respondents’ said that BRC and Gender coordinator assign task to 
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him. 5 (20.83%) respondents said that teachers assign task to him . 1 (4.17%) respondent said that 

students assign them task.     

Table 1.24: Details about the alternative adjustment in absence of Respondents’ 

1 No one 12 50.00 

2 Other 12 50.00 

  24 100.00 

 

Data shows that 12 (50.00%) respondents’ said that no one is appointed or look after his work during 

his absence.  2 out of 12 is may be other respondents’ who is appointed at KGBV, but apart from 

this 10 other person are may be their relative or local person. As per the rules this type of adjustment 

is not permitted at any KGBV, if this type of practice happens then this is really very serious matter 

of concern.  

Table 1.25: Respondents’ suggestion for the better work performance 

1 Working hours should be less 13 54.17 

2  Other work should not assign 4 16.67 

3 Weapon is required 6 25.00 

4 Nothings 5 20.83 

 Total 28  

 

Data said that 13 (54.17%) Respondents said that less working hours will be helpful to him for better 

work performance, this also indicates his demand about more than 1 respondents’ needs to appoint 

at KGBV. As far as security is concern more than 1 respondents’ is good set up for work. 4 (16.67%) 

respondent’s said that other work should not assign to him, this also indicate that security work 

cannot be compromise with other work. 6 (25.00%) Respondents’ said that they required weapon 

as security tool, this suggestion indicates that security needs upgradation of tools and facilities at 

KGBV. 5 (20.83%) Respondent don’t give any suggestion.  
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Section-5 Narrative assessment of the focus group discussion 
A focus group discussion involves gathering people from similar. Backgrounds or experiences 

together to discuss a specific topic of. Interest. It is a form of qualitative research where questions 

are. Asked about their perceptions attitudes, beliefs, opinion or ideas. 

A Focus Group Discussion (or FGD) is a qualitative research method in the social sciences, with 

a particular emphasis and application in the developmental program evaluation sphere. The 

moderator asks broad questions to elicit responses and generate discussion among the participants. 

The main advantages of focus groups are: they are useful to obtain detailed information about 

personal and group feelings, perceptions and opinions. They can save time and money compared 

to individual interviews. They can provide a broader range of information. 

During the assessment there were two types of FGD’s conducted 

1. With Students’ 

2. With Parents  

Focused group dissection was very help full in terms of information collection. For focused group 

discussion 20 to 25 students randomly selected from standard 6th to 9th and 11th. Female members 

from each assessment team began the talk with the self-introduction and followed by introduction 

of group discussion. Assessment team members than use different technique to ask different 

questions regarding students’ life style, her likes-dislikes, her problems, her questions etc. For the 

schedule interviews students’ were found not much comfortable. Focused group discussion helps 

to the students’ for sharing her views, her likes and dislikes, her questions, her problems, her fear, 

etc. For the focused group discussion there were fixed points and questions decided. According to 

that and observation assessment team members generate one report and share their views and 

observation in that. The details are as under, It is suggested that the opinion given by students may 

not be generalize for everyone. But keep these opinion in notice too. The suggestion and opinion 

given by students are incorporated in data analysis and interpretation. 
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Management related opinion of the students’ 

1. No vehicle facility for students going outside the KGBV in other secondary school. 

2. No sanitation unit is inside the school, privacy and safety related issue. Sometime strangers 

(particularly boys thorn stones and teas students) 

3. Water related issues, salty water 

4. Sanitation, hygiene related issues. 

5. Sanitary pad disposal unit is not working 

6. Food not given as per mention in the guideline.  

7. Accommodation facility is not proper, rooms are too small, less space.  

8. No playground or play area in some KGBV. 

9. Computers for the students are not working. They need to use wardens computer either 

they skip that particular class because of lack of facility. 

10. Mattresses and pillows are need to change 

11.  Quality of food is not good. 

12. Accommodation facility is not sufficient in terms of number of students. 

13. Suggestions box is not in use 

14. Attendance not taken in the mess. 

15.  Some of the students suggested that they required lab for science related studies. 

16. Students need to stand in queue for use bathrooms, younger students need to take bath in 

open area in some KGBVs. No hot water supply during winter season. 

17.  2 students need to share 1 bed. 

18. In one KGBV, There is no facility of cupboard to put the stuff of students’, they need to 

keep things in their own suitcase. 

19. Less supply of vegetables. Delay and irregularity in cooking process affect students’ 

routine schedule. 

20. Some students’ need to carry plates, spoons, bowls from their home. 

21. Only some of the students’ have cupboard or suitcase. 

22. Some students’ said that they don’t get things books, which are provided for them by 

authorities. 

23. Chokidar is not permanent 
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Teacher / wardens related opinion of the students’. 
1. Teachers become angry 

2. She punished the students’, they don’t like students’ 

3. Teachers beaten up students  

4. Quarrels between teachers  

5. Warden get furious, become angry on students’ 

6. Some of the students’ don’t like wardens and teachers 

7. Privacy related issues expressed by students, like they don’t like teachers all the time 

presence with them. 

8. Teachers punish students’ 

9. Quarrels between students’ effect students’ lifestyle a lot. 

10.  Behavior of teachers are not so friendly. 

11. Fear of warden, she scold students, and also threatened them. 

Education related opinion  

1. School picnic is not organized 

2. Like, other extra-curricular activities 

3. Sometime we get punished if we don’t understand the classroom lesson 

4. No exposure or learning regarding sex education 

5. Good touch, bad touch related orientation is not given 

Other students related opinion 
1. Stealing money and things related issues 

2. Students’ share her emotions with her friends 

3. Quarrels between students 

4. Lesbian or homosexual relationship between students 

5. Bad habits like eating tambaku or guthkha  

6. Elder students assign works to younger students 

7. Abusive behavior of other students. 

Social and males behavior related opinion  
1. Girls don’t like if some boy or boys follow her 

2. Abusive behavior of boys 
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3. Fear of examination and failure, fear of parents 

4. Fear of villagers 

5. Fear of child marriage, they feel safe in school 

6. If KGBV can provide educational facility till 12th than they will not get married 

7. Fear of boys abusive behavior 

8. There is ritual regarding menstrual cycle, some of the girls said that when their menstrual 

cycle starts, her family pressure her to get marry. (Child marriage) 

9.  Some of the girls don’t like her grandfathers, uncles and other males’ behavior or habits 

of touching them inappropriately. 

10.  Some girls don’t believes in males 

11. Fathers behavior hurts them a lot , especially when they fails in exam 

Positive opinions 

1. No complaint regarding teachers and warden 

2. Harmonious relationship between teachers and students 

3. Wardens’ behavior is very good with students 

Observations by assessment team members.  

Facilities related 
1. Campus was very dirty, rooms of students’ were also in very unhygienic 

2. Sanitation units were not in working condition 

3. Parents needs to pay for picnic and property damage related expenses. 

4.  Students feels unsafe where some students’ commits suicide. 

5. Renovation is immediately required in niche kotada KGBV. Students living in very worst 

condition. The windows and door are made from iron, which is conductor of electricity, 

sometimes some major casualty is happens due to humidity. 

6. Less living space 100 students accommodates in 50 students’ living capacity building. 

7. Some of the students’’ don’t aware about managements committee and role of gender 

coordinator. 

Safety and security related 
1. Issues regarding safety, nobody is there to control the movement of people on the gate. 

2. One water tank is covered by stone. Safety related issue 
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3. Chokidars movement need to restrict. He moves anywhere in the hostel. 

4. One of the male friend of warden came in KGBV premises, he sat there and sell some 

things to the students 

5. Height of the compound wall is too low. Anyone can easily jump down in the premises. 

6. Students facing issue regarding misbehavior from street passers, when they going to school 

7. Chokidar is living with his family inside the KGBV campus. 

Education related  
1. In most of the KGBV mathematics, science subjects teaching posts are vacant, turnover of 

teachers’ are happens, this directly affects the quality of teaching.  

Management related 

1. Noticeable interference of CRC and gender coordinator in KGBV management, his 

behavior is not proper in terms of organizational climate. 

2. Gender coordinator was not much aware about her role, she was not able to define her role 

and responsibility. 

3. Teachers having major issue for keeping her family and children with her. This affects her 

behavior and teaching process.    

4. The burden of more than 11 people on KGBV, for their food, shelter and basic amenities. 

5. The interpersonal relation of teachers and wardens were found good. 

6. Suggestion box is in not use. 

7. Because of CCTV cameras, students’ refused to use suggestion box. They don’t want to 

revel their identity. 

8. Some teachers or wardens keep her children with her in KGBV. 
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Chapter- 4 Findings and conclusions 
 

A component of summary of the findings is to provide a discussion for each of the findings, using 

anchor verbiage that justifies rather than distorts the intent of the findings. Tell us how the findings 

are important or relevant based on the aim and scope of the assessment conducted in KGBVs.. 

The principal outcomes of the assessment like: what the project suggested, revealed or indicated, 

Is mention in this chapter this usually refers to the totality of outcomes. 

For wardens 
Findings of wardens working in KGBVs. 

1. Table 1.1 there are two categories for wardens. 25 (92.59%) are main wardens and 2 

(7.41%) are Assistant in particular KGBVs. 

2. Table 1.2 the highest number of respondents is belongs from between the 31 to 35 years of 

age group 10 (37.04%) wardens. While the lowest number of respondents is belongs from 

41 to 45 age group 4 (14.81%) wardens.  

3. Table 1.3 The highest educational qualification of the Wardens is found 20 (74.07%) 

wardens having a master’s degree in a particular subject, while the lowest educational 

qualification of the warden is found 1 (3.70%) having HSC degree. As per the mandatory 

standard warden cum head teacher must be trained post graduate. As per the data 4 

respondents’ are not match this criteria.   

4. Table 1.4 5 (18.52%) respondents said that they are working in KGBV from last 1to 2 

years. While 12 (44.44 %) of wardens said that they have total work experience of 1 to 2 

year of working as warden, that means they already work some other place as warden. 5 

(18.52%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV from last 3 to 4 years, while 

8 (29.63%) of wardens said that they have 3to 4 years of work experience for working as 

warden (Other than KGBV). 4 (14.81%) wardens said that they are working, in particular, 

KGBV from last 5 to 6 years this is also positive Indicator and this also helps to manage 

and sustain the existing practice of KGBV. But at the same time 3 respondents’ said that 

they have work experience outside the KGBV. 12 (44.44%) warden said that they are 

working in KGBV from more than 7 years. This shows that they have a very long 

association with KGBV. This is a Positive indicator, which shows that the management of 

KGBV tries to sustain the same leadership for the development and betterment of KGBV. 
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5. Data shows that 6 (22.22%) wardens said that they had been having work experience of 

working as warden. 16 (59.26%) wardens said that they had been working as a teacher also. 

2 (7.41%) wardens said that they had been worked with KGBV on some other position. 1 

(3.70%) warden said that she had some other work experience, while 2 (7.41%) wardens 

said that they have no other experience.  As data also shows that 13 wardens have more 

than 6 years of work experience, while 4 (14.81%) wardens said that they have 3 years and 

5 years of work experience. 

6. Data shows that 10 (37.04%) wardens said that their monthly income is between 15001 to 

20000. 16 (59.26%) wardens said that their monthly income is between 20001 to 25000. 1 

(3.70%) warden refused to answer the question. 

7. Data shows that 20 (74.07%) wardens are married, 6 (22.22%) wardens are unmarried, and 

1 (3.70%) warden said that she is a widow. Data indicates that the wardens who are married 

have to performed duel responsibility, they need to balance their personal and professional 

life. As per the observation and expressed by wardens sometimes some imbalance happens 

between their personal and professional life. 

8. Data shows that 3 (11.11%) wardens said that she is living with their children in KGBV, 

as per the rule warden or other female staff are not allowed to keep their family members 

with her. In this case, the age of the child is less than a year. So Warden keeps her child 

with her. 24 (88.89%) wardens said that none of her family members are living with her 

inside the KGBV. 

9. Data shows that 2 (7.41%) Wardens got Memo or notice from the management. This case 

happens due to some serious matters happened in the past. 25 (92.59%) Wardens said that 

they never received any memo or notice from the management. 

10. Data shows that 8 (29.63%) wardens said that, they get Good support from the 

management. Here the management term is used in the reference of BRC, CRC, Gender 

coordinator (Assistant district coordinator, Girls education), and senior authorities of SSA.  

7 (25.93%) Warden said that they get moderated support from the management, 6 (22.22%) 

wardens said that they get very good support from the management. 5 (18.52%) Wardens 

said that they get somewhat enough support from management and 1 (3.70%) warden said 

that they get no support from the management. This data also indicates that the relationship 
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between the warden and the management is directly or indirectly affecting the climate of 

the organization. 

11. Data Shows that 21 (77.78%) wardens said that she likes her job, while 1 (3.70%) said that 

she don’t like her work or job. 5 (18.52%) warden said that they are in search of another 

job. During the assessment, it’s found that Wardens who want to change her job because 

of low salary pay, social issues, adjustment at KGBV, etc. 

12. Data shows, a total of 18 respondents’ said that they are dissatisfied with her work 

performance. They explained many reasons for that.  9 (33.33%) respondents’ said that 

they are facing heavy work related pressure and this become her one of the reasons for 

dissatisfaction at the workplace. For this reason, might be they are not capable to handle or 

manage such work that’s why she feels like this. 3 (11.11%) wardens said that they are 

having dissatisfaction from the higher authorities of KGBV. For this, too much interference 

of the management committee members may be the reason for her dissatisfaction.  5 

(18.52%) warden said that they are having some family issues which, become her reason 

for dissatisfaction. 5 (18.52%) warden said that they have some other issues and that will 

become their reasons for dissatisfaction these other issues is regarding salary, adjustment 

related issues, internal issues between coworkers. This reasons may also affect the climate 

of the organization.  9 (33.33%) wardens said that they don’t feel dissatisfy from any issues. 

13. Data shows 30% of wardens said that she has different types of worries regarding 

dissatisfaction, like worries regarding joblessness, bad or poor performance, a dispute with 

colleagues, etc. 11% wardens said that due to dissatisfaction they want to leave the job. 

19% wardens said that they feeling sad due to dissatisfaction. 16% wardens said that she 

become angry due to dissatisfaction. This information also shared by the students’ during 

focus group discussion.  13% wardens said that she feeling depressed due to dissatisfaction. 

3% wardens said that she has some family problem due to dissatisfaction. As mention in 

the previous table mostly warden feels depressed at the workplace. This is alarming 

indicators for the management of KGBV. A good and healthy environment is the basic 

need in the workplace. Every on one knows that the job of the warden is very challenging, 

and working in KGBV is another challenging task itself because here, warden needs to play 

duel role like warden cum head teacher. Here she also needs to look after multiple things 

in terms of safety, management, education, etc. Sometimes due to some official matter, she 
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had face some adjustment related issues with family also. Management needs to work on 

the solution of the reasons behind the dissatisfaction at a workplace for the betterment of 

the KGBVs. 

14. Data shows 18 (66.67%) respondents’ said that they visited Hostel thrice in a day. 5 

wardens said that they visited hostel more than three times in a day. KGBV is a unique 

educational facility setup, especially for girls’ students. 

15. Data shows that Wardens need to look after every single aspect related to a facility in the 

hostel. Wardens cum heat teachers of KGBV is the key person for the institute. She needs 

to look after every single thing of KGBV.  

16. Data shows 13 (48.15%) Wardens said that they visited the hostel room daily. As per the 

information was given by wardens at the time of assessment. They need to stay in the girls’ 

hostel only. In that case, no other accommodation facilities are provided to Warden. 11 

(40.74%)  respondents’ said that they visited the hostel room if any issues happen between 

students. 9 (33.33%) respondents’ said that she visited the hostel rooms when a student is 

ill or sick. 1 (3.70%) respondents’ said that she visited hostel to check sanitation related 

thing in rooms.  

17. Data shows that wardens need to take care of every component of KGBV. Kitchen is one 

of the most important places, where warden need to take attention very seriously. KGBV 

have specially designed menu in which different type of meals is decided for the students.  

Wardens need to take care of the quality of ingredients and supply of materials are proper 

on not. Same time she also takes care of hygiene-related thing properly maintain at kitchen 

and dining area. As per mention in the menu during the evening time before dinner seasonal 

fruit is given to students. Warden also needs to check the cooking procedure is properly 

followed or not. She also takes feedback from the students’ about the quality of food, if 

any changes required. 

18. Data shows that 10 wardens said that most students’ complaint about one or other thing 

and this is a major issue with them, their complaining nature. This also indicates that they 

are not obedient students. 16 (59.25%) wardens said that they are facing a major problem 

of students’ internal disputes and fights. This is pure personality related issue, sometimes 

someone become so aggressive or he/she has this type of damaging nature this cause worst 

situation.  7 (25.93%) wardens said that she has mostly deal with students ‘sad or disturb 
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mood-related issues this is maybe because of the behavior of other teachers or students’. 

During the assessment observations also indicates that some of the students are feeling 

homesick at some point in time. Or may they feel lonely sometimes. 7 (25.93%) wardens 

said that she has to deal with students basically newly admitted students run away from the 

KGBV, this happens because she feels loneliness and discomfort in beginning. 10 (37.04%) 

Wardens said that they have issues with students’ stealing others money or goods related 

behavior. Students’ this type of behavior directly effects on other students also. 

19. Data show that 23 (85.19%) wardens said that she helps the student to solve the difficulty 

or problem. Sometimes students’ quarrels’ is one of the reasons to interfere in-between two 

students’. 6 (22.22%) wardens said that she has asked parents to come and solve the 

problem. This happens mostly in such cases like student-run away, she feels sad or 

homesick or she steals something of someone. 

20. Data shows that 25 (92.59%) wardens said that she never took any harsh steps to control 

students’ behavior. Data also shows that the climate in KGBV is good in terms of students’ 

behavior. Data also indicates that there is a lack of understanding regarding child 

psychology. 

21. Data shows that Students 9 (33.33%) students mostly complaints about the food, like they 

don’t like some food, why they need to eat a particular food, quality of food, etc. KGBVs 

are established most of the district in Gujarat state, and every region has its own culture 

and food habits. Food-related questions raised maybe because of this reason also. It was 

also mentioned by students in focus group discussion that they want some change in food 

provided by KGBV, this is not in terms of quality but for a particular food dish.  15 (55.56 

%) respondents’ said that students mostly came to her with the complaint of internal 

quarrel.6 (22.22%) Wardens’ said that students’ also complaint about their boarding 

facility related things. 

22. Data shows that 11 (40.74%) wardens said that students mostly have issues regarding 

homesickness, after the vacation or who get new admission in the KGBV is having major 

issues related to homesickness. 9 (33.33%) wardens said that she has to deal with issues 

related to internal clash or quarrel between students. 5 (18.52%) wardens said that she has 

to deal with money stealing related matters. It is suggested that to solve homesick related 

issues of newly admitted students, KGBVs could organize different activities to engage 
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new students in that, Management can also involve elder students to help the younger ones 

in small thing to learn and understand. This practice will help this student to feel safe and 

friendly and they will defiantly acclimatize with the climate of the Institute gradually.    

23. Data shows that 25 (92.59%) respondents, tried to solve the problem or issues with students 

by problem-solving involvement. She tried to sensitize them the difference between good 

things and bad thing. She also tried to motivate the students to learn good habits and thing 

in life.  5 (18.52%) respondents’ said that she needs to scold the students. But this practice 

is not at all the solution of the problem sometimes scolding or yelling on someone is also 

create big issues.    

24. Data shows that 15 (55.56%) wardens said that in some incident when warden tried to 

intervene in the problem-solving processes, students left the school if they are in fault. This 

data also indicates that in such cases may be wardens’ behavior is not appropriate. This 

data also shows that how students react if warden intervenes in some issue 7 (25.93%) 

wardens said that students stop interacting with her. Data shows that in 2 cases (7.41%) 

students start behaving rudely with the warden. All the above mention data also says that 

this is not at all good thing, and this results directly affect the reputation of the KGBV.  

25. Data shows that 4 (14.18%) wardens said that the case of suicide happened in Particular 

KGBV. 3 incidents happened with students’ who was studying in the primary class of 

KGBV, and in such small age this thing happens with her is a really very serious matter. 

As per the talk with other teachers and students, they share one same thing like she was 

very much disturbed after returning school. This happens due to students personal 

problems. It was also observed that wardens tried to refuse to answer regarding this matter 

in such cases.  4 wardens said that there are incidents related to stealing money or things 

are happened in particular KGBV. 6 (22.22%) wardens said that in the past some incidents 

like a student run away with someone happened in particular KGBVs. 1 respondent said 

that natural calamity like flood affects the KGBV in last year. 

26. Data shows that 14 (51.85%) respondents said that Residential teachers of KGBV looked 

after the hostel and school in absence of Warden. 15 (55.56%) respondents’ said that 

Assistant warden looked after the hostel and school in absence of Warden.  While 1 

respondent’s said that the main cook of the KGBV look after the things in the day time and 

teachers will look after in night. 
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27. Data shows that 15 (55.56%) wardens said that yes suggestion box is there in the KGBV. 

5 (18.52%) wardens said that at present suggestion box is not there. 7 (25.93%) wardens 

did not respond to the question. As per the rule Suggestion box or complaint box is 

mandatory for any institute. The unanswered number is relay matter of concern. While 

during focus group discussion many students said that there is no suggestion box in the 

particular KGBV, some said that key is missing, other said that students’ afraid of CCTV 

camera, because that reveals her identity, that’s’ why they refuse to share her view through 

the suggestion box. 

28. Data show that 9 (33.33%) wardens said that suggestion box opens at any time. 6 (22.22%) 

warden said that suggestion box opens on decided date and time. 7(25.93%) warden did 

not respond to this question. Focus group dissection reveals different things like there is no 

action taken on the suggestion given in the suggestion box. The suggestion box is a good 

practice to share view without revealing your identity. But it’s observed that this practice 

is not functional in KGBV. It is required that the suggestion box must keep in KGBVs and 

use properly by students to share her problems views and suggestions. 

29. Data shows that 10 (37.04%) wardens said that BRC coordinator and gender coordinator 

open the suggestion box. 6 (22.22%) wardens said that students’ opens suggestion box. 8 

(29.63%) wardens said that Members of management committee opens the suggestion box. 

It is suggested that one committee is formed to operate the suggestion box in which 

teachers, warden, students may be the members.  

30. Data shows that 5 (18.5%) wardens said that vulnerability is one of the issues regarding 

students’ safety. Anyone can come easily in the premises is major issues at some KGBV 5 

(18.5%) wardens said that she feels affection in adolescent age is one of the major concern 

for students’ safety. 15 (55.6%) wardens said that there are no issues regarding students 

safety. During the focus group discussion students’ shares that there is an issue regarding 

abusive behavior of elder students, the homosexual relationship between two students 

happens in some KGBVs, this is also the matter of concerns and management need to work 

on this. Students also share that infrastructure related issues are also safety related issue. 

An old and damaged building is one of the major risk factors. 

31. Data shows that 12 (44.4%) wardens said that she is aware of child labor prohibition and 

regulation act. 6 wardens said that she is aware of “POCSO” act. 3 (11.1%) wardens said 
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that she is aware of the juvenile justice act. 6 (22.2%) wardens said that they don’t have 

any knowledge about the particular act. But she heard about some of the acts. At the time 

of interview respondents’ said that they are aware of the act, but it observed that they don’t 

aware about what is an act? How it’s defined? What is the section of the act? Etc. 

32. Data shows that 19 (70.4%) wardens said that Rape is child abuse. 22 (81.5%) wardens 

said that mental abuse is also one of the forms of child abuse. 11(40.7%) wardens said that 

making porn videos is the one of type of child abuse. Data also indicates that proper 

learning regarding child abuse and child rights are the basic requirement. 

33. Data shows that 14 (51.9%) wardens said that the organizational climate of the KGBV 

hostel is good for students. While, 11 (40.7%) Wardens said that Organizational climate is 

best for students’. 

34. Data shows that 15(55.6%) wardens said that yes restriction is good for students’, while 8 

(29.6%) wardens said that no restriction is not good for students. 4 (14.8%) wardens refuse 

to answer the question. 7 (25.9%) wardens said that freedom is good for students’ while, 

18 (66.7%) wardens said that freedom is not good for students. 

35. Data shows that 6 (22.22%) wardens said that she learns that she should never trust on 

students’. This is might be because she had some negative experience with students’. 16 

(59.26%) wardens said that never be so harsh with students. 
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For Teachers  
1. 51 (43.22%) respondents belong from O.B.C castes. 22 (18.64%) respondents belong from 

S.T, 18 (15.25%) respondents belong from S.C and 27 (22.88%) respondents belong from 

other casts. Data indicates that there is no barrier regarding caste affect the teachers work 

and this is really very good indication. 

2. 65 (55.08%) of respondents belong from the age group of 26 to 30 years. 34 (28.81%) 

respondents belong from 31-35 years of age group. 6 (5.04%) respondents belong from 20-

20 years of age group. Only 13 respondents are belonged from 36 to 46 and above age 

group. Data shows that most of the staff are between the age group of 26 to 35 years.  As 

per the data indicates most of the respondents are from 26 to 30 years age group. 

3. 49 (41.52%) respondents said that they have completed B.Ed. with some subject. 26 

(22.03%) respondents said that they have completed P.T.C. 23 (19.49%) respondents said 

that they have completed other post-graduation. 2 (1.69%) respondents said that they 

completed M.A. Some of the teachers also have more than on educational degree. 54 

respondents out of 118 respondents have more than one educational degree. 

4. 110 (93.22%) respondents said that she is taking a class in standard 6th to 8th. 20 (16.94%) 

respondents’ said that she is taking a class in standard 9th and 10th.6 (5.08%) respondents 

said that she is also taking classes in 11th and 12th standard students. Some of the Teachers 

who are working with KGBV also take extra classes for students who are studying in 

standard 11th and 12th. By this way, they help the students in her learning. As per the data 

and information standard 6th to 8th are considered as upper primary education and standard 

9th to 12 considered as higher secondary education in the field of education in Gujarat. 

5. 2 (1.69%) respondents said that, she has a total less than 1-year teaching experience. 44 (37.28%) 

of respondents said that they have 1 to 3 years of total work experience. 35 (29.66%) respondents 

said that they are having 4 to 6 years of total work experience. 22 (18.64%) respondents said that 

they have 7 to 9 years of work experience as a teacher. 15 (12.71%) respondents said that they have 

more than 10 years of total work experience. Data also indicates that maximum teachers are from 

1 to 3 years of experience.   

6. 11 (9.33%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV since last year. 67 

(56.77%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV since last 1 to 3 years. 18 

(15.25%) respondents’ said that they are working with KGBV from last 4 to 6 years. 12 

(10.16%) respondents said that they are working with KGBV from last 7 to 9 years. Data 
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indicates that the majority of respondents’ has experience of 1 to 3 year of working with 

KGBV. This also indicates the turn-over of teachers in KGBV.   

7. Data show that 18 respondents said that their job is a permanent position, while 100 

respondents said that their job is a temporary position on a contractual basis. As per the 

rules, all the administrative and teaching post is contractual. Thus the teachers don’t 

working in KGBV don’t get any benefits or social security. The mode of the job is also 

very challenging for teachers. Their social and economic status directly affects due to her 

work. As this position is purely on a contractual basis, turnover of the teachers is very high. 

Secondly, teachers also explained that the nature of the job is different than other 

educational institution. Here they need to give special coaching and attention to students. 

8. 66 (55.93%) respondents’ said that she is living inside the KGBV premises. as per the rules 

of KGBV, full-time teachers need to stay in the campus of KGBV. 52 (44.06%) 

respondents said that they are living outside the KGBV. In some particular KGBV, it was 

observed that some of the part-time teachers are also living in KGBV campus. It’s also 

observed that teachers working in KGBV have a different type of role of the job is compare 

to regular teachers. Full-time teachers have to stay in KGBV with students. They are not 

permitted to go to home or stay outside the KGBV. This teachers also need to look after 

students for every single need of them. Full-time teachers are also not allowed to stay with 

their family even with children inside or outside KGBV. Due to all these limitations, they 

face lots of family and social problems. 

9. 13 (11.01%) respondents said that students’ are having a very low understanding level in 

terms of education. 30 (25.42%) respondents’ said that students’ have a low understanding 

level. 45 (38.13%) respondents’ said that students have an average understanding level. As 

per the guideline, the selection criteria for students’ admission is very different from 

regular primary schools admission processes. 

10. 33 (27.96%) respondents’ feel very sad or disappointed during her teaching. 10 (8.47%) 

respondents’ said that she doesn’t found any improvement in the learning process.  36 

(30.50%) respondents said that she is not able to give proper attention or time to brilliant 

students due to work pressure. And she also expresses that she needs to give more and more 

attention to average or slow learner students. As per the schedule in KGBV teachers need 

to focus on dull or average students learning or them they need to take separate or extra 
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classes also. All these tasks are very time taking. Teachers also mentioned that to teach 

they use different methods for easy learning. They also believed that every student is 

different (37 respondents’) and that’s why they use different methods. While some 

respondents’ also said that they don’t find any difficulty or challenges. Most of the students 

studying in KGBV are don’t have any type of exposure. They required special learning 

techniques.  

11. Data shows 53 (44.91%) respondents said that students’ don’t understand the subject. 

Already mentioned in the previous table KGBV enrolled the students who left the school 

or never go to school. That’s why they are might be slow in understanding the subject, as 

compared to other students’. 47 (38.83%) respondents’ said that student may have some 

mental confusion, this situation is purely related to the adjustment in the new environment. 

Newly enrolled students are constantly thinking about how to adjust herself in a new 

culture and environment and because of that, she can’t concentrate on learning and studies. 

Healthy and cheerful organizational climate may help her in learning and adjustment. 41 

respondents said that students’ are also having some social problems. As per the 

observation and other data indicate that there are so many social barriers still exist in 

society. 

12. 12 (10.16%) respondents’ said that she helps students’ to overcome her family matters. 53 

(44.91%) respondents said that she helps students to solve her personal problems’, mostly 

during adolescent age girls gets confused because of hormonal changes, menstrual cycle 

related issues sometimes, they need moral and emotional support to overcome from all of 

that. 47 (39.33%) respondents said that she helps the students if she finds herself in troubles 

like quarrels’ between friend if someone harasses her etc. 

13. Data shows that 43(36.44%) respondents’ said that yes good touch bad touch related 

training is already given to students’ in KGBV. 75 (63.55%)  respondents’ said that no 

training is given on this subject in KGBV. Good touch – Bad touch knowledge is very 

essential for adolescent girls. This is a necessity to organize this type of awareness program 

to aware the students. 

14. Data shows that 16 (13.55%) respondents’ said that she doesn’t know who was the trainer 

or resource person. 13 (11.01%) respondents’ said that the training given by warden or 

teachers. 14 (11.86%) respondents’ said that other persons like gender coordinator, NGO 
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personnel have given this training.  Data also indicates 15 (12.71%) respondents’ said that 

after the training some of the students share her experience or someone of her close or 

relatives abusive experience with her. This is a totally scientific approach, and a sensitive 

topic too. 

15. Data shows that 30 (25.42%) of respondents said that she has knowledge about J J Act. 11 

(11.86%) respondents said that POCSO act. 37 (31.35%) respondents said that she is aware 

of the child labor act. 10 (8.47%) respondents said that she is aware of other rights right to 

education, RTI, etc. while surprisingly 67 (56.77%) respondents said that she is not aware 

any of right for children.   

16. 80 (67.79%) respondents’ said that rape is child abuse. 75 (63.55%) respondents said that 

mental abuse or molestation is child abuse. 38 (32.20%) respondents said that making porn 

videos of a child is child abuse. 48 (40.67%) respondents said that show porn videos child 

is child abuse. 

17. 79 (66.94%) respondents said that Gender coordinator visits particular KGBV once in a 

month. 21 (17.79%) respondents said that gender coordinator visits particular KGBV once 

in a 2 month. 5 (4.23%) respondents said that Gender coordinator visits KGBV once in 3 

months. While 6 (5.08%) respondents also said that gender coordinator not coming in 

particular KGBV. 

18. Data shows that 70 (59.32%) respondents said that yes suggestion box is there in the 

KGBV, they also shared that this box opens any time in the presence of teachers and 

students. 17 (14.40%) respondents said that it opens on decided time in the presence of 

teacher and warden. 48 said that there is no suggestion box in KGBV. While some said that 

suggestion box is there but that is not in use. 

19. 11 (9.32%) respondents said that issues related to adolescent age happened in the past in 

particular KGBVs. Like, affection, misunderstanding between friends, love affairs, 

confusion related to a sexual relationship, etc. while 107 (90.67%) respondents said that 

nothing happens in particular KGBVs. 

20. that 68 (57.62%) respondents said that yes she supports student when they are emotionally 

hurt. While 50 said no. As mention in previous table teachers also observed that sometimes 

students have some social or family problems. In such cases, they feel very lonely and 

disheartening. 
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21. 105 (88.89%) respondents said that parents’ meets organized in KGBVs, during the 

parents’ meet teachers’ and other management members mostly talk about the result, health 

and other matters regarding students to the parents. While parents mostly worried about 

their child’s education-related things. During the assessment, it’s also observed that mostly 

positive for the KGBVs. 

22. During the focus group discussion, it was found that supplies came for students are not 

appropriately utilize or distributed in some of the KGBVs. Parents also suggested that they 

are requesting to the government to give permission for providing education in KGBV till 

standard 12th. During the assessment, there were several meeting conducted with parents 

also, and they replied very positively for all the questions.  

23. 112 (94.91%) respondents said that yes management committee is there in the KGBV. The 

role of the management committee is described by respondents are: they need to look after 

the budgetary matters of KGBV, management of KGBV, staff recruitment, etc. 

respondents’ also share that parents’, students warden, principal of the nearby primary 

school, CRC and gender coordinator are the members of the management committee. 

24. 4 respondents said that management gave her memo or notice. When the question asked 

why than different reasons comes like one kept her 1.5 years old child with her. As per the 

rule this it is restricted that persons working in KGBV are not allowed to stay with her 

family inside the KGBV. 
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For students 
1. 204 (85%) of respondents’ are said that their age group is between 12 to 14 years. 34 

(14.17%) respondents’ said that their age group is between 15 to 17 years. In this 

assessment respondents’ were selected on a random basis from class 6th to 9th and 11th 

standard. 

2. 50 (20.83%) respondents said that she is studying in 6th standard. 55 (22.91%) students’ 

said that she is studying in 6th standard. 68 (28.33%) respondents said that she is studying 

in 8th standard. 55 (22.91%) respondents’ said that she is studying in standard 9th. For the 

assessment, students were selected on a random method. 

3. 199 (82.91%) respondents’ said that she got admission in KGBV since the primary. 33 

(13.75%) respondents’ said that she got admission in KGBV from Secondary education. 2 

(0.83%) respondents’ said that she got admission from higher secondary classes. While 6 

(2.5%) respondents’ said that she started studying from here only. Generally, primary 

education facilities are at available at village level. KGBVs provide education from 

standard 6th. KGBV also provides residential facilities on the same campus.  

4. 222 (92.50%) respondents’ said that previously she was studying in a Government school. 

11 (4.58%) respondents’ said that she was studying in a private school. 4 (1.67%) 

respondents’ said that she was studying in KGBV only. Data also shows that most of the 

students completed her studies till 5th standard in government primary school. 4 students 

were started their academic career with KGBV.  

5. 88 (36.67%) respondents’ said that she took admission because of good facilities. 19 

(7.92%) respondents’ said that she found that education in KGBV is less expensive than 

other educational institutes. 64 (26.67%) respondents’ said that her friend or relative is 

already studying in KGBV so they recommended KGBV. 8 (3.33%) said that there is 

nobody in the family to look after them, these students’ parents are working as a seasonal 

laborer and for they migrated from their village to another place. So they keep their girl 

child here in KGBV. 3 (1.25%) respondents’ said that they are orphan. 50 (20.83%) 

respondents said that they live with her uncle or other relatives and other reasons. 7 (2.92%) 

respondents’ didn’t give any reply to this question. 

6. 94 (39.17%) respondents’ said that her residence is less than 10 km away from KGBV. 77 

(32.08%) respondents’ said that her residence is 11 to 30 km away from KGBV. 27 
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(11.25%) respondents said that her residence is 31 to 50 km away from KGBV. 23 (9.58%) 

respondents’ said that her residence is more than 50 km away from KGBV. 19 (7.92%) 

respondents’ are don’t know the distance from KGBV. 

7. 24(10.00%) respondents’ belong from S.C caste. 89 (37.08%) respondents’ belong from 

S.T caste. 91 (37.92%) respondents’ belong from OBC caste. 11 (4.58%) respondents’ 

belong to minorities. Majority of parents are working as laborer in tribal and remote places 

of Gujarat and thus they wants her girl child study at safe place. 

8. 71 (29.58%) respondents’ said that less than 5 members are there in her family. 120 (50%) 

respondents’ said that 6 to 8 members are there in her family. 49 (20.41%) respondents’ 

said that more than 9 members are there in her family. 

9. 64 (26.67%) respondents’ said that child marriage is existing in her society. While 176 

(73.33%) respondents’ said that no child marriages happen in her caste. 26.67% is a big 

figure to understand the effect on girls mind.  

10. 10 (4.17%) students’ said that yes she already married (child marriage).  This is very 

serious situation. s230 (95.83%) students replied no they don’t. during the focus group 

discussion with students they shares that child marriage is still exists in some caste.  

11. 85 (35.41%) said that her annual family income is less than 100000 per year. 31 (12.91%) 

students said that her annual family income is 10001to 300000 per year. 6 (2.5%) students’ 

said that her family income is 30001 to 500000 per year. 11 (4.58%) respondents’ said that 

her family income is more than 500000 per year. 107 (44.58%) students’ don’t know her 

annual family income. 

12. 228 (95%) respondents said that she has her own house. It also reflects the culture of the 

society. While 7 lives in a rental house, this indicate their economic background. 

13. 95 (35.58%) respondents’ said that she shares her very personal talk or thought with her 

mother. 20 (8.33%) respondents’ said that she shares her personal matters with her sister. 

39 (16.25%) respondents’ said that she shares her personal matters with her warden or 

teacher, while 61 (25.41%) respondents’ said that she never share anything with anybody 

this shows that they may be shy or introvert persons. 

14. 20 (8.33%) respondents’ likes to stay at home and study, while 220 (91.66%) respondents’ 

said that she likes to study in KGBV. Data also indicates that mostly students want to stay 
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at KGBV, mostly reason behind this is to free education and residential facilities, safety, 

students’ have fear of getting married in this age if she stayed at home, etc. 

15. 194 (80.83%) students said that she misses her family during her stay and study in KGBV, 

while 46 (19.16%) respondents’ said that she never misses her family. As mention in the 

above table, mostly students’ want to stay and study in KGBV, while they also said that 

she misses her family. Generally, this mostly happens after the summer vacation is over, 

and girls come back to school. 

16. 18 (7.5%) respondents’ said that her parents come and meet her every week. 37 (15.41%) 

students said that her parents come and meet her every 15 days. 167 (69.58%) respondents’ 

said that her parents’ comes to meet once in a month. 18 (7.5%) respondents said that her 

parents came only during vacation time to pick her up from the school. 

17. 18 respondents’ said that she got leave once in a month. 101 (42.08%) said that she gets 

leave if she is sick. 209 (87.08%) respondents’ said that she get to leave on festival or 

vacation time. All 240 students’ get a vacation during summer and Diwali festival. 

18. 40 (20.41%) students’ said that she is mostly concern about her family disputes. 27 

(11.25%) respondents’ said that she is worried about her grandparent's health. 50 (20.83%) 

respondents’ said that she is concern about her family’s financial conditions.  26 (10.83%) 

students said that she has worries about her younger brother and sisters, some respondent 

that she has worries about how her family survives etc. 88 (26.66%) respondents said that 

she is a concern or worry about nothing. 

19. 88 (36.66%) respondents’ said that yes they go outside the KGBV. This is for study in 

another higher secondary school. They also share that sometimes they go outside the 

KGBV for a picnic, some school-related activity or for participation in some events. While 

152 (63.33%) students share that they don’t go outside the KGBV campus. 

20. 30 (12.05%) respondents’ said that they are felt difficulty because of the rules and 

regulation of the KGBV. Here it is required to understand what rules and regulations affect 

the student's adjustment. 71 (29.58%) respondents’ have fear of warden. This thing is also 

came during focus group discussion, and matter of concern. 

21. 124 (51.66%) respondents’ shares her worries or emotions with her friends. This 

information is very useful in terms of understand the emotions and feelings of the students. 

The training of life skill development will be very useful for students.   57 ( 23.75%) 
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respondents’ said that she shares her worries and emotions with her warden. 43 (17.91%) 

respondents said that she shares her worries and emotions with the teachers. 9 (3.75%) 

respondent’s said that she never share anything with any one, this is also questionable 

response. 

22. 57 (23.75%) students said that warden scold her in presence of other students’. This 

practice hurts an individual a lot, other thing is her self-respects also harms. May be she 

feels very bad and shameful.   32 (13.33%) respondents’ said that warden convince her 

personally. 13 (5.42%) students’ said that warden use abusive words, this is also not good 

practice. 167 (69.58%) respondents’ said that warden try to solve her problem or mistake 

personally. 

23. 134 (55.83%) students’ said that quarrels happens between the students’ in KGBV. The 

reasons behind that is mostly work distribution related things. Another reason of quarrels 

is jealousy. Sometimes   quarrels happens because of food related things also. 

24. 83(34.16%) students said that the quality of food provided in KGBV is Best. 138 (57.05%) 

students’ said that quality of food is good, while 20 (8.33%) students’ said that food quality 

is not so good. 

25. 32 (13.33%) respondents’ said that doctor visits KGBV for medical examination of the 

students. 10 (4.16%) students said that nurse visits the KGBV for the medical examination. 

192 (80.00%) students said that they need to go govt. hospital in case of sickness or 

emergency. 

26. 197 (82.08%) students said that her warden is very loving and caring by nature. 27 

(11.25%) students’ said that her warden is very strict in terms of rules, regulation and 

discipline. Other 15 students share her negative views about warden, like she scold every 

one, she use abusive words, etc. 

27. 20 (8.33%) students’ said that yes discrimination related issues are happens in some 

KGBVs, while 220 (91.66%) students’ said that nothing happens like that. This 8.33% is 

also indicates that the climate in KGBV in not that much friendly in the terms of students’ 

comfort. It is suggested that investigation is needed for the particular issue to solve the 

problem. 

28. 156 (65.00%) respondents’ said that yes suggestion box is there in particular KGBV. 65 

(27.08%) respondents’ said that no there is no suggestion box in particular KGBV. 5 
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(2.08%) respondents’ said that there management recently starts this practice, like one day 

before, last week, 2 months back etc. 

29. 38 (15.83%) students said that members of management committee opens the suggestion 

box. 62 (25.83%) respondents’ said that warden opens the suggestion box. 21 (8.75%) 

respondents’ said that the suggestion box opens in students presence. 25 (10.41%) 

respondents’ said that suggestion box never opens. 15 (6.25%) respondents said that in 

presence of BRC, CRC coordinator and gender coordinator the suggestion box opens.  

30. 172 (71.66%) respondents know the gender coordinator while 68 (28.33%) students’ don’t 

know who is gender coordinator. 120 (50%) respondents’ said that Gender coordinator 

visits particular KGBV once in a month. 26 (10.83%) respondents’ said that gender 

coordinator visits particular KGBV twice in a month. 26 (10.83%) respondents’ said that 

there Is no fix timing of the visit. 

31. 82 (34.16%) respondents’ know what management committee is, while 158 (65.83%) 

respondents don’t know what management committee is. 73 (30.41%) students said that 

students are the one of the member of management committee of KGBV. 9 (3.75%) 

respondents’ said that parents are the members of the management committee. 4 (1.66%) 

respondents’ said that principal of nearby primary school is one of the member of 

management committee. While 151 (62.91%) respondents’ said that CRC, gender 

coordinator, some village leaders are the members of management committee. 31 (12.91%) 

respondents’ said that they are also member of management committee. 

32. 203 (84.58%) students’ said that her teachers are very loving and caring. 21 (8.75%) 

students are said that her teachers are very strict with students in terms of discipline and 

education related works. 5 (2.08%) respondents’ said that her teacher scolds everyone. 11 

students share negative views about her teachers’ behavior. 

33. 10 respondents’ said that yes some misbehave was happened with her by males, while 230 

respondents’ say no nothing happens with her. This 10 are also very alarming numbers in 

terms of students safety. This 10 students also inform about such incidents to her parents, 

her warden and her friend. 

34. 87 (36.25%) students have knowledge about good touch and bad touch. And they got that 

information or training from their mother, warden, friend and gender coordinator.151 
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(62.92%) students don’t know anything about good touch and bad touch. It is requested 

that kindly arrange awareness campaign for the students’ studying in KGBV. 

35. 31 (12.92%) students like a male teacher while 202 (84.17%) students said that she likes 

female teachers. 

36. 80 (33.33%) respondents said that yes some incident happened in KGBV. 40 respondents’ 

said that student run away from the school. 21 respondents’ share that suicide happened in 

particular KGBV. 9 students’ said that some accidental death happened in particular 

KGBV. 6 students said that students left the school with someone in the past. This data 

indicate some major issues like suicide, student left the school with someone etc. this all 

are disturbing incidents.  
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For Chokidar  
1. 41.67% respondents’ is belongs from age group of above 51. 33.33% of respondents’ is 

belongs from age group of 41-50. Data shows that only 25% of respondents are belongs 

from age group of 21 to 40. As per the data the highest number of respondents’ belongs 

from above 51 years of age.  

2. 75% of the respondents’ are residing inside the KGBV campus. As per the rule this is 

require that, respondents’ needs to be stay at Campus .12.50% respondents’ observed that 

they stayed in the campus with his family. 

3. 24 respondents’ 50% respondents’ belongs from the OBC caste. 25% belongs from 

schedule tribe. 

4. 45 % of respondents’ from the total respondents’ are having primary education. Only 1 

person is having graduation degree. This data also indicates that mostly local or nearby 

villagers are hire for this position, and unemployment is may be one of the reason for 

graduate person need to work as respondents’ at this type of remote areas. The data also 

reflect that education is also positively affect his work. Data shows that 4 persons (16.67%) 

are uneducated, this data shows that sometime in such cases less education or no education 

creates negative effect on work.  

5. 17 respondents’ (70.83%) says that no one from his family members are not working in 

KGBV. 3 respondents’ (12.50%) are said that his wife working in KGBV as cook. As per 

the observation mostly in this mention 3 cases respondents’ wife is working as head cook 

in the particular KGBV. Other 3 respondents’ (12.50) said that his other family members 

are working in KGBV. The mention 3 cases respondents’ assessment says that mother or 

daughter of respondents’ are working in KGBV. 

6. 11 (45.83%) respondents’ are working in the particular KGBV from more than 7 years. 

This shows since how long they are working in particular KGBV. Only 2 (8.33%) 

respondents’ are newly appointed in particular KGBV. Other respondents’ are associated 

with KGBV from last 1 to 6 years. 

7. 21 (87.50%) respondents’ says that only one respondents’ is appointed and working in 

particular KGBV. 3 (12.50%) respondents’ says that one other person is also working in 

particular KGBV as respondents’. 
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8. 18 (75%) Respondents’ says that he only and only entered inside the hostel or school 

building when warden ask him to come for some work. 11 (45.83%) Respondents’ said 

that they need to take permission to enter in the hostel or school building. As mention in 

above table No. 1.5 respondents’ family members are also working in KGBVs so, to meet 

them they need to take permission. 11 (45.83%) respondents’ says that they only and only 

entered inside the hostel or school building if some emergency is happens. 

9. Data show that respondents’ is also involve in some other works like electricity related 

works, water pump operation related work, and Gardening related work. They also helpful 

in the daily activities of KGBV.as above mention in the graph 16 respondents’ visits school 

or hostel premises to meet his relative working in same KGBV, though they take prior 

permission to meet someone , but if we talk in the terms of rules and safety this practice 

will become harmful in future. Some major incidence may be occur in his absence on the 

gate.  

10. 4 (16.67%) respondents’ says that they have to go and meet his relative working in particular 

KGBV for some work. As per the data mention in table no 1.9 16 Respondents’ said that 

they go inside the school or hostel premises to meet his relatives, here the data (answer) is 

contradict.   20 (83.33%) respondents’ says that they don’t need to go inside the KGBV to 

meet or for some work related to his family member. 

11. 13 (54.17%) Respondents’ maintains student’s movement register. 6 (25.00%) respondent’s 

said that they ask for wardens’ permission letter for the student’s movement. 3(12.50%) 

respondent’s said that they ask nothing. In this 3 cases where respondents’ says that they not 

ask for anything, this is alarming thing, and sometimes this practice creates major issues in 

terms of students’ safety. 

12. 22(91.67%) students never ask for any favor from respondents’. As per the rules students 

are not allowed to go outside without prior permission. This data also shows that the rules 

and regulations are properly followed by the security personnel. Data also shows that 1 

(4.17%) respondents’ allows them to go outside the premises without permission letter and 

help them to keep their visit secrete, this is really very alarming situation. 

13. 24 KGBVs, Respondents’ from 19 (79.17%) KGBV said that nothing happened.  

14. 2 (8.33%) said that Student run away from the school, and this incidence were happens in 

the terms of homesickness felt by student at the time of new admission. 2 (8.33%) 
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respondents’ said that Incidence of suicide were happened in particular KGBV. As per the 

assessment this cases were happened due to some personal reasons of students.1 (4.17%) 

student left KGBV without information, because she was having love affair with some boy 

and thus she run away. 

15. 12 (50.00%) respondents’ said that students go outside of the KGBV for attending school, 

this is happens in Type 2 KGBVs, where students of class 8 to 11 need to study in secondary 

or higher secondary school. 13 (54.17%) respondents’ said that students go outside when 

their parents come to meet her or they go for vacation. 5 (20.83%) respondents’ said that 

students go outside only warden or teachers permits them to go outside for some activity or 

some work. 

16. 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ said that they know every parents that is because he is working in 

particular KGBV for a long time. 4 (16.67%) Respondents’ said that parents have I cards. 

As per the rules every parent need to give his/her Identity proof to KGBV at the time of 

admission.  

17. 22 (91.67%) said that students never share any of her problems with him. This indicates that 

the climate of KGBV is not that much free, the students have maintain their relation with 

Respondents’. Only 2 (8.33%) Respondents’ said that students share her personal matters or 

problems with him.  

18. Data shows in (B) that 2 (8.33%) Respondents’ informs management about students personal 

problem which was shared by student. In such cases this type of things become so helpful to 

solve the matter.  

19. 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ said that they helps students in some money matters. This is 

really matter of concern. 

20. 22 (91.67%) parents said to Respondents’ that “please take care of his/her daughter. This 

data also shows that parents are very much concern about his/her daughters comfort and 

safety. It’s also observed that parents are having very friendly relation with respondents’s 

in KGBV. 

21. 21 (87.50%) respondents’ said that there is a fix timing for parents –student meeting. But 3 

(12.50%) respondents’ said that there is no fix timing, which is really matter of concern. 

Because as per the assessment and observation there is fix timing for parents meeting and 

visit to KGBV. 
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22. 9 respondents’ said that relatives of management committees are permitted to visit KGBV. 

5 respondents’ said that relatives of warden are permitted to visits KGBV. 12 respondents’ 

said that no one is allowed without prior permission. This data also indicate the question 

about that why Such peoples are allowed to visit KGBV, because as per the norms  

23. 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ faced police inquiry, this cases were happened at the particular 

KGBV where some incident such as suicide, mob attack, etc type some unusual incidents 

were happened in the past. As per the rule of police investigation process Respondents’ is 

the very first person to investigate the things. 

24. 5 (20.83%) respondents’ expressed that there is need of compound wall, and this is also 

security related issue. 1 said that the seating place is away from the gate this is also security 

related issue. 1 said that entry gate is broken. 2 (8.33%) respondents’ said that there is a very 

low height of compound wall is also the issue for them. 6 (25.00%) respondents’ said that 

they are not only working as security guard but he also performed many other duties too, 

and this effect his work also. 2 (8.33%) respondents’ said that they required weapons.  

25. 23 (95.83%) respondents’ said that Warden assign the task to respondents’. As per the rules 

Warden is the final authority person to assign any task to any staff personnel in the KGBV, 

but in mention data 6 (25.00%) respondents’ said that BRC and Gender coordinator assign 

task to him. 5 (20.83%) respondents said that teachers assign task to him . 1 (4.17%) 

respondent said that students assign them task.     

26. 12 (50.00%) respondents’ said that no one is appointed or look after his work during his 

absence.  2 out of 12 is may be other respondents’ who is appointed at KGBV, but apart 

from this 10 other person are may be their relative or local person. As per the rules this type 

of adjustment is not permitted at any KGBV, if this type of practice happens then this is 

really very serious matter of concern.  

27. 13 (54.17%) Respondents’ said that less working hours will be helpful to him for better 

work performance, this also indicates his demand about more than 1 respondents’ needs to 

appoint at KGBV. As far as security is concern more than 1 respondents’ is good set up for 

work. 4 (16.67%) respondents’ said that other work should not assign to him, this also 

indicate that security work cannot be compromise with other work. 6 (25.00%) 

Respondents’ said that they required weapon as security tool, this suggestion indicates that 
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security needs upgradation of tools and facilities at KGBV. 5 (20.83%) Respondents’ don’t 

give any suggestion. 
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Chapter- 5 Recommendations 

For Chokidar 
1. It is suggested that 2 chokidars must appoint in KGBVs. It was found that one chokidar is 

not sufficient to perform his duty, some time in his absence another person or no one is 

there to look after the safety-related things. 

2. It is suggested that  Skill up gradation related training must be provided to chokidar. KGBV 

is a different type of educational setup, so the orientation of chokidars is required. Training 

must include a brief outline of chokidars role, responsibility, and behavior related aspects. 

3. The basic equipment or facility regarding safety must be full filled in all KGBVs like the 

height of the compound wall, minimize the distance between gate and chokidars setting 

area, provision of Weapon for chokidar.  

4.  It was found during the assessment that mostly chokidars family members working are 

working in KGBV. Because of that, he used to come and meet his family members, this 

directly affects the privacy of students and other staff personnel of KGBVs. The movement 

of chokidar must be controlled. 

5. Chokidar also not allowed to stay inside the campus with his family. It was found that in 

some of the KGBVs chokidars are living with his family inside the KGBV campus. 

6. It was found in 1 or 2 KGBVs that the compound wall is not there. This is a major safety-

related issue. 

7. Chokidars main role is protection and safety. It was found during the assessment that he 

was engaged in other works too. And because of that, he needs to leave his original 

workplace, where the safety-related things were majorly compromised.  

General findings 
1. It is suggested that training on child rights and child protection must be given to all the 

wardens, teachers and Chokidars working in KGBV. For this training, it is suggested to 

use and follow the guideline of NCPCR and Unicef. 

2. It is suggested that proper knowledge and orientation regarding child rights and 

rehabilitation processes of the child must be given to the wardens and teacher. At presents, 

they supporting or giving them guidance by their own knowledge, which is might be 

unscientific 
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3. For problem-solving of students,’ it is suggested that counselor must be appointed in 

KGBVs or for KGBVs. 

4. During the assessment, it was found that teachers are facing so many issues and problems 

in her professional and personal life. Which sometimes directly affects her relation and 

behavior with students. Sometimes some teachers use abusive words, they beat students, 

threaten students, which is highly inappropriate. It is suggested that to reduce the stress of 

teachers some activities like teamwork, proper distribution of workload, skill upgradation 

programs can be conducted in the future. Permission for keeping the child up to the age of 

6 is highly recommended. The lady who is working for child right and she herself has to 

stay away from her own child is not good. 

5. It is suggested that one teacher from each school must be get trained for life skill 

development and child sex education-related topics, and she will be going to teach these 

topics to every student’s studying in particular KGBV. 

6.  It is found during the assessment and focused group discussion that students are very much 

scared because of wardens and teachers. Students refused to answer even in Focus group 

discussion too. One another reason behind that is CCTV camera, this surveillance system 

makes students worried regarding her privacy.   It is also suggested that the relationship 

between students and teachers must be harmonious and that helps students to feel like home 

at the hostel. Different types of orientation training regarding child psychology, Menstrual 

health management, teaching methods related orientation must be organized in the future 

for the betterment of KGBVs. 

7. During the assessment, some issues like the suicide of a student, students run away with 

someone , stealing money, sexual abuse at home, etc are came up and all this are really 

very serious issues. It is suggested that if warden or teacher notice any behavioral changes 

in any girl they must take special care of her. Many teachers and warden share that they 

are very conscious for such things, but all these above mention incidents are sufficient to 

say the level of understanding. 

8. Participation of students is required to build a healthy and homely atmosphere in KGBV. 

Formation of small teams of work, work rotation, small events organized by elder students 

for younger can be done. 
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9. Renovation of building, sanitation units, upgradation in quality of food, transportation-

related issues must be solved.  

10. It is suggested that recruitment of subject teachers basically for mathematics and science 

is highly recommended. 

11. Turnover of the teachers and wardens are a major issue in KGBV. Human resource 

development related experts’ opinion must be helpful to solve the problem. 

12. It was found that the suggestion box is “no” place in many places or not in use in many 

places. As per the guideline it is required to put a suggestion box in KGBV. One another 

issue with suggestion box is CCTV cameras constantly monitoring this box or area where 

this box placed. Because of this many students’ refuse to use the suggestion box. It is 

recommended that the removal of these cameras at such places will be helpful for students 

welfare. 

13. It is suggested that students’ social matters which disturb her a lot must be discussed with 

her parents during parents meet. The orientation program about child rights and safety 

could be organized for the parents also. 

14. Parents suggested that matrasses, cushions, beds must be changed at some KGBVs. Parents 

also complain that things or goods which comes for students are not properly distributed 

to the students. 

15. The role of parents in the management committee is not defined properly by parents. It is 

suggested that orient parents regarding their role and responsibilities as a committee 

member properly.  

Recommendations for students 
1. Students from class 6th to class 12th are staying in KGBV. During this period of time girls’ 

pass-through her adolescent age, which is very sensitive and emotional phase of females’ 

life cycle. Many of girls having some questions regarding menstrual cycle. It is suggested 

that proper orientation regarding menstrual cycle and personal hygiene is required for every 

student studying in KGBV. 

2. It is suggested that “Life skill development related training or orientation is required for 

the students studying in KGBV, to teach them different aspect of social life.  

3. As per the parents KGBV is the safest place for girl students but it was found during 

assessment that 10 girls said that they faced misbehave from boys at some places. It is 
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suggested that the students’ who are the sufferers of such incidents is require counseling 

and support. Self-defense related orientation must be given to student studying in KGBV.  

4. It is suggested that different activities like music, dance may be in corporate with their 

studies.  

5. There is no separate accommodation is provided to warden or teachers, they need to stay 

with students all the time. Students also complaint that they don’t get privacy. It is 

suggested that SSA must take care of this issue and solve this problem. 

Recommendations’ for teachers  
1. It is suggested that the separate residential facilities must be provided to warden and 

teachers. At present teachers and wardens are staying with students. Students’ expressed 

that they feels uncomfortable that teachers and warden are staying with her. Even teachers 

and wardens are also feeling lack of privacy due to this practice.  

2. During the assessment it was found that in some KGBVs the result of standard 10th is 0%. 

It is recommended that for this particular KGBVs teaching process and learning ability 

must be inspected and further action must be taken according to that. 

3. 36 teachers expressed in her opinion that due to heavy workload they are not able to give 

proper time to brilliant students. While 31 teachers said that they don’t get desire result 

after hard work for student. It is suggested that try to improvise teaching method for 

brilliant students and slow learners separately. 

4.  During the assessment teachers expressed that she faced many family and social 

problems. It is suggested that organize different mental health related trainings to them. 

Which helps them to improve their own observational skills, child psychology, child 

learning ability etc. 

5. It is suggested that to organize “Bal samvad” kind of orientation program every month for 

students in KGBV by teachers and wardens. In this program different topics like, 

menstruation, behavior , talk about friends like and dislikes, different issues with child 

right , child security , health, how to improve our hostel, rules for us, sex education, etc. 

and for all this training could be given to the teachers and wardens. 

6. It is suggested that training and orientation regarding child rights is required for teachers. 

During the assessment teachers know the names of the rights but they don’t know details 

about the act and their rules. 
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Annexure :I  Schedule Questionnaire for Warden 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય અંગે એક મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ 
(સિવ વિક્ષા અલિયાનની જરૂરરયાત મજુબ અને યવૂનસફે ના સહયોગ થી) 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયના ગહૃમાતા માટેની અનસુલૂિ 
 

િાળા/ છાત્રાિયનુાં નામ: ___________________________________ 
ગામ: _____________________________ 
તાલકુા: ____________________ 
જજલિો: ____________________ 
મલૂયાાંકન તારીખ__________________  
મલૂયાાંકન કતાવન ુાં નામ: ___________________________ 
ઉતરદાતાની સમવત થી અનસુલૂિ િરેિ છે ____________________ 

 
 
 
 

 
 

આયોજન અને અમિીકરણ 
સમાજ કાયવ વિિાગ 

મ.દે સમાજસિેા મહાવિદ્યાિય 
ગજૂરાત વિદ્યાપીઠ 
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અમદાિાદ 
કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય- મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયના રેકટર/ગહૃમાતા માટેની અનસુલૂિ 
 

1. ઉત્તરદાતાની પ્રાથવમક માહહતી 

1.1. નામ:   ________________________________________________________ 

1.2. ઉમર: (1) 21-25    

 (2) 26-30  

 (3) 31-35  

 (4) 36-40     

 (5) 41-45   

 (6) 46થી િધ ુ       

1.3. જ્ઞાવત: (1) એસ.સી.   

 (2) એસ.ટી. 

 (3) ઓબીસી.   

 (4) અન્ય.   

1.4. શૈક્ષલિક િાયકાત (છેલિી રિગ્રી ) _______________ 

1.5. કેટિા િર્ષથી કામ કરો છો ? 

       (1) 1-2 િર્વથી   

 (2) 3- 4 િર્વથી        
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       (3) 5-6 િર્વથી   

 (4) 7- િર્વ થી િધ ુ

1.6 ગહૃમાતા તરીકે બીજે કામનો અનભુિ  

 (1) 1 િર્વ     

 (2) 2 િર્વ 

  (3) 3િર્વ થી િધ ુ  

1.7 અન્ય કામનો કુિ અનભુિ  

(1) કામના  પ્રકાર ...................................................................................  

(2) કુિ કેટિા િર્વ ..........................................  

1.8 માવસક આિક .............................   

1.9  િૈિાહહક દરજ્જો  

        (1) પરરણીત        

        (2) અપરરણીત    

        (3) વિધરુ          

        (4) અન્ય  

1.10 તમારી સાથે અહી કોિ કોિ રહ ેછે? 

         (1) બાળકો      

         (2) માતા/ સાસ ુ       

         (3) પવત/ વપતા   

         (4) 18 િર્વ કે તેથી મોટો પતુ્ર  

         (5) અન્ય  
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1.11 ગહૃમાતાની િીધેિી તાિીમની વિગત 

ક્રમ       તાિીમનુાં નામ     તાિીમનો સમયગાળો     કોિે આપી 

1    

2    

3    

4    

  

1.12 તમને મેનેજમેંટ તરફથી કોઈ ઠપકો/ મેમો મળ્યો છે ? 

(1) હા  

(2) ના  

1.13 હા, તો કઈ બાબતે અને ક્યારે ? 

................................................................................................................................. 

................................................................................................................................. 

1.14 તમને મેનેજમેંટ તરફથી સહકાર મળે છે ? 

(1) સામાન્ય સહકાર મળે છે.  

(2) સારો સહકાર મળે છે.   

(3) ખબૂ સારો સહકાર મળે છે. 

(4) પરેૂપરૂો સહકાર મળે છે.   

(5) ના, કોઈ પણ સહકાર મળતો નથી.  
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1.15 તમને આ કામ ગમે છે ?  

(1) હા  

(2) ના  

(3) બીજે કામ િોધો છો  

1.16 તમને કઈ બાબતે અસાંતોર્ છે ? 

(1) કામગીરીનો બોજો   

(2) મેનેજમેંટ ની િતવણકૂ 

(3) કૌટુાંલબક પ્રશ્નો  

1.17 અસાંતોર્ને  કારિે કેિા પ્રશ્નો અનભુિો છો ? 

(1) ગસુ્સો આિે  

(2) રિવુાં આિે  

(3) છોકરીઓ પર હાથ ઉપિે છે   

(4) નોકરી છોિી દેિાનુાં મન થાય  

(5) લિિંતા રહ ે 

(6) નહીં બોિિાનુાં બોિાઈ જાય  

(7) કુટુાંબીજનો સાથે કાંકાસ થાય  

(8) માનવસક અસ્િસ્થતા રહ ે

2. વ્યાિસાવયક મારહતી  

2.1 અહી શાળા છાત્રાિયમાાં કેટિી છોકરીઓ છે?                                                         
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2.2 ગહૃમાતા તરીકેની કામગીરીમાાં છાત્રાિયમાાં કેટિી િખત રાઉન્ડ િગાિો છો? 

(1) રોજ  રદિસમાાં એકિાર              

(2) રોજ રદિસમાાં બેિાર         

(3) રોજ રદિસમાાં ત્રણ િાર  

(4) અઠિારિયે એકાદિાર  

(5) જરૂર મજુબ  

(6) કોઈ પ્રશ્ન હોય ત્યારે  

2.3 છાત્રાિયમાાં તમે કઈ કઈ બાબતોનુાં વનરીક્ષિ કરો છો? 

(1) ટોઇિેટ બાથરૂમ  

(2) પાણીની ટાાંકી  

(3) પીિાના પાણીની વ્યિસ્થા 

(4) િોજન બને ત્યારે િોજનનુાં વનરીક્ષણ  

(5) િોજન િાલ ુહોય ત્યારે ત્રણે ટાઈમ  

(6) સ્િચ્છતા બાબતે                                                                 
2.4 તમે છાત્રાિયમાાં રૂમની મિુાકાત ક્યારે િો છો ?                                                         

(1) છોકરીઓનો પ્રશ્ન હોય ત્યારે  

(2) છોકરી માાંદી હોય ત્યારે  

(3) છોકરીઓ ઝગિી હોય ત્યારે  

 

2.5 છાત્રાિયમાાં ભોજન અંગે  

(1) રાિન આપિા 
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(2) રસોઈ બને ત્યારે જોિા 

(3) રસોઈમાાં સધુારા બાબતે સિૂના 

(4) છોકરીઓ જમે ત્યારે  

2.6 છોકરીઓના કેિા પ્રશ્નો તમારી સામે આિેછે ?  

(1) મોિા આિવુાં.       

(2) ફરરયાદો કયાવ કરિી. 

(3) અંદર અંદર ઝગિા. 

(4) માનવસક અસ્િસ્થતા. 

(5) િાગી જવુાં. 

(6) કહ્યા િગર ઘેર જવુાં.     

(7) િોરી ના પ્રશ્નો.                                                  

2.7 આિા પ્રશ્નોમાાં તમે શુાં કરો છો ?  

(1) તેમની સાથે જ િાત કરી પ્રશ્ન ઉકેિિા  

(2) કાઉન્સેિરને રરફર કરિા  

(3) માતા વપતાને બોિાિિા    

(4) મેનેજમેંટ કવમટી સમક્ષ મકૂિા    

2.8 િતષણકૂ સાંબાંવધત પ્રશ્નોમાાં જયાાં વિદ્યાવથિની તમારી િાત સમજે નહીં / કહ્ુાં કરે નહીં / 

વનયાંત્રિમાાં રહ ેનહીં ત્યારે શુાં કરો છો ?                                                                                                               

(1) રૂમમાાં પરૂી રાખિી      
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(2) માતાવપતાને બોિાિીને સોપી  દેિી  

(3)પોિીસ ફરરયાદ કરિી 

2.9 છોકરીઓની ફહરયાદો કઈ બાબતે િધ ુઆિે છે ?  

(1) જમિા બાબતે 

(2) રહિેાની વ્યિસ્થા બાબતે 

(3) અંદર અંદરના ઝગિા બાબતે  

2.10 છોકરીઓ તમને ક્યારે મળી શકે ? 

(1) વનવિત કરેિ સમયે       

(2) આકસ્સ્મક સાંજોગોમાાં ગમે ત્યારે 

(3) કોઈ પણ કામ માટે ગમે ત્યારે  

2.11 છોકરીઓના કયા  પ્રશ્નો તમને િધ ુસતાિે છે?  

(1) િારાંિાર ઘેર જિાની રજા માાંગિી.  

(2) િોરી કરિી  

(3) કહ્ુાં ના કરવુાં  

(4) વનયમોનુાં પાિન ના કરવુાં 

(5) અન્ય છોકરીઓ સાથે િારાંિાર ઝગિવુાં 

2.12 છોકરીઓની િતષણકૂના પ્રશ્નોમાાં તમે શુાં કરો છો ?   

(1) સમજાિટ   

(2) ઠપકો આપિો 
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(3) વિક્ષા 

(4) કાઢી મકૂિા 

(5) માફીપાત્ર િખાિવુાં 

(6) મેનેજમેંટને રજૂઆત 

2.13 તમારા આિા પગિાથી વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ પર શુાં અસરો થાય છે ?                  

(1) મારી સાથે બોિિાનુાં બાંધ કરે  

(2) િતવણકૂ િધ ુખરાબ થાય  

(3) બીજી છોકરીઓ ઉપર દાઝ કાઢે  

(4) છોિીને જતાાં રહ ે 

(5) િણિામાાં ધ્યાન ના આપે  

2.14 છોકરીઓના માનવસક કેિા પ્રશ્નો તમારા વનરીક્ષિમાાં  આિે  છે ? 

(1) અવતિય િાાંત રહવે ુાં  

(2) બધાની સાથે િળવુાં નહીં  

(3) િણવુાં નહીં  

(4) િારાંિાર ફરરયાદો કરિી  

(5) બીજી છોકરીઓને હરેાન કરિી 

(6) િોરી કરિી  

(7) વમિકતને નકુિાન પહોિાિવુાં  

(8) તોિફોિ કરિી  
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2.15 કોઈ દુર્ષટના બની છે ?  

(1) આત્મહત્યા  

(2) આત્મહત્યાની કોવિિ 

(3) જાવતય સતામણી 

(4) િારીરરક હુમિા 

(5) િોરી 

(6) િાગી જવુાં  

2.16 આિી ર્ટનાઓની વિગત – શુાં હત ુાં ?કારિો? પહરિામ  

(1) ઘટના -1 

(2) ઘટના-2  

(3) ઘટના -3 

2.17 તમારે અંગત કારિોસર રાજા ઉપર બહારગામ જિાનુાં થાય ત્યારે છાત્રાિયની સાંભાળ કોિ 

િે છે ? 

1) વનિાસી વશક્ષકો  

2) સહગહૃમાતા 

3) મોટી વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ 

4) અન્ય 

2.18 વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ માટે વનયમો બનાિેિા છે ?  

(1) હા   
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(2) ના  

2.19 આ વનયમો કોિે બનાવ્યા છે ? 

(1) વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ 

(2) મેનેજમેન્ટે  

2.20 આિા વનયમોની જાિ કેિી રીતે થાય છે ? 

(1) બોિવ પર મકૂ્યા છે 

(2) પ્રિેિ િખતે જણાિાય છે 

(3) િેલખતમાાં આપિામાાં આિે છે  

2.21 સિૂન પેટી છે? 

(1) હા  

(2) ના  

2.22 સિૂન પેટી ક્યારે ખિેૂ છે ?  

(1) વનવિત તારીખે અને સમયે  

(2) ગમે ત્યારે  

2.23 સિૂન પેટી કોની હાજરીમાાં ખિેૂ છે? 

(1) વિદ્યાથીનીઓ  

(2) મેનેજમેંટ કવમટીના સભ્યો  

(3) સાંિાિકો  
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2.22.1 સિૂન પેટીના સિૂનોને આધારે એક્શન િેિાય છે તે કોિ જુએ છે ?                              

(1)  સાંિાિકો                                                                                

(2)  મેનેજમેંટ કવમટીના સભ્યો                                                             

(3)  િાિીઓ                                                                                         

(4)  વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ  

2.24 મોટી છોકરીઓ દ્વારા નાની છોકરીઓને શુાં હરેાનગવત કરિામાાં આિે છે ? 

(1) તેમની પાસે પોતાના કામ કરાિિા 

(2) તેમના નામ પાિિા 

(3) જ્ઞાવતગત ટીપણી કરિી  

2.25 છાત્રાિયના સાંિાિનમાાં છોકરીઓની શુાં ભાગીદારી છે 

(1) જુદી જુદી સવમતી બનાિી છે 

(2) કોઈપણ પ્રશ્ન હોય ત્યારે તેમને  પછુિામાાં આિે છે  

(3) કોઈ પણ પ્રશ્ન હોય ત્યારે તેમને  સાથે રાખીને વનણવય િેિામાાં આિે છે 

2.26 છોકરીઓની સરુક્ષા બાબતે તમને કયા પ્રશ્નો િાગે છે ? 

(1) કોઈપણ વ્યસ્તત અંદર આિી િકે તેમ છે.  

(2) આસપાસની િસ્તી સારી નથી તેનો િય 

(3) છોકરીઓની ઉમરના કારણે છોકરાઓ તરફ આકર્ાવય 

2.27 બાળકો માટેના કયા કાયદાઓ વિરે્ની તમને જાણકારી છે.  

(1) જુિેનાઇિ જસ્સ્ટસ એંિ પ્રોટેતિન એતટ 
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(2) pocso એતટ (બાળકોના જાવતય િોર્ણ અટકાિિા માટેનો કાયદો 

(3) બાળમજૂરી પ્રવતબાંધક ધારો 

2.28 બાળકોનુાં જાવતય િોર્ણ થવુાં એટ્િે તમે શુાં સમજો છો 

(1) બાળકો પર બળાત્કાર થિો 

(2) છેિતી કે અિપિાાં  

(3) અશ્િીિ સારહત્ય બતાિવુાં 

(4) બાળકના અશ્િીિ વિિીયો બનાિિા  

2.29 તમને એવુાં િાગે છે કે છાત્રાિયનુાં િાતાિરિ છોકરીઓના વિકાસ માટે કેવુાં  છે ?  

(1) નબળાં  

(2) સારુાં  

(3) મધ્યમ  

(4) ઉત્તમ  

2.30 તમને એવુાં િાગે છે કે આ ઉમરની છોકરીઓ સાથે થોડીક તો કડકાઇ જોઈએ?  

(1) હા  

(2) ના  

2.31 તમને એવુાં િાગે છે કે છોકરીઓને સ્િતાંત્રતા આપિાથી તે બગડી જાય ?   

(1) હા 

(2) ના 

2.32 છોકરીઓ સાથેના તમારા વ્યિહાર અંગે ક્યારેય તમને પસ્તાિો થયો છે ?  
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(1) હા   

(2) ના  

2.32.1 હા તો કઈ બાબતે ? 

...…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

. 

......................................................................................................................................  
2.33 આ કામ કરતાાં કરતાાં તમારા િિિોમાાં શુાં બદિાિ આવ્યો ?  

(1) છોકરીઓમાાં બહુ વિશ્વાસ કરિો નહીં  

(2) તે કહ ેતે િાત માની ના િેિી  

(3) તેમને હમેિા િાંકાથી જોિી 

(4) છોકરીઓ તેમની રીતે સાિી હોય છે 

(5) તેમની િાતને ધ્યાનથી સાાંિળિી જોઈએ  

(6) તેમના પર ગસુ્સો કરિાથી  સારુાં પરરણામ નથી આિતુાં  

(7) તેમના પ્રત્યે માન રાખવુાં  

2.34 કોઈ એક ઘટના જે તમને સૌથી પિકારરૂપ િાગી હતી તે જણાિો 

2.35 કોઈ એક ઘટના જેણે તમને આ કામ છોિિા દબાણ  કયુું હત ુાં  

2.36 કોઈ એક ઘટના જેણે તમને બદિાિિા માટે પે્રયાવ ? 

2.37 તમારા કોઈ સિૂનો જે મેનેજમેંટ માટે હોય તે જણાિો  

2.38 છાત્રાિયમાાં શુાં સધુારા જરૂરી િાગે છે ? 

આ મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ માટે સમય આપિા બદિ આપનો ખબૂ આભાર.... 
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Annexure II:  Schedule Questionnaire for chokidars  
 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય અંગે એક મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ 
(સિવ વિક્ષા અલિયાનની જરૂરરયાત અને યવૂનસેફ ના સહયોગ થી( 
કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયના િોકીદાર માટેની અનસુલૂિ 

 
િાળા..............................................................................  : 
ગામ ....................................................................... : 
તાલકુો :.....................................................................  
જજલિો.................................................................... : 
 
મલૂયાાંકન તારીખ :.................................. 
મલૂયાાંકન કતાવન ુાં નામ.................................................. : 
ઉત્તરદાતાની સમવત િીધેિ છે  

 
 

 
આયોજન અને અમિીકરણ 

સમાજ કાયવ વિિાગ 
ગજૂરાત વિદ્યાપીઠ 

અમદાિાદ 
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કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયઅભ્યાસ - 
કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયના િોકીદાર માટેની અનસુલૂિ 

 .1વ્યક્ક્તગત માહહતી  

1.1 નામ ............................................................................................................................ 

1.2 ઉમર 

1)  21-30   

2)  31-40  

3)  41-50  

4)  51-  
1.3 રહઠેાિ  

1) છાત્રાિયના કેમ્પસમાાં એકિા  

2) છાત્રાિયના કેમ્પસમાાં કુટુાંબ સાથે  

3) ગામમાાં  
1.4 જ્ઞાવત 

1)  એસ .સી   

2)  એસ .ટી   

3)  ઓબીસી   

4)  અન્ય  
1.5 વશક્ષિ 

1) અિણ   

2) પ્રાથવમક  

3) ધોરણ 10 સધુી  

4) ધોરણ 12 સધુી  

1.6 િૈિારહક દરજ્જો 
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1) પરરણીત 

2) અપરરણીત 

3) વિધિા 

4) વિધરુ  
1.7 છાત્રાિયમાાં /સ્કિૂમાાં તમારા સગામાાં કોઈ નોકરી કરે છે તો તેની વિગત  

 

2 કામગીરી  
2.1 તમને કઈ પોસ્ટ પર વનમણકૂ આપી છે ?  

1) િોકીદાર 

2) અન્ય   
2.2 કેટિા િર્ષથી અહી કામ કરો છો  

1) 1-2  

2) 3-4  

3) 5-6  

4) 7-  

 
2.3 કામના કિાક કેટિા  છે ?  

 
2.4 કેટિા િોકીદાર  છે ? 

1) એકજ    

2) બે  
2.5 તમને વિદ્યાિય /છાત્રાિયમાાં  આિિા જિા અંગે શુાં પ્રવતબાંધ છે ? 

1) રજા િઈને જ જિાય 

2) સાંિાિક /ગહૃમાતા બોિાિે ત્યારે  

3) આકસ્સ્મક સાંજોગોમાાં  
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2.6 અંદર ક્યારે ક્યારે જિાનુાં થાય ? 

1) પાણી િીજળીના કામ માટે  

2) સગાને કામમાટે  

3) કામ માટે બોિાિે તો જ  
2.7 તમારા સગા અંદર હોિાથી તમારે તેમના કામ માટે જવુાં પડે છે ?  

1) હા  

2) હા, તો રદિસમાાં કેટિીિાર  

3) ના  
2.8 છોકરીઓને બહાર આિિા જિા માટે તમારે શુાં જોિાનુાં હોય છે ? 

1) રજીસ્ટરમાાં નોંધ  

2) ગહૃમાતાની લિઠ્ઠી 

3) માતવપતા કે િાિીની લિઠ્ઠી  

2.9 છોકરીઓ તમારી પાસે શુાં અપેક્ષા રાખે છે? 

1) લિઠ્ઠી િગર જિા દે 

2) મોિા આિે તો પછૂવુાં નહીં  

3) મોિા આિે તો રજીસ્ટરમાાં િખવુાં નહી 

4) કોઈને કહવે ુાં નહીં  

2.10 તમારા ગામની કે ઓળખીતા કુટુાંબની છોકરીઓ છે તે તમારી પાસે શુાં અપેક્ષા રાખે? 

1) ઓળખે એટ્િે જિાદે.  

2) માતા વપતાને કઈ કહી ના દે  
2.11 નીિે જિાવ્યા મજુબની કોઈ ર્ટના બની છે ? 

1) છોકરી િાગી ગઈ હોય 

2) ગમુ થઈ ગઈ હોય 

3) રાતે્ર મોિી  આિી હોય 

4) કહ્યા િગર જતી રહી હોય 
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5) આપઘાત કયો હોય તેની વિગત આપો  

2.12 તમે વનયમ મજુબ છોકરીઓને રોકો છો ,પછી તમારી જિાબદારીએ જિા દો છો તેવુાં બને 

છે ? 

1)    હા  

2)    ના 

  
2.13 શુાં કારિથી જિા દો છો ?  

1)       છોકરીઓ કહ ેકે હિે આવુાં નહીં કરીએ . 

2)       દયા ખાઈને  
2.14 દરિાજા બહાર ક્યારે જિા દો છો ? 

1) િાળાએ જિા માટે 

2) ગહૃમાતા કે વિક્ષકે મોકયા હોય ત્યારે  

3) િાિી આવ્યા હોય ત્યારે  
2.15 વિદ્યાવથિનીને િેિા િાિી જ આવ્યા  છે તે કેિી રીતે તપાસો છો ? 

1) દરેકને ઓળખીએ છીએ  

2) છોકરીઓ ઓળખાણ આપે  
2.16 છોકરીઓ તમને શુાં કહીને બોિાિે છે ? 

1) દાદા 

2) કાકા  

3) િાઈ 

4) અન્ય  
2.17 છોકરીઓને તમે શુાં કહીને બોિાિો છો ?  

1) નામથી  

2) અન્ય  

2.18 છોકરીઓ તમને કોઈ પરેિાન કરે છે કે તેમની કોઈ સમસ્યા છે તેિી િાત કરે છે ? 
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1) હા  

2) ના  

2.18.1 હા ,તો તે અંગે તમે શુાં કરો છો ? 

1) તમે જાતે તપાસ કરો છો 

2) તેને હરેાન કરનારને ધમકાિો છો  

3) મેનેજમેંટને કહો છો  
2.19 તમે કોઈ છોકરીઓને પૈસા કે તેમની જરૂહરયાતની િીજિસ્ત ુપરૂી પાડો છો? 

1) હા 

2) ના 

2.20 આિી કેટિી છોકરીઓને મદદ કરી હશે ? 

1) 1-2  

2) 3-4  

3) 5 થી િધુ  
2.21 િાિીઓ મકૂિા આિે ત્યારે તમને તેમની દીકરીઓ વિરે્ શુાં કહીને જાય છે ? 

1) સાંિાળ રાખજો 

2) તમારી દીકરી છે તેમ સાિિજો  

3) તેને પૈસાની જરૂર હોય તો આપજો  

4) તેને બીજા કોઈ હરેાન ના કરે તે જોજો  
2.22 િાિીને મળિાનો સમય શુાં છે ? 

1) કોઈ વનવિત નથી  

2) વનવિત સમયેજ મળી િકે  

2.23 છાત્રાિય  /વિદ્યાિયની અંદર કયા કયા પરુૂર્ોને જિાની લટ છે ? 

1) ગહૃમાતાના સગા  

2) સાંિિકના સગા  

3) પોતે  
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2.24 અંદર રહતેા સ્ટાફમાાં કુટુાંબ સાથે કોઈ પરુુર્ રહ ેછે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

2.25 કોણ ? 

..............................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................  

2.26 ક્યારેય કોઈ પોિીસ તપાસ થઈ હોય ત્યારે તમારા જિાબો િીધા છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

3) હા,તો શુાં કેસ હતો તેની વિગત જણાિો  

..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................. ...........  
2.27 આિા કોઈ કેસમાાં તમારે પોિીસ સ્ટેિન જવુાં પિ્ુાં છે ?  

1) હા  

2) ના  

2.28 હા તો તે ઘટના શુાં હતી? વિગત જણાિો. 

..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................  
 
2.29 તમને છોકરીઓની દેખરેખ રાખિામા શુાં શુાં મશુ્કેિી પિે છે ?  

1) ફરતે દીિાિ નથી  

2) ગમે ત્યાાંથી જઇ િકાય છે  
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3) ઓરફસના બીજા કામ માટે જવુાં પિે  

4) કોઈ હવથયાર નથી  
2.30 િોકીદાર વસિાય તમારે ક્યાાં કયા કામ કરિાના થાય છે ? 

1) ઓરફસને િગતા  

2) રરપેરરિંગને િગતા  

3) ખરીદીને િગતા  

4) અન્ય  
2.31 આિા કામ કોિ કોિ સોપે છે ? 

1) ગહૃમાતા 

2) સાંિાિક 

3) વિક્ષક  

4) વપ્રસ્ન્સપાિ  

5) છોકરીઓ  
2.32 તે કામ માટે જાિ ત્યારે દરિાજા પર કોિ હોય ? 

1) કોઈનહી  

2) અન્ય  
2.33 છોકરીઓ સાથે તમારે શુાં શુાં ના કરવુાં જોઈએ તે અંગે તમને કોઈએ સમાજ આપી છે ?  

1) હા  

2) ના  

2.34 હા,તો શુાં સમાજ આપી છે ? 

1)  

2)  

3)  
2.35 િધ ુ સારી રીતે કામ કરી શકો તે માટે તમને શુાં જરૂરી િાગે છે ? 

1) કામના કિાક ઓછા હોિા જોઈએ  
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2) બીજા કામ ના સોપિા જોઈએ  

3) હવથયાર આપવુાં જોઈએ  
2.36 વિદ્યાિયના કેમ્પસની આસપાસની િસ્તી તરફ્થી છોકરીઓની સિામતી માટે તમને કોઈ  

જોખમ દેખાય છે ? 

1) હા 

2) ના 

2.36.1 હા તો, કેિા પ્રકારના જોખમ દેખાય છે  

1) ગુાંિા જેિા માણસો છોકરીઓ હોય એટ્િે આંટા માયાવ કરે 

2) ક્યારેક દારૂ પીને આિે  

3) છોકરીઓની છેિતી કરે 

4) ગાળો બોિે,અપિબ્દો બોિે   

5) ધમકી આપે  
2.37 તેમના તરફથી કોઈ હરેાનગવત થઈ છે ? 

1) તમારા ઉપર હુમિો થયો હોય 

2) તમને ધમકી આપી હોય 

3) છોકરીઓને ધમકી આપી હોય 

4) ગહૃમાતા /સાંિાિકને ધમકી આપે  
2.38 આ વસિાય છાત્રાિય  /શાળા અંગે તમારા કઈક સિૂનો હોય તો જિાિો  

..............................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................... ................................................  

આ મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ માટે સમય આપિા બદિ આપની ખબૂ આભાર.... 
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Annexure: III Schedule Questionnaire for teachers   

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય અંગે એક મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ 

(સિવ વિક્ષા અલિયાનની જરૂરરયાત મજુબ અને યવૂનસફે ના સહયોગ થી) 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયના વિક્ષકો માટેની અનસુલૂિ 

 

િાળા / છાત્રાિયનુાં નામ:  .............................................................................. 

ગામ: .......................................................................  

તાલકુો:..................................................................... 

જજલિો: .................................................................... 

 

મલૂયાાંકન તારીખ: .................................. 

મલૂયાાંકન કતાવન ુાં નામ: .................................................. 

ઉત્તરદાતાની સમતી મેળિેિ છે   

 

 

 

 

આયોજન અને અમિીકરણ 

સમાજ કાયવ વિિાગ 

મ.દે.સમાજસેિા મહાવિદ્યાિય 

ગજૂરાત વિદ્યાપીઠ 

અમદાિાદ 
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કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયના વિક્ષકો માટેની અનસુલૂિ 
1. વ્યક્ક્તગત તેમજ વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ સાથે ના િતષન વ્યિહાર સાંબાંવધત માહહતી  

1.1 વશક્ષકનુાં નામ: ____________________________________________________________ 

1.2 જ્ઞાવતની વિગત  

1) એસ.સી. 

2) એસ.ટી 

3) ઓબીસી 

4) અન્ય 

1.3 ઉમર  

1) 26-30 

2) 31-35 

3) 36-40 

4) 41-45 

5) 46 – 

1.4 અભ્યાસ  

1) પી.ટી.સી.  

2) બીએિ 

3) એમ એિ 

4) અન્ય  

1.5 શાળાનુાં નામ : __________________________________________________________ 

 

1.6 િાળા કયા ગામમાાં છે તે ગામનુાં નામ: ________________________________________ 

1.7 તમે કયા ધોરણમાાં િણાિો છો ?  

1) 6-8 
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2) 9-10 

3) 11-12 

4) અન્ય  

1.8 વિક્ષક તરીકેનો કુિ અનિુિ  

1) 1-3 િર્વ 

2) 4-6 િર્વ  

3) 7-9 િર્વ 

4) 10- થી િધ ુિર્વ 

1.9 આ સ્કિૂમાાં કેટિા િર્વથી છો ? 

1) 1-3 િર્વ  

2) 4-6 િર્વ 

3) 7-9 િર્વ  

4) 10- િર્વ 

1.10 તમારો વનમણકૂનો પ્રકાર 

1) કાયમી  

2) હાંગામી  

3) અન્ય  

1.11 તમે  ક્યાાં રહો છો ? 

1) કેમ્પસમાાં  

2) બહાર  

1.12 અહી િણિા આિતી છોકરીઓનુાં િૈક્ષલણક સ્તર કેવુાં ? 

1) અત્યાંત નબળાં  

2) નબળાં 

3) મધ્યમ 

4) સારુાં  
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5) ઉત્તમ  

1.13 તમને િૈક્ષલણક નબળા સ્તરની વિદ્યાવથિનીઓને િણાિિામાાં શુાં મશુ્કેિી પિ ેછે ? 

1) વનરાિા  

2) કોઈ સધુારો ના થાય  

3) ગમે તેટિી મહનેત કરો પરરણામ ના મળે  

4) નબળાને કારણે થોિા હોવિયાર પાછળ ધ્યાન ના અપાય  

5) િણાિાની મજા ના આિે  

1.14 તમે અભ્યાસમાાં અવતિય નબળા વિદ્યાથીઓ માટે શુાં કરો છો  ? 

1) કોઈ વિિેર્ પ્રયત્ન નહીં.  

2) તેમના માટે વિિેર્ કોલિિંગ.  

3) તેમની પાછળ સમય આપી િકતો નથી.   

1.15 તમારી િણાિિાની પધધવત વિિેર્તા શુાં છે ? 

1) સરળ રીતે સમજાિવુાં  

2) એક પણ વિદ્યાથીને સમજાય નહીં ત્યાાં સધુી સમજાિવુાં  

3) દરેકની ગ્રહણ કરિાની  ક્ષમતા અિગ હોય છે  

1.16 િણાિતી િખતે છોકરીઓની કઈ કઈ બાબતો ધ્યાન પર આિે છે ? 

1) તેને સમજાતુાં નથી 

2) તે માનવસક મઝુિણ અનિુિે છે  

3) તે કોઈ વ્યસ્તતગત પ્રશ્ન અનિુિે છે  

4) તે કોઈ કૌટુાંલબક પ્રશ્ન અનિુિે છે  

1.17 તમે વિદ્યાવથિનીઓને બીજી કઈ કઈ બાબતોમાાં મદદ કરી હિે ? 

1) કૌટુાંલબક પ્રશ્નમાાં  

2) વ્યસ્તતગત ઝગિો,છોકરા સાથે પે્રમ િગેરે   

3) તેને કોઈ હરેાન કરત ુાં હોય   

4) કોઈ અંગત પ્રશ્ન વિરે્ની મ ૂાંઝિણ હોય  
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1.18 બહારની િાળામાાં િણે છે,તો છોકરાઓ દ્વારા કોઈ હરેાનગવતના પ્રશ્નો છોકરીઓને થાય છે? 

1) હા 

2) ના  

1.19 સ્કિૂમાાં છોકરીઓ માટે ગિુ ટિ-બેિ ટિની તાિીમ થઈ છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના    

3) જો હ, તો કોણે કરી હતી ________________________________ 

1.20 તાિીમ દરમ્યાન કે પછી કોઈ બાળકીએ પોતાની સાથે અસરુલક્ષત  સ્પિવ અંગે રજૂઆત કરી  

છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.21 આિા કેસમાાં શુાં કયુું ? 

1) તેને સમજ આપી  

2) જેણે તેની સાથે ખોટુાં કયુું હત ુાં તેના પર પગિાાં િીધા  

3) 1098 ને જાણ કરી હતી  

4) પોિીસ ફરરયાદ થઈ હતી  

5) છોકરીને માતવપતા ને  સોપી  દીધી  

6) તેની સાથે કાઉન્સેલિિંગ કયુું  

1.22 બાળકો માટેના કયા કાયદાઓ વિરે્ની તમને જાણકારી છે.  

(1) જુિેનાઇિ જસ્સ્ટસ એંિ પ્રોટેતિન એતટ  

(2) pocso એતટ (બાળકોના જાવતય િોર્ણ અટકાિિા માટેનો કાયદો 

(3) બાળમજૂરી પ્રવતબાંધક ધારો 

1.23 બાળકોનુાં જાવતય િોર્ણ થવુાં એટ્િે તમે શુાં સમજો છો 

(1) બાળકો પર બળાત્કાર થિો 
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(2) છેિતી કે અિપિાાં  

(3) અશ્િીિ સારહત્ય બતાિવુાં 

(4) બાળકના અશ્િીિ વિિીયો બનાિિા  

1.24 જેિંિર કો.ઓરિિનટર ક્યારે આિે  

(1) મારહનામાાં એક િખત 

(2) બે મરહને 

(3) ત્રણ મરહને 

1.25 જેિંિર કો. ઓરિિનટરની કામગીરી શુાં છે  

 

 

1.26 મોટી છોકરીઓ નાની છોકરીઓને હરેાન કરે તેિા રકસ્સા બને છે ? જેમકે પોતાના કામ 

તેમની પાસે કરાિાિ. 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.27 મોટી છોકરીઓ નાની છોકરીઓના નામ પાિે ,િીિિે તેવુાં બને છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.28 ત્યારે  શુાં કરો છો ? 

1) મોટી છોકરીઓને વિક્ષા  

2) કાઢી મકૂિા 

3) ઠપકો આપિો  

4) માતવપતાને ફરરયાદ કરિી  

5) સમજાિવુાં  

6) માફીપત્ર િખાિવુાં  

1.29 મોટી છોકરીઓ આવુાં ના કરે તે માટે કોઈ પ્રયત્નો કરો છો ? 
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1) નાની  અને મોટી છોકરીઓ િચ્િે બહને જેિા સાંબાંધો રહ ે 

2) મોટી છોકરીઓને નાની છોકરીઓનુાં ધ્યાન રાખિા સમજાિિામાાં આિે  

3) તેઓની િચ્િે વમત્રતા રહ ેતે માટે વિક્ષકની દેખરેખમાાં કેટિાક સમહૂમાાં કામ સોપાય  

4) જીિન કૌિલયા “l i f e ski l l  devel opment” અંગેની તાિીમ આપો છો   

1.30 છોકરીઓની અંદર તમને જ્ઞાવત પ્રમાણે જુથ જોિા મળે છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

 

 

1.31 આિા જૂથોમાાં અંદર અંદર ઝ્ગિા થાય છે,મારમારી,અપિબ્દ બોિે તેિી ફરરયાદ આિે  

છે?  

1) હા 

2) ના  

1.32 આિા કોઈ રકસ્સામાાં તમારે કોઈ છોકરીઓ પર પગિાાં િેિા પિયા હોય તેવુાં બન્યુાં છે? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.33 જો હા, તો શુાં પગિાાં િીધા હતા ?  

1) ઘેર  મોકિી દેિા પિયા  

2) માતવપતાને  બોિાિી સમજ આપિી પિી  

3) અન્ય  

1.34 સિૂના પેટી છે ?  

1) હા  

2) ના 

1.35 તે ક્યારે અને કોની હાજરીમાાં ખોિિામાાં આિે છે ?  

1) વિક્ષકો અને વિદ્યાથી પ્રવતવનવધ  

2) વિક્ષક અને વપ્રસ્ન્સપાિ  
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3) વપ્રસ્ન્સપાિ અને વિદ્યાથીઓએ 

4) અન્ય 

1.36 તેમાાં સામાન્ય રીતે કેિી ફરરયાદો આિે છે ? 

1) વિક્ષકો વિરે્ની ફરરયાદો 

2) છોકરીઓની હરેાનગતી બાબતની  

3) તેમની વ્યિસ્થ બાબતની  

4) તેમના િોજન બાબતની  

5) તેમણે જાવતય સતામણી બાબતની  

1.37 તેમાાં આિેિી ફરરયાદો ઉપર શુાં પગિાાં િીધા છે ? 

1) વિક્ષકોને નોરટસ આપિામાાં આિી  

2) વિક્ષકોના િતવન સધુારિા બાબતે તાકીદ કરિામાાં આિી  

3) વ્યિસ્થા અંગે સિૂના  

1.38 રકિોરાિસ્થાને કારણે વિજાતીય આકર્વણ થાય ,તેને પરરણામે છોકરાઓ સાથેના કોઈ પ્રશ્નો 

ઊિા થયા છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.39 જો હા તો કેિા પ્રકારના પ્રશ્નો  

1) િાળા માથી િાગી જવુાં  

2) જાવતય સાંબાંધ 

3) કોઈ અનલુિત પગિાાં િરિામાાં આવ્યા હોય 

1.40 આિી પરરસ્સ્થવતમાાં શુાં પગિાાં િીધા હતા ? 

1) છોકરીને કાઢી મકેુિ  

2) છોકરા સામે ફરરયાદ કરેિ  

3) છોકરાને િાળામાથી કાઢી મકેુિ  

4) પોિીસ ફરરયાદ કરિી પિી  
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5) અન્ય  

1.41 આિી ઘટના બને ત્યારે વિસ્ત વિર્યક વનયમો બનેિા છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.42 જે વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ  િાિનાત્મક રીતે દુુઃખી છે. (િય, આઘાત અને માાંદગીના કારણે) તેિી 

વિદ્યાવથિનીઓની તાત્કાલિક/ સરિયપણે દેખરેખ રાખિામાાં આિે છે?  

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.43 શુાં દેખરેખ રાખિામાાં આિે છે ?  

1) કોઈ ખાસ વિક્ષક તેની દેખરેખ રાખે  

2) ગહૃમાતા સાથે સતત સિૂના આપિી  

3) િોતટરની સારિાર  

4) માતવપતા સાથે િિાવ  

  

1.44 વિધાિયમાાં  કેિી કેિી અનઅપેલક્ષત ઘટનાઓ બને છે ? 

1) અકસ્માત -વિગત આપો _____________________________________________ 

2) છોકરીનુાં િાગી જવુાં -વિગત આપો ______________________________________  

3) છોકરી દ્વારા આત્મહત્યાનો પ્રયાસ -વિગત આપો ................................................... 

4) આત્મહત્યા કરિી-વિગત આપો ...........................................................................   

5) અપહરણ થવુાં .....................................................................................................  

1.45 વિધાિયમાાં બનતી અનઅપેલક્ષત ઘટનાઓનાાં તમારા મતે શુાં કારણો હોઈ િકે? 

1) છોકરીઓની સામાજજક ભવૂમકા  

2) છોકરીના સાંસ્કાર 

3) છોકરીઓના વ્યસ્તતગત ગણુ  

4) વિદ્યાિયનુાં િધ ુપિત ુાં મતુત િાતાિરણ  
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5) અવતિય કિકાઇ  

1.46 વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ િાળા બહાર છે ત્યારે જિા આિિાની વ્યિસ્થા શુાં છે ?  

1) િાિતા જાય  

2) બસમાાં કે છકિામાાં જાય  

3) છાત્રાિયનુાં  િાહન છે  

1.47 િાળા કેટિી દૂર છે ? 

1) -૧કી.મી  

2) 2-3કી.મી. 

3) તેથી િધારે  

1.48 આિતા જતાાં ગામિોકો કે રાહદારીઓની હરેાનગવતના પ્રશ્નો આિે છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

 

1.49 કેિી ફરરયાદો કરે છે ? 

1) છોકરાઓ પાછળ પાછળ આિે છે  

2) છેિતી કરે છે  

3) ગાંદુ બોિે છે  

4) ધમકી આપે છે  

5) અન્ય  

1.50 તેમાાં શુાં કરો છો ? 

1) છોકરીઓને સાથે રહિેા સિૂના  

2) સમદુાયમાાં વિક્ષકો જઈને િાતિીત કરે  

3) પોિીસ ફરરયાદ  

4) છોકરીઓને સમજ આપિી  

1.51 છોકરીઓ િાળા છોિિાના કારણો શુાં હોય છે ? 
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1) િણતરમાાં નબળા  

2) કૌટુાંલબક પ્રશ્નો 

3) છોકરીઓના અંદર અંદરના ઝ્ગિા  

4) િગ્ન થિા  

5) છેિતીનો બનાિ  

6) માનવસક બીમાર થિાથી  

7) કોઈક ગનુારહત પ્રવવૃત માાં સાંિોિણી  

8) વિક્ષક સાથેનો અણબનાિ  

1.52 છાત્રાિય કે વિદ્યાિયમાથી વિદ્યાવથિનીને કાઢી મકૂિામાાં આિી હોય તો તેના કારણો શુાં હોય 

છે ? 

1) િતવણકૂના પ્રશ્નો 

2) િણિામાાં જરા પણ ધ્યાન ના આપવુાં  

3) વિક્ષકનુાં કહ્ુાં ના કરવુાં ,સામે બોિવુાં  

4) ગનુારહત પ્રવવૃત્તઓ જેિીકે િોરી કરિી િગેરે 

5) અન્ય વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ સાથે ઝગિવુાં , મારમારી કરિી   

1.53 િણતા િણતા કોઈ છોકરીઓ માનવસક બીમાર થઈ હોય તેિા રકસ્સા બને છે ? 

1) હા 

2) ના 

1.54 હા ,તો આિા કેટિા રકસ્સા તમારા ધ્યાનમાાં છે ? 

1) 1-5  

2) 6-10 

3) તેથી િધ ુ 

1.55 તમારી દ્રસ્ટટએ  માનવસક બીમારીના કારણો શુાં હોય છે ? 

1) કૌટુાંલબક  

2) િણિાનુાં અવતિય દબાણ અને લિિંતા 
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3) વ્યસ્તતત્િના પ્રશ્નો  

4) િળગાિ   

5) બાળ િગ્ન જેિા રરિાજોના કારણે અનિુિતી માનવસક મ ૂાંઝિણ 

6) અન્ય 

1.56 પરીક્ષા સમયે છોકરીઓ માદી પિી જાય છે તેવુાં બને છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

1.57 તેના શુાં કારણ િાગે છે ? 

1) તેમને  પરીક્ષા આપિી અઘરી િાગે છે  

2) તેમને પરીક્ષનો  િર હોય છે  

3) નાપાસ થિાનો િર  

4) િણવુાં ગમતુાં નથી  

5) ઓછા માકવસ આિિાની લિિંતા  

1.58 વિદ્યાથીઓના િાિીઓની વમરટિંગ થાય  છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના 

1.59 િર્વમાાં કેટિીિાર ? 

1) એક  

2) બે 

3) ત્રણ 

4) ત્રણ થી િધ ુિખત  

1.60 િાિી વમરટિંગમાાં શુાં કરિામાાં આિે છે ? 

1) વિદ્યાવથિનીના િણતર વિરે્ ધ્યાન દોરવુાં  

2) વિદ્યાવથિનીના િતવન વિરે્ ધ્યાન દોરવુાં  

3) વિદ્યાવથિનીના માનવસક પ્રશ્નો વિરે્ ધ્યાન દોરવુાં  
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4) વિદ્યાવથિનીના આરોગ્ય બાબતે ધ્યાન દોરવુાં  

1.61 િાિીઓની ફરરયાદ શુાં હોય છે ? 

1) સારુાં િણાિતા નથી  

2) બાળકો સાથે િેદિાિ કરો છો  

3) વિક્ષા કરો છો  

4) બરાબર િણે ના તો મારજો  

5) િોજનની ગણુિતા બરાબર નથી 

6) દીકરીઓની સરુક્ષા અંગે ની વ્યિસ્થા બરાબર નથી  

1.62 વ્યિસ્થાપન સવમવત બનાિિામાાં આિી છે 

(1) હા 

(2) ના 

1.63 હા, તો સભ્યોમાાં કોણ કોણ છે 

(1) િાિીઓ  

(2) છોકરીઓ  

(3) વિક્ષકો 

(4) વપ્રસ્ન્સપાિ 

(5) અન્ય  

1.64 વ્યિસ્થાપન સવમવત ની કામગીરી શુાં છે  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
 

 

1.65 તમને કોઈ મેનેજમેંટ તરફથી મેમો કે નોરટસ મળ્યા છે ?  

1) હા  
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2) ના  

1.66 કઈ બાબતે ? 

1) વિસ્ત બાબતે  

2) વિદ્યાથીઓએ બાબતે  

3) અન્ય  

 

મલૂયાાંકન માટે સમય આપિા બદિ આપનો ખબૂ આભાર ... 
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Annexure : IV Schedule questionnaire for students 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય અંગે એક મલૂયાાંકન અભ્યાસ 

(સિષ વશક્ષા અલભયાનની જરૂહરયાત મજુબ અને યવૂનસેફ ના સહયોગ થી) 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયની વિદ્યાવથિનીઓ માટેની અનસુલૂિ 

 

શાળા / છાત્રાિયનુાં નામ:  _________________________________________ 

ગામ: ____________________________ 

તાલકુો: __________________________ 

જજલિો: __________________________ 

 

મલૂયાાંકન તારીખ: ________________________ 

મલૂયાાંકન કતાષન ુાં નામ: _____________________ 

 

 

 

 

આયોજન અને અમિીકરિ 

સમાજ કાયષ વિભાગ 

મ.દે.સમાજસેિા મહાવિદ્યાિય 

ગજૂરાત વિદ્યાપીઠ 

અમદાિાદ 
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કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય- અભ્યાસ 

કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિયની વિદ્યાથીઓ માટેની અનસુલૂિ 
 

1. વિદ્યાથીનીની વિગત 
1.1. વિદ્યાથીનો કોિ  .............. 

1.2. ઉમર: 

1) ૧૨ થી ૧૪ િર્વ  

2) ૧૫ થી ૧૭ િર્વ  

3) ૧૮ થી િધ ુ 

1.3 હાિ કયા ધોરણમાાં અભ્યાસ કરો  છે?  

1) ધોરણ ૬  

2) ધો. ૭  

3) ધો. ૮  

4) ધો.૯  

5) ધો. ૧૧  

1.4 K G B Vમાાં  કયારથી  અભ્યાસ કરો  છો ?  

1) પ્રાથવમકથી  

2) માધ્યમીકથી  

3) ઉ.મા. થી  

1.5 પહિેા ક્યાાં અભ્યાસ કરતાાં હતાાં? 

1) ગામની સરકારી િાળામાાં  

2) ખાનગી િાળામાાં  

3) િરૂઆતથી કેજીબીિીમાાં  

1.6 KGBV માાં અભ્યાસ કરિાનુાં િા માટે પસાંદ કયુું? 

1) સગિિ સારી હોિાથી  
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2) ખિવ ઓછો થિાથી  

3) વિક્ષણ સારુાં મળિાથી  

4) ગામની છોકરીઓ િણતી હતી તેથી  

5) ઘેર કોઈ હોત ુાં નથી  

6) માતા નથી  

7) વપતા નથી  

2. વિદ્યાથીનીઓની ગામની અને કૌટુમ્બીક વિગત 
2.1 તમારા ગામનુાં નામ જણાિો. ......................................................................... 
2.2 તમારુાં ગામ અહીંથી કેટલુાં દૂર છે? 

1) -10 રક.મી.ની અંદર  

2) 11થી 30 રક.મી.  

3) 31 થી 50   રક.મી.  

4) 51 થી િધ ુ 

2.3 તમારી જ્ઞાવત/ કેટેગરી:   

1) એસ.સી 

2) એસ.ટી 

3) ઓબીસી 

4) િઘમુતી   

5) અન્ય  

2.4 કુટુાંબમા કુિ કેટિા સભ્યો  છો? 

1) -5 

2) 6 -8  

3) 9-  

2.5 તમે સગા િાઈ બહને કેટિા છો ? િાઈ ___ બહને ____ 

2.6  તમારા સમાજમાાં નાની ઉમર માાં િગ્ન થાય છે 
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1) હા 

2) ના 

2.7  જો હા, તો તમારા િગ્ન થયા છે  

1) હા 

2) ના  

2.8 કુટુાંબની િાવર્િક આિક 

1)         -100000 

2) 100001- 300000  

3) 300001 -500000 

4) 500000-   

2.9 તમારુાં મકાન- 

1) પોતાનુાં 

2)  િાિાનુાં 

3) સગા સાંબાંધીનુાં 

4) અન્ય _________ 

2.10 મકાનનો પ્રકાર    

1) કાચુાં 

2) પાકુાં 

3)ધાબ ુપતરાનુાં  

2.11 તમારા ઘરે /ગામની સવુિધાઓ 

1) ઘરે પાણી ની સવુિધા  

2) રેિન કાિવ:  

1) APL 

2) BPL 

3) અંત્યોદય 
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4) અન્ય  

3) િૌિાિય ની સવુિધા 

4) િીજળીની સવુિધા 

5) ગામમાાં સરકારી દિાખાનુાં 

6) બૅન્ક 

7) િાળા:  

1) પ્રાથવમક 

2) માધ્યવમક  

3) ઉ.મા  

2.12 તમારી સૌથી અંગત િાત જેમકે, (માવસક ધમવ વિરે્ અને તેમાાં પિતી મશુ્કેિી વિરે્) તમે   

કોને કહો છો ? 

1) માતા   

2) બહને   

3) બહનેપણી 

4) ગહૃમાતા/વિક્ષક  

5) અન્ય  

6) કોઈને કહતેી નથી 

7) િાગ ુપિત ુાં નથી   

3. છાત્રાિય  વિશેની માહહતી  
3.1 તમે ઘેર રહીને િણિાનુાં િધ ુપસાંદ કરો કે છાત્રાિયમાાં ? 

1) ઘેર  

2) છાત્રાિયમાાં  

3.2 તમને ઘર /કુટુાંબની ખબૂ યાદ આિે એવુાં ખરુાં? 

1) હા  

2) ના  
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3.3 યાદ આિે ત્યારે શુાં થાય? 

1) એકિા રિવુાં આિે  

2) િણિામાાં મન ના િાગે  

3) જમિાનુાં ના િાિે  

4) ઘેર જિાની રાજા માાંગ ુ 

5) માતા વપતાને મળિા બોિવુાં  

3.4 તમારા માતા-વપતા કે કુટુાંબીજન કેટિીિાર મળિા આિે ? 

1) અઠિારિયે  

2) પાંદર રદિસે 

3) મરહનામાાં એક િખત 

4) માત્ર રજાઓ પિે ત્યારે િેિા આિે / િરૂ થાય ત્યારે મકૂિા આિે   

3.5 વિદ્યાિયમાાંથી તમને ઘરે જિા ક્યારે રજા મળે? 

1) અઠિારિયે  

2) પાંદર રદિસે 

3) મરહનામાાં એક િખત 

4) બીમારીમાાં  

5) તહિેારોમાાં  

3.6 િાિી દૂરથી આિે તો રાત રોકાિિાની વ્યિસ્થા છે? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

3.7 તમને ઘરની શુાં લિિંતા રહ ેછે ?  

1) માતા વપતા ઝઘિે તેની  

2) ઘરિા દાદા દાદીની  

3) આવથિક મશુ્કેિી છે તેની  

4) કુટુાંબમાાં મારમારી થાય તેની  
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3.8 છાત્રાિયમાાંથી તમને બહાર જિા આિિાની પરિાનગી હોય છે?  

1) હા  

2) ના 

3.9 શુાં કામ માટે બહાર જાિ છો ? 

1) ખરીદી કરિા  

2) વિક્ષક/ગહૃમાતા કામ માટે મોકિે  

3) ગામમાાં કોઈ તહિાર હોય  

4) અન્ય  

3.10 બહાર જતી િખતે તમારી સાથે છાત્રાિયમાાંથી બીજુ ાં કોણ આિે છે? 

1) ગહૃમાતા 

2) બહનેપણીઓ   

3) વિક્ષક  

3.11 છાત્રાિયમાાં રહીને િણિામાાં શુાં મશુ્કેિી અનિુિો છો ?  

1) કિક વનયમો છે  

2) ગહૃમાતા િિે તેનો િર િાગે  

3) મારા ગામની કોઈ છોકરીઓ નથી  

4) જમિાનુાં નથી િાિત ુાં  

5) રહિેા નાહિા ધોિાની અગિિ  

6) ઘેર જિા ના મળે    

3.12 તમને દુખ િાગે કે કઈ પણ મઝુિણ હોય કે અંગત િાત હોય  તો કોને કહો  છો?  

1) બહનેપણીને  

2) ગહૃમાતાને  

3) િોકીદારને  

4) વિક્ષકને  

5) કોઈને નહીં  
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6) અન્ય કોઈ  

3.13 તમારાથી કોઈ ભિૂ થઇ જાય અથિા નકુસાન થઇ જાય તો ગહૃમાતા તમને શુાં કરે ? 

1) જાહરેમાાં ધમકાિી નાખે   

2) વ્યસ્તતગત રીતે બોિાિીને ધમકાિે 

3) અપિબ્દો બોિે  

4) સમજાિીને કહ ે 

3.14 છાત્રાિયમાાં ઝઘિા થાય છે? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

3.15 હા,તો કઈ બાબતે ? 

1) િોજન બાબતે 

2) કામ બાબતે  

3) એકબીજાની ઈર્ાવ કરે  

4) જ્ઞાવતગત િબ્દો કહ ે 

5) િસ્ત ુિોરી થિાથી  

3.16 છાત્રાિયમાાં તમને જે િોજન આપિામાાં આિે છે તેના વિરે્ તમારુાં મ ાંતવ્ય જણાિો 

1) અવત ઉત્તમ         

2) ઉત્તમ                  

3) નબળાં              

3.17 તમે લબમાર થાિ ત્યારે શુાં વ્યિસ્થા છે ? 

1) છાત્રાિયમાાં િોતટર આિે છે  

2) નસવ આિે છે  

3) ગામમાાં દિાખાને જવુાં પિે છે 

3.18 ગહૃમાતાની તમારી સાથે િતવણકૂ કેિી છે?  

1) પે્રમાળ  
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2) કિક સ્િિાિ  

3) ધમકાિે  

4) ગાળો બોિે  

5) ધમકી આપે  

6) મારે  

3.19 મોટી છોકરીઓ નાની છોકરીઓને હરેાન કરે તેિા રકસ્સા બને છે ? 

1) હા 

2) ના 

3.20 હા ,તો શુાં ? 

1) તેમના કામ અમારી પાસે કરાિે  

2) નામ પાિે  

3) િીિિે  

4) તેમનુાં કહ્ુાં ના કરે તો મારે  

5) િરાિે ,ધમકાિે  

3.21 તમારી સાથે જ્ઞાવત આધારરત વ્યિહાર થાય છે? 

1) હા 

2) ના  

3.22 હા , તો કોના તરફથી ? 

1) બીજી છોકરીઓ દ્વારા  

2) ગહૃમાતા દ્વારા  

3) અન્ય સ્ટાફ દ્વારા  

4) િાળાના વિક્ષક દ્વારા  

5) એિો વ્યિહાર થતો નથી  

3.23 શુાં વ્યિહાર થાય ? 

1) અપમાાંનજનક િબ્દો બોિે  
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2) તોછિાઈ કરે  

3) એકિા પાિી દે 

4) નીિા ગણે  

5) િેદિાિ કરે 

3.24 છાત્રાિયમાાં સિૂના પેટી છે ?  

1) હા 

2) ના 

3.25 તે ક્યારે અને કોની હાજરીમાાં ખોિિામાાં આિે છે ?  

1) મેનેજમેન્ટ કવમટી  

2) ગહૃમાતા 

3) વિદ્યાવથિનીઓની હાજરીમાાં  

3.26 તે સિૂનોને આધારે પગિાાં િેિામાાં આિે છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના 

3.27 જેન્િર કો ઓરિિનેટર કોણ છે તે જાણો છો ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

3.28 તે ક્યારે આિે છે ? 

1) મરહને 

2) બે મરહને 

2.29 મેનેજમેંટ કવમટી શુાં છે તે જાણો છો ? 

1) હા  

2) ના  

2.30 તેમાાં કોણ કોણ સભ્ય હોય છે ? 

1) વિદ્યાથીઓ 
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2) િાિીઓ  

3) વપ્રસ્ન્સપાિ  

4) વિક્ષકો  

3.31 તમે તેના સભ્ય છો ? 

1) હા  

2) ના    

4. શાળા વિશેની વિગતો  
4.1 તમને િણિાનુાં ગમે છે ?  

1) હા  

2) ના 

3) મજા નથી પિતી  

4.2 વિક્ષકો નો સ્િિાિ કેિો છે ?  

1) પે્રમાળ  

2) કિક  

3) ધમકાિે  

4) મારે  

5) ગસુ્સો કરે  

6) િેદિાિ કરે  

4.3 તમને કઈ બાબતનો િર િાગે છે ?  

1) ભિૂ થાય અને વિક્ષક િિિે તો 

2) વિક્ષક મારિે તો 

3) મોટી છોકરીઓ મારિે તો 

4) િાળામાાંથી કાઢી મકૂિે તો 

5) િાળામાાં સાથે િણતા છોકરાઓનો           

6) પરરણામ સારુાં ના આિે તો માતવપતાનો  
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4.4 તમારી સાથે ક્યારેય તમારા િરીરને કોઈ અન્ય પરુુરે્ સ્પિવ કયો હોય જે તમને ના ગમ્યુાં હોય 

તેવુાં બન્યુાં છે ? 

1) હા  

2) ના 

4.5  તમે તે અંગે કોઈને જાણ કરી હતી ? 

1) હા 

2) ના 

4.6 હા,તો કોને  

1) માતવપતાને  

2) વિક્ષકને  

3) વપ્રસ્ન્સપાિને 

4) જેન્િર કો ઓરિિનેટરને 

5) બહનેપનીને  

6) અન્યને  

7) કોઈને કહતેી નથી  

4.7 પછી શુાં થયુાં ? 

1) જિાબદારને  વિક્ષા કરી  

2) ઠપકો આપ્યો  

3) િાિીને બોિાવ્યા  

4) મને જ ઠપકો આપ્યો  

5)  કશુાં ના કયુું  

4.8 ગિુ ટિ બેિ ટિ વિરે્ તમે જાણો છો ? 

1) હા   

2)  ના 

4.9 તેની તાિીમ  આપિામાાં આિી  હતી ? 
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1) હા  

2) ના  

4.10 હા તો કોણે આપી હતી ? 

1) વિક્ષક 

2) જેન્િર કો ઓરિિનેટર  

3) અન્ય  

4.11 તમને કયા વિક્ષક િધ ુગમે?  

1) પરુુર્ વિક્ષક  

2) સ્ત્રી વિક્ષક  

4.12 િાળામાાં રસ્તામાાં આિતા જતાાં કોઈ હરેાન કરે છે ? 

1) હા   

2) ના  

4.13 જો હા તો કેિી રીતે ? 

1) અપિબ્દો બોિે  

2) અિપિા કરે  

3) િરાિે  

4) ખીજિે ,િીિિે  

4.14 ત્યારે તમે શુાં કરો છો ? 

1) બહનેપણીને કહીએ  

2) ગહૃમાતાને કહીએ  

3) િોકીદારને કહીએ  

4) વિક્ષકને કહીએ  

5) કોઈને કહતેા નથી  

4.15 તમારી િાળામાાં કોઈ છોકરીઓ સાથે કોઈ દુઘવટના બની છે ? 

1)  હા  
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2) ના 

4.16 હા તો કેિી ? 

1) િાગી જવુાં   

2) આત્મહત્યા 

3) છેિતી થઈ હોય  

4) અકસ્માતે મતૃ્ય ુ 

5) િાળા છોિી દેિી 

6)  િાળામાથી કાઢી મકૂિા  

4.17 શુાં હતી આ ઘટના ? 

 

4.18 તમને ક્યારે એવુાં થાય છે કે િણિાનુાં છોિી દેવુાં છે ? 

1)  નાપાસ થાિ ત્યારે  

2) વિક્ષક િિે ત્યારે  

3) વિક્ષા કરે ત્યારે  

4)   કુટુાંબમાાં પ્રશ્ન હોય ત્યારે  

5) માાંદગીને કારણે 

 

મલૂયાાંકન માટે તમારો સમય આપિા બદિ તમારો ખબૂ ખબૂ આભાર... 
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Annexure V: Format for focus group discussion 
 
 

રેવપડ એસેસમેન્ટ,કસ્તરુબા ગાાંધી બાલિકા વિદ્યાિય , 
મહાદેિ દેસાઈ સમાજસેિા મહાવિદ્યાિય, ગજૂરાત વિદ્યાપીઠ. અમદાિાદ-૧૪  

સમાજકાયષ વિભાગ 

 

FGD—ફોકસ ગપૃ હડસકસન - ગાઈડિાઈન 

 

૧. સાંિેદનિીિ રીતે ગપૃ નક્કી કરવુાં -25-30 છોકરીઓ  

૨. બાળકોને હતે ુકહીએ  

૩. ઉંમરને  ધ્યાનમાાં રાખિી  

4 સમય એક થી દોઢ કિાક  

 

A. સેશનની શરૂઆતમાાં:  

૧. બાળકો એકબીજાનો પરરિય આપે તેિી રીતે પરરિય કરિો.  

૨. બાળકો રરિેક્ષ અને કમ્ફટવ  રફિ કરે પછી િરૂ કરવુાં. 
૩. નીિેની કેટિીક ટેકનીક તમને યોગ્ય િાતાિરણ બનાિિામાાં મદદ કરી િકે. 

 રમત રમાિિી  

 ગીતો, િાન્સ, એસ્તટિંગ, કવિતા  

 બાળક જયાાં બેસિા ઈચ્છે છે ત્યાાં બેસિા કહો  

 જૂથનુાં નામ નક્કી કરો  

 અનૌપિારરક અને હ ૂાંફાળી રીતે િતવવુાં 
 બાળકના જીિન અને તેની સાંસ્કૃવતમાાં રસ દાખિિો. 

૪. ગ્રાઉન્િ રૂિ નક્કી કરિા- િાતાવિાપ દરમ્યાન બધા બોિે, એક જ બાળક ના બોિે, બીજા બોિે 
ત્યારે સાાંિળે, બીજા બાળક વિિે ન બોિિા જેવુાં ન બોિે. 
૫. બાળક પોતાના વિરે્ અને બીજા િતી બોિી િકે. 
૬. બાળક પોતાના જીિન વિરે્ ઘટના વિરે્ િાત કરે પણ તેને નકુસાન થાય તેિી િાત ન કરો. 
૭. બાળકને ખાતરી આપિી કે આ મારહતી મલૂયાાંકન  માટે જ છે જેમાાં તેમનુાં નામ જાહરે નહીં 
થાય. 
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૮. મલૂયાાંકન ટીમે દરેક િબ્દનો યોગ્ય રીતે ઉપયોગ કરિો જેથી બાળક સમજી િકે. 
૯. દરેક પ્રશ્નનો જિાબ મળે તેિી ટેકવનકનો ઉપયોગ કરિો અને  કાળજીપિૂવક ટૂાંકમાાં શુાં સાાંિળ્યુાં 
તે કહીશુાં. 
૧૦. માત્ર બે ત્રણ જ નહીં બધા બાળકો બોિે તે કાળજી રાખિી. 
B ફોકસ ગપૃ માટેનાાં કેટિાક પ્રશ્નો: 
 ૧ િેકેિનમાાં શુાં કરિાના છો ? 

૨ ઘેર િધારે ગમે કે અહીં ? શુાં ગમે અને કેમ  ના ગમે? 

૩ છાત્રાિયમાાં હજુ શુાં હોય તો િધારે મજા પિે ? 

૪ સ્કિૂમાાં હજુ િધ ુમજા કયારે આિે ? 

૫  શુાં શુાં નથી ગમતુાં ? 

૬ તમારી સાથે રહતેી છોકરીઓ કાંઈ મશુ્કેિીઓ અનિુિે છે ? કેિી? 

૭ છોકરીઓને બહુ દુખ ક્યારે િાગે ?  

૮ છોકરીઓ અને છોકરાઓમાાં શુાં તફાિત હોય છે ? 

૯ છોકરીઓને છોકરાઓ કે પરુુર્ોનુાં કેવુાં િતવન નથી ગમત ુ? 

૧0 છોકરીઓને કોનો કોનો િર િાગે ? 

૧૧ તમને તમારી સાથે ના ગમે તેવુાં શુાં થાય છે? 

૧૨ ત્યારે તમે શુાં કરો છો ? 

13. તમને તમારુાં કોઈ અપમાન કરે ,તમારી િાત ના સાાંિળે ત્યારે શુાં થાય છે ? 
1૪ ત્યારે તમે શુાં કરો છો ? 

૧૫ એિી કોઈ ઘટના છે જે તમને યાદ કરિી ના ગમે અથિા યાદ કરો તો રડુ આિે 

 

C. સેશનના અંતે:   

૧. શુાં કહિેાયુાં, થયુાં તેની સમરી આપિી. 
૨. આિાર માનિો. 
૩. તેમને કેવુાં િાગ્યુાં તે પછુવુાં  

૪. છેલિે િાતાવ, ગીત, રમતથી સમાપ્ત કરવુાં. 
 

D  વિશ્િેર્િ  

ટૂાંકમાાં સમરી સાંમવતથી કરિી. નીિેની બાબતોની નોંધ કરિી.   

 િણવનાત્મક િાકયો કે િબ્દો જેનો ઉપયોગ થયો હોય  
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 જિાબોનો મખુ્ય સાર. 
 સમાન િાક્ષણીકતા ધરાિતા બાળકોનાાં વિિારો. 
 બાળકોના િાિનાત્મક, બોિી િેંગ્િેજ, િતવન કે બીજા નોંધપાત્ર પાસાઓ. 
 બીજી નોંધપાત્ર બાબતો, વનરરક્ષણો, જિાબો. 
 કોઈ સાંિેદનિીિ વિગતો/કેસ હોય તો તેને જુદી દિાવિી ફોમેટમાાં હાઈિાઈટ કરિી. 
 છેલિા પાના પર સમરી િખિી. 

 

આિારસાંહહતા અંગે ગાઈડિાઈન્સ 

 

બાળકો અંગે થતા સાંશોધનમાાં નીિેની ગાઈડિાઈન ધ્યાનમાાં િેિી. 
૧. બાળકોને નકુસાન ન થાય તેની કાળજી િેિી, તેિી બાબતો ખાનગી રહ,ે બાળક મિુાકાત 
િખતે પોતાને સિામત સમજે. 
૨. સ્થાવનક સાંસ્થા સાથે રહીને છેલિે  બાળકની કોઈ ખાસ જરૂરરયાત ધ્યાનમાાં આિી હોય તો 
તાત્કાલિક  સપોટવ  માટે ગોઠિણ કરિી. 
૩. બાળક સાથે એકિા રૂમમાાં મિુાકાત ન ગોઠિિી. 
૪. બાળકને જાણકારી આપ્યા બાદ તેની સાંમવત િગર તેની સાથે કામ ન કરવુાં. 
૫. બાળકની ઓળખ જાહરે ન થાય તે જોવુાં.  

૬. ઉત્તરદાતા તરીકે કેિ િીટ પર નામ ન િખવુાં અને તે િેટા િીટ સિામત જગ્યાએ રાખિી. 
૭. ગોપનીયતા જાળિિી.  

 

બાળકની સરુક્ષા માટેની આિારસાંહહતા 
ના કરવુાં 

 બાળકને મદદ કરિાના છે તેિી 
આિા ન બાંધાિિી. 

 બાળકને મારવુાં/જુિમ 
કરિો/િારીરરક િોર્ણ ન કરવુાં. 

 બાળક સાથે િારીરરક/જાતીય સાંબાંધ 
વિકસાિિો નહીં. 

કરવુાં  

 આયોજન પિૂવક બાળક સાથે કામ 
કરવુાં જેથી કોઈ જોખમ ન રહ.ે 

 બાળક સાથે કામ કરતી િખતે બીજા 
જોઈ િકે તેમ રહવે ુાં. 

 બાળકના મદુ્દાઓ અંગે ખલુિાપણુાં 
જરૂરી છે તે અંગેના મદુ્દાઓ હોય તો 
તેની િિાવ કરિી. 
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 બાળક સાથે કોઇપણ પ્રકારના સાંબાંધ 
વિકસાિિા નહીં જેમાાં તેનુાં િોર્ણ 
થતુાં હોય. 

 બાળકને િરમમાાં મકૂિા, અમાનિીય, 
બાળકને નીિો પાિિો, િાિનાત્મક 
િોર્ણ. 

 અસામાન વ્યિહાર, િેદિાિપણૂવ 
િતવવુાં અથિા બીજા બાળકની 
તરફદારી કરિી. 

 બાળક સાથે એકિાાં િધ ુસમય બહાર 
ગાળિો. 

 આ યાદી પરૂતી નથી, આપણે આિા 
વ્યિહારો ના થાય તેની કાળજી િેિી.   

 બાળક તેના અવધકારો અંગે શુાં 
સ્િીકારવુાં/શુાં ન સ્િીકારવુાં તેની 
સમસ્યાની િિાવ કરે તે માટે સક્ષમ 
બનાિો. 
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Annexure VI: List of Assessment team members for the Rapid assessment 

work 
 

1. Prof. Anandiben Patel 

2. Dr. Manojbhai Parmar 

3. Dr. Daminiben Shah 

4. Dr. Badarbhai Kureshi 

5. Dr. Ashokbhai Patel 

6. Dr. Ishani Patel 

7. Dr. Jyoti Patel 

8. Ms. Avani Rushi 

9. Ms. Binal Patel 

10. Ms. Nirupa Shah 

11. Ms. Aanandi Shah 

12. Ms. Sonal 

13. Mr. Nitinbhai 

14. Mr. Uttambhai 

15. Ms. Gayatri Jasani 

16. Ms. Sushilaben 

17. Mr. Ishvarbhai 

18. Ms. Anamika Kristi 

19. Mr. Himmatbhai 

20. Ms. Avani Chauhan 

21. Mr. Vrajesh Goswami 

22. Ms. Dharam 

23. Mr. ritesh 

24. Mr. Kaushik  
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Annexure VII: Glimpses of the assessment   

Interaction with Parents 
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Interaction with students 
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